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PREFACE. 

A,LTHOUGH India can boast of the 1inest avifauna in the world, no pro
fusely illustrated book exists that deals ·with the birds of India as a whole. 
The reason of this is that the birds to be described are very numerous, 
while the human beings who take an interest in them are comparatively 
few. The expense of producing such a book ,vould be great and the 
producers' income fro111 the sale small. 

Of late years, however, the number of people interested in birds 
has greatly increased. In view of this fact, the present work has been 
published. I t deals ,vith the birds in which the sportsman is 1110st 
interested, together "vith the doves, which cannot well be separated 
fro111 the pigeons. 

It is hoped that this volume will be the first of a series describing 
the common birds of India. 

If the sales of this volume are sufficient to justify the production, 
a second volume will appear treating of waders, woodpeckers, 
kingfishers and other non-passerine birds. 

In the event of Volume II being \vell received, a further Volume will 
be published, and the process \vill continne until all the co 1111110 1.1 birds of 
the country shall have come under review, In that case the work will 
eventually consist of five volt1mes, each about the size of the present 
one, 

The illustrations and 1110St of the text of this volume appeared in 
the Empress. The coloured frontispiece made its first appearance in 
the Times of I/ldia !llltstl'afed TFeek!y. The author takes this opportunity 
of thanking the editors lor permission to reproduce the contents of this 

volume. 

LAHORE, 

january, 2Ist, 1923. 

D. DEWAR. 
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THE C.OMMON BIRDS OF INDIA 

THE DUCKS AND THEIR RELATIVES. 

I.-The Resident Ducks. 

Most people recognise a duck when they see one waddling about 
on t,he ground or swimming 011 the water, or ,'vhen held in the hand. 
In India a great man)- people can go " one better" and" spot " a cluck 
when they see it on the wing. . 

For the benefit of the few who have not mastered the A. B. C. 
of the Anatidce, let me say that in order that a bird can he a member 
of the duck club it must fulfil the two following conditions. . Its 
three front toes must be joined together along practical1y their \vhole 
length by a web, and the hilI mnst be straight and flattened, having 
hath chaps m- mandibles armed with transverse ridg'es' or teeth, known 
technically as lamellre. 

If yoltr cook prodttces a hird which 'he assures you is a duck, hut 
which does ilOt possess both these qualifications, decline to have it 
cooked. It may taste w'eIl, but the chances are that it will 110t. 

To the experienced eye: nothing is easier than to disting'uish a duck 
fro111 any other kind of bird ,vhen on the wing, but it is not very easy 
to explain how this is done. A duck, except when about to alight, 
never sails on outstretched wings. Its flight is swift and the wings 
move rapicly all the time. The body is rounded and the tail is short. 
During Bight the neck is stretched out. Imagine a Schweppe's soda
water hottle flying through the air 011 rapidly-plied pointed wing-s and 
you have some idea of how a duck looks when it flies overhead at a 
distance of fifty yards or so. 

The only 1>il'd that is likely to be mistaken :for a duck ,\Then on 
the wing- is the coot. The clark colour, the more nointed bUl. the 
more lahmwed tlight during 'Vvhlch the long legs and toes project 
hehind the tail, the f~ct that before he can rise hOIn the water he 
has to run along the surface for a fe,,\-' paces, and the confiding habits 
should suffice to enahle the tyro to differentiate the coot. If a cluck 
resemble a bottle of Schweppe's 011 wings, the coot may be likened to 
a bottle of Bass similarly circumstanced. . And when you have by' 
accident felled a coot, his white moorhen-like bill, and the fa'ct 'that 
his feet are not webbed but have lobes on the tqes, sQofr fihQW ,you 
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that you have not secured a duck. To Englishmen, the coot is not 
a good table hiI'd, but the Indian boatman likes him. 

Having learned how to distinguish a duck from other birds, the 
intelligent sportsman uSt\<illy wants to know to what species any 
particular specimen he shoots belongs, if only to enable him to differen
tiate between those that are good table birds and those that are not, 
for, alas! all duck are not nice to eat, as everyone who has tried to make 
a meal off a brahminy knows. 

The differentiation of the various Indian clucks is. not a difficult 
matter, hecause the majority have very distinctive plumage, the 
numher of species is slllall and of these several are SO rare as tn he 
almost negligihle quantities. This is 'where the average book on 
ornithology is irritating to the sportsman. It gives equal prominence 
to the common and the uncommon species, which serves to confuse. 

For example, I have' been told by more than a score of sportsmen 
at different times after they have returned fro111 a shoot in the United 
Provinces that they have shot a golden-eye. I always politely tell 
such shikaris that I have not the least doubt that they have made 
a mistake, that the bird they have shot is the Tufted Duck (NY1'OCt~ 
f1tliY1l1a) , of which the eye is golden-yellow, the golden-eye (ChtnrJllla 
glallcion) being a: bird that very rarely visits India. 

But enough of skirmishing; let us now come to grips with our 
subject, which is i The Resident Ducks of India '. There are only five 
of these commonly met with-namely, the 1l1lkta or comh-duck, the 
cotton-teal, the spotted-hill and the larger al1c1 the lesser whistling 
teals. All the other ducks that we see in India leave us in April or May 
to go to their breeding grounds in Siberia or Tibet, and they do not 
return until the beginning of the cold weather. Hence it follows that 
any duck you see in June, July or August lllUst belong to one or other 
of the five species abovenamed. It is quite easy to distinguish 
between these five species. . 

Let us lead off with the mrJcta or comb-cluck (S(l]"cidio1"ni8 
lIlclallolZotlts). He is entitled to this honour all account of his size. The 
comb-duck is as big as a goose, the drake being fully two and a half 
feet in length, and the female about tour inches smaller. It is one or 
the most confiding of the ducks. As it flaps along ""ith somewhat heavy 
flight for a duck, it looks like a white goo·se with black wing~. 
Mr. Levett-Yeats having contributed an excellent drawing of this bird, 
a long description on my part is quite superfluous. 

The drake, you will observe, is making his bow to his lady-love. 
rt is he that has what looks like a piece of black lncliarllbber stuck 
on to his upper mandible. The hc::n goes through life without this 
appendage, which is larger in the hreeding season than at other times. 
The back and wings in both sexes arc black, which, on close inspection, 



is seen to be glossed ,vith bronze-green and purple. The head and 
neck are white, well spotted with glossy black. This kind of spotting 
is very Ullcommon in Nature, so much so that, did not the comb-duck 
appear all over India in the wild state, one would certainly take it to 
be a product of the farmyard that had got loose. 

The comb-duck is a tolerable bird for the table.. Like most of its 
family, it spends by far the greater part of its time in the water, but 
is (1uite at home in a tree. vVhile not one of the diving ducks it can 
dive when occasion requires. . 

As soon as the hot weather sets in the H'llktas pair off, being doubt
less well-pleased that the noisy crowd of migratory ducks that took up 
so much of the jhil in the cold weather have departed and left them in 

CUMB-DUCK: DRAKlt AND DUCIC About /,j' natural size. 

peace. Directly the m011soon has burst each pair selects a nesting site, 
which is usually in a tree near water, but, whe1·e no convenient tree is 
available, the IJirds build among the reeds and rushes that ab.oulld in 
most ihils. The nest is a collection of twigs with a few leaves and 
feathers and a little grass by way of a lining. The nursery is usually 
placed in a hole in a tree trunk .. or often at the place where the trunk of 
a rnango tree splits up into a number of stout branches. If the nest be 
placed among rnshes, these take the place of twigs ill its structure. 
A large number of eggs are laid, a clutch of sixteen being quite a 
COl11mon occurrence. The eggs look like oval white billiard balls. 

The spotted-billed duck (Anas poedlorhjrncha) is a largerbird, being 
about two feet in length. The sexesd!"ess alike,-both affecting sober 



piuman-c. Here let me talk a little hit of evolution, not the orthodox 
kind ;ou "will find in the text-books, but t'be .kind of evo:utioll tll<~t 
arouses the indignation of museum and caInnet naturalists. It IS 

possible to divide the ducks into three well-marked classes:-

1. Those in which both sexes have dull plumage. . 
.II. Those in "which t~e clntke is 5110"\\')' and. the hen has dull 

plumage, 
III. Those in which both sexes have bright plumage. 

L .... _ 

lll(AUS Uf '1'l'\Iu :-;l'Ul"I'J~D"lllLLJ~D DUCK~. (ANAS POCCI
LORl{YNCIIAS) .~ natural size, 'l'W(J Wl"lIS;l'LlNG l'b:AL~; 
(m:NDROCYCNA .IAVANICA) }i natural size A};]J NliS'!'. 

Now I believe, and my belief is shared by an increasing number 01 
observei·s, that evolution proceeds by jumps and 110t by ::lcarccly per
ceptible gradations. The theory which I hold is that originally all 
ducks were clull-colourecllike the spotted-bill, that there is an inherent 
tendency, implanted in all the duck tribe, to become brightly coloured, 
that if ,ve could look a few thousand years ahead we should find that 
all ducks and drakes v,/ere birds of bright plumage. 

I assert, at the risk of incnrring the ,vrath of s1.rlhagcttes, that in 
travelling along the evolutionary course, it is invariably the drake who 
leads the way. He takes the first step, and the female may, or may 
not, catch ·him up before he takes the next step, but shc ncver forges 
ahead. . 

Ducks of class I, like the spotted-bill, are still in an eady stage of 
evolution. Ducks of class II, as, for example, the mallard or wild duck; 
have progressed farther along the evolutionary path. Ducks of 



class III are the pioneers of evolution. As an example of such, I may 
cite the familiar brahminy duck. 

Both the male and female spotted-bill wear the sombre brown 
plumage which \ve usually clssocicite with the female. The majority 
of the feathers of the plumage are brown with paler edges, so that the 
bird looks rather as if it were covered with scales instead of feathers. 
But the spotted-bill has managed to acquire some touches of colour to 
enliven its (lUaker-like dress. The birds 'ivear reel or orange stockings. 
They have a metallic green. wing-bar with a narrow edg'ing of white. 
In addition to this, there is a white patch on the wing. There is also 
a white patch on each side of thel body near the tail, and, as this 
duck swims high in the water, it is possible to recognise it at 
too great a distance to distinguish the spots all the bill. After the bird 
has been shot, there is a safe and easy way of identifying it, and that 
is by means of the spots on the bill, fro111 'which the bird derives its 
name. At each side of the base or root of the bill there is a red or 
orange patch, and a broad band of bright yellow runs across the tip. 
All the rest of the bill is black. 

The spotted-bill nests in the rains. The nest is usually placed 
only a few inches above the surface of "water in rushes. It is a plat
form of rushes, about a foot broad, rounded off at the corners, some 
four inches deep at the edges and .two at the centre. The average 
clutch consists of about eight eggs, but one may see as many as a 
dozen in a nest. The eggs are white or pale grey, and never ivory
coloured like those of the comb-duck and the cotton teal. 

CO'l"l'ON-'l'J.(AL NJ;'l''l'O'Pl.TS i C()R0:tv1AND1U,IANUS: nHAKE M,n) DUC~.: 
',,' ,"', . "": "1"·""" 

'L:,:,;" 
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The cotton-teal (Ncttopus wrulnalldcliauus) is the smallest of the 
dnck tribe, being no largcr thail a pigeon; the bill is less flattened than 
that of all the other ducks, rescmbling that of a goose in some respects, 
and for this reason J erdon called the bird the goose teal. But it is in
correct so to describe it as, or to term it, a gosling. Its, bills has the orcli
nary ridging of that of a duck and not the teeth of a goose. Again, 
there is nothing goose-like in the habits of this sprightly little dandy. 
Geese live almost exclusively in dry land: cotton-teal are rarely seen 
walking, but are much addicted to perching 011 trees., Lastly, there 
are many anatomical differences Letwe'en the cotton-teal and the goose. 

Thanks to Mr. Levett-Yeats's picture of a pair of cotton-teals in 
breeding plumage, there is no need for me to describe the birds when 
they are tlllts arrayed. In the picture the drake is in front. In repro
duction the chin and throat of the dtlck have come out rather too dark. 

In the cock the prevailing hues are black, glossed with green, and 
white; in the hen they are brown and white. 

In the winter the drake loses his black necklace. \iVhen all the 
wing he looks very handsome; his pinions howe then the ctppearance 
of being bordered with white, because the narrow black tips of the 
wing feathers are not noticeable. 

The cotton-teal has a very curious call, which, according to some 
people, resembles the ,,\'ords "Fix bayonets." Those who hold this 
belief can never have drilled with the 1. D. F. If any non-commis
sioned officer gave th&1 t word of command, so that it res em bled the call 
of the cotton-teal, he would soon find himself reduced to the ranks! 

In my opinion the call of the cotton-teal resembles the words 
"quack-quack, quack-quack," repeated softly and 'llel":), qllicldy. The 
call, if difficult to describe, is easy enough to identify. 

As a table bird the cotton-teal lacks both quality and quantity. 
It is the 1110St restless and, with the possible exception of the 

whistling teal, the 1110st confusing of all the clucks. It freqnents quite 
small patches of water as well as large jhils, and is not afraid to disport 
itself on ponds in close proximity to villages. It is one of the C0111-

monest ducks of Bengal. 
Cotton-teal nest in July and l\l1gnst, usually in holes in mango 

or other trees, often at a distance from water. Sometimes they select 
as a nesting site a hole in a ruined h011se or temple. The eggs are like 
those of the comb-duck, but are, of course, 111uch smaller.· The nest
lings are dark-brown birds, striped and spotted with white. 

The last of the resident ducks arc the whistling teal. These birds 
always give me the impression that they are not proper clucks. As a 
flock of them comes flapping along within a few yards of the muzzle 
of your gun, uttering a wheezy whistle instead of a quack, it is diffi~ 

cult to believe that they are not some kind of what the Indian shikari 
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calls lmcll71ai. Like these, the whistlers remain on the jhil, flying 
round in circles, long after all the· duck, except the cotton-teal, have 
left the tank. Their body is 110t "tubby ,j like that of the orthodox 
duck, but slim. If we continue the bottle simile, the ",Thistler looks like 
a miniature Rose's Lime-juice bottle on rounded wings. Neverthe
less, the whistling teal have the bill and webhed feet that qualify for 
admission to the· duck club. The features descrihed ;:d)ove, together 
with the black rounded wings, render it very easy to distinguish ·whist
ling teal when on the wing. 

After they have been bagged they are readily identified, being the 
only brown duck of which the wings are nearly all black. 

The upper parts of the whistling teal are bro,"v11, and the wings 
black with a chestnut patch. The under parts are pale reddish brown. 

There are two species of whistling teal-the vvhistlil1g teal or 
the le.sser whistling teal (DcJldroc)'C1W javllnica) and the large whist·: 
ling teal (Delldr,ocyclla /ul'lIa). The former is by far the commoner 
species. It is about 17 inches long, while the large species is 20. Both 
are much alike in colouring, and there is 110 sexual difference. But it 
is quite easy to differentiate between them because the smaller species 
has a large patch of chestnut feathers at the place where the tail joins 
the back, the corresponding patch in the bigger species being a cream 
colour. Whistlers afford poor sport and make but indifferent eating. 
They are more difficult to retrieve than to shoot, because they are good 
divers. 

Like the other resident clucks, whistling teal breed in July and 
August. T~he nest is often in a hole in a tree. Frequently they build 
a stick nest in a tree or 11 tilise one previously occnpied by some other 
bird. Occasionally a whistler builds a nest in grass 01' bushes near 
water. 

In order to make this account of the resident ducks a complete 
one, mention must be made of three species which are so rare or locally 
distributed that they may be neglected by the average sportsman . 

. The first of these is the white-winged wood duck (Asarcornis 
SCUll/latus). The only part of India in which this bird is likely to be 
found is Assam, and there only in forest pools and streams. This is 
the largest of the Indian ducks. The head and neck are white with 
dark spots like that of the comb-duck, but there is no comb. The lov,cer 
parts are rusty red. The upper plumage is hrown. There is a large 
patch of white in the wing a11d a blue-grey bar. The sexes are alike 
111 appearance. 

The second of these rare duck is the pink-headed cluck (Rhodonessa 
caryoph'yllacea). "fhis is much more widely distributed than the last. 
According to Blanford, it is fairly common in the districts of Purnea, . 
Maida .mel Bhagalpur and in Tirhoot, and oq:urs throng-llOtlt Bengal 
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Assam and the U. P. During the ten, years I have spent in the U. P. 
I have,never come across this bird. Apparently it is gradually becolll
ing extinct, and should therefore 110t be shot. Finn wrote in 1915: 
"When I was in India in the 'nineties, one could generally sec al)out 
half-a-dozen in the Calcutta market in a winter, though as lUuch as 
Rs. 15 each would be asked for them; tl~ey V,Tere kept alive, having a 
well-known value as ornamental birds; but now, I am told by friends 
fro111 Ca1cntta, that an offer of Rs. 100 per bird would probably not 
produce a single specimen. This bird is easy to identify." T cannot 
do better than quote Finn's excellent description, as 1 do not remember 
ha ving seen the bird alive. 

"The pink-headed cluck stands quite alone in colouration among 
onf birds. Its body is as black as ink-the brownish Indian ink; its 
head is as pink as new blottil1g paper, in the case 9f the drake at any 
rate; the duck's head is like the same pink hlotting; paper after it has 
become faded and soiled, with a long black hlot on th,e crown. Her 
plumage generally is duller and fustier than the drake's and her bill 
is black. whereas his is fteshy white: hut the general resemhlance is 
close." 

The third of the rare residents is the Andaman teal (N ett{um 
albiglllare)-a darle-brown bird with white throat and neck. The fote 
part of the wing is white, the hinel part is black, edged narrowly with 
white and a nClITOVl longitudinal green hand in the middle.. This bird 
is confined to the Andamans and the Islands of the Malay Archipelago. 

n.-Migratory Ducks: The Divers. 

All clucks call dive ,,,hen necessity arises. Some rarely do so, 
because they obtain their food from the surface of the water or pick it 
off the bottom ·where the water is shallow enough to allow them to 
reach the ground by tilting up their bodies so that the whole anterior 
part is submerged. A Iev\' clucks, however. feed largely uncler water. 
These are professional clivel"s: They possess, in the form 0:( a lobe, to 
the hind toe, a special apparatus to enable them to swim under water. 
If the foot of any duck he examined, it will be found to have four toes. 
Three of these are long and point forward and are joined together 
almost their whole length by a weh of skin. The fourth toe points 
backwards. and is small in all hut the diving clucks. In these it is 
larger and is provided with a lobe. This lobed toe, taken in conjunction 
with the fact that the outer toe is as long or longer than the middle 
one, serves to distingllisb the professional from the amateur diver. 
As the body of a duck under '\vater offers far 1110re resistance to the 
'water than it does when the bird, swims on the st11'face, it is obvious' 
that those ducks which feed largely under water need more powerftil 



propellers than those that seek their subsistence on the surface, and 
Nature has provided for this want. 

There are four professional divers that visit India every winter in 

large numbers. These are all more or less closely related to one 
another and are known as pochards. According to Dr. Blanford, this 
word should be pronounced "pokard." He gives as a reason for 
his assertion the fact that the only pochard that visits England (Nyroca 
ferina) is known in some parts of the country as the poker. 

I submit that the existence of the local English names for the bird 
" Red-headed Poker" and" Blue Poker" is no ;-eason for mispronounc-· 
ing the word pochard. The verb to poach can be used both transitively 
and intransitively. As a transitive verb, it is a softened form of th~ 
verb" to poke II and has the same meaning, namely, to stab or pierce. 
Th 'd" h d" " h d" /( h k e WOI pac ar or poac ar means one w a po es or 
poaches." Probably this duck is called the poker on account of its 
diving habits. It is the only diving- duck found on fresh water in Eng
land. It is. therefore, the duck that pokes in the water for its food. 
Montagu tells us that pochards are not welcome visitors to decoy pools 
in Englanel. "for by their continual diving they disturb the rest of the 
fowls on the water and prevent their being enticed into the tunnels." 

Sufficient has, I think~ been said to demonstrate that the" eh " in 
no chard should be soft, as every sportsman in India pronounces it. 
The pochard which .visits Eng-Iarid, and which is variously known as the 
pocharc1, the dun-bird, the red-headed pochard, visits Northern India 
in large numbers. Most bag-s of duck shot in Northern India contain 
a fair percentage of pochards, hut the further east one goes the less 
abundant is the pochard. and it is rarely seen so far south as Mysore. 

Finn well describes this hird as "a squat, thick-set, big-headed 
duck with a very short tail, which is not noticeable on the water, as 
the bird swims very low. especially astern." When on the water it 
keeps its neck drawn in. The drake has the head and neck deep chest
nut. The breast. rump, and stern, i.e., the patch of feathers under the 
root of the tail, are blac.k, the rest of the plumage looks grey, being 
pencilled with fine vvavy lines of black or grey on a whitish background. 
The fem;:de differs fro111 the male in having the head and neck nut-
brown. The breast, belly and stern are white, cloucled with brown. 
The cock is rather a showy hird on account of his tricoloured 
plumage. The hen is very quietly dressed. The poc·hard is the best 
of the diving ducks for cooking purposes. It comes to India late in 
October or early in November and departs in March. It usually con
g'reg~ttes in considerable flocks on .ihils with plenty of ooen water in 
the middle. The wings are rather small in proportion to the size of 
the body, and, for this reason, pochards are rather slow in rising from 
the water. Their flight is rapid, but speed is attained only 
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by a ,'cry vigorous ilapping of the small pinions. It' is this 
that gives nse to the peculiar rustling sound which every sportsmCLll 
notices when a Hock of pochard is speeding through the air overhead. 

})ochards feed largely on roots, stems and leaves of submerged 
plants, lJUt they also eat insects, grubs, worms, tiny frogs and molluscs. ' 
'fhe contents of the stomach usually include some sand and fille 
pebbles. 

The white-eyed pochard or white-eyed duck (Nyroca ferruginea) 
as it is often called is probably the C01111110nest cluck in the United 1'ro
vmces. It is also abundant in vVester11 and North-\;Vestern India and 
in Mesopotamia. Like the pochard, it cloes not v1sit the southern por
tions of the peninsula. 1 did 110t come across it in the vicinity of 
Madras. It is fairly C0111111011 in Bengal and Assam. 

W IlI'l'E-EYE, (NYRUC;\ VERRUGIN l~A) Ii natural siz~. 

1n this, as 1n all other pochards, the sexes differ 1n plumage. The 
drake has the head, ncck and breast chestnut or mahcw(lnVl'ecl the 
abdomen is pure white 'where it meets the darl" breast,b but bec;lllles 
tinged 'with brown behind. The tail, 'wings and the remainder of the 
upper plumage are clark brow11, almost black. There is a o'ooc1 deal 
of white in the wing, 110t visible when the bird is resting on tIle ,vater, 
but conspicuous during flight as a white bar. 

The duck is a dull rel;1ica of the drake, her head and neck being, 
browner, the upper plumage is brown, and the white of the abdomen 
1S sullied. In both sexes the eye is white-this renders the specl,es 
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easy to identify when a specimen is held in the hand. During nighi 
it is not difficult to "spot" this species or that already described. 
To continue the Sclnveppe's soda-waier bottle simile: Imagine 
snch a bottle to be made of dark-red glass with a large, white label 
placed rather low down on the bottle; put a pair of ·wings to this and 
send it through the air. If the ·wings have some white in thcm, y~)l1 

have a tolerable imitation of a white-eyed pochard. 1£ the label be 
I'ery white, the rescmblance will he to the drake; if dirty looking and 
not sharply marked of[ fro111 the dark part, the imitation will OC of 
the cluck. 

As the white-eye usually affects weedy tanks, and as it invariably 
dives when the sportsman has only winged it, a great many wounded 
birds are lost. After you have bagged a white-eye yon have not 
secnted much of a dish for the table, as the flesh tastes uther rank. 
If the truth mllst be told, there is scane1y a "vild duck of ·which the 
taste is equal to that of the domestic bird. 

The white-eye comes to lndia in the latter part of September or 
early in October and remains with us until well 011 in March, when 
it goes north to hreed. It does not migrate so fa1- a& 1110st of our non
resident ducks, and numhers breed' on the lakes of Kashmir. Ht11~le 

tells that in his time boat-loads of white-eyes' eggs used to he brought 
to the Srinagar market during the season. I understand that this 
practice has since been stoppcd by the Government. 

Not having visited Kashmir I am unable to give any first-hand il1-
formation regarding the nesting habits of this species. 

Says Hume, of the white-eyes in Kashmir: .. They lay in June, 
and, according to my native collector, who examined a vasi lltl1nbel' 
of their nests, build a moderate-sized nest of rns11 and sedg·e in amongst 
rnshes, reeds and water weeds, sometimes on the ground and some
times 1110re or less Aoating and supported 011 masses of water plants. 
The interior of the nest is composed of rather finer materials, and the 
eggs are generally more or less intermixed with feathers and down. 
'1 en was the largest number ()f eggs fonnd in any 11est." 

Before leaving the whitc-eye, it seems desirable for the benefit of 
sporbmen in Eastern Bengal and Assam to say a Iew words about 
another species of white-eye. This is know11 as the eastern white-eyed 
pochard or duck, the green-headed white-eyed pochard, or Baer's white
eyecl pochard. Ornithologists, who are never so happy as when manu
facturing a new species or changing the name o[ an existing one, call 

, this bird (NY1'oca baeri), or, at least, they called it so a few years ago. 
vVhat they call it to-day I neither know nor care! I have 110 patience' 
with the constant tinkering v,rith names that 15 going on, and, as to 
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the latest ahomination of saddling each bird with a sub-spedfic 11~111e 
in aCldition to 115 specific and ge11eric 11ames, I regard it as an in:vel1tioll 



of the Evil One, and would that the man who introduced the system 
had been drowned at birth! 

The range of the white-eye extends eastwards fro111 Western 
Europe to Japan. Those found in Eastern Siberia, China and Japan 
differ slightly in appearance from those found further wes~, and C011-

stitute Nyroca baeri. 
Occasionally, a number of eastern white-eyes elect to take up their 

winter quarters in Assam and Eastern Bengal. It was my friend, Frank 
Finn, who first discovered this fact. Writing in Indian Sp01,ting Birds, 
published in 1915, he says: "Even in its ordinary wintering-places in 
China, the eastern white-eye seems somewhat irregular in its occur
rence, and little is really known about it except that it breeds in East 
Siberia. There has certainly been a considerable winter western 
movement of the species of late years, beginning apparently with the 
year 1896, when it turned up in the Calcutta market, by 110 means an 
l1nexploited locality. The rush appeared to culminate the next winter, 
the birds then becoming gradually scarcer: in 1902, up to December, 
when I left India for good, there had been none in; but about February 
was the likeliest elate for them; in 1896-97 they were as ~om1110n as 
ordinary white-eyes. Mr. Baker also got them, after the occurrence 
of the species here was made known, fron~ Cachar, Sylhet, near Bhamo, 
and the Shan States, which is what one would _expect, although the 
birds do not seem to have been numerous as they apparently were' in 

. Bengal; he only got three from Burma, for instance," 
Every sportsman who shoots a white-eye in Bengal or Assam 

should make a point of examining it to ascertain whether it is the 
eastern or the western form. Almost the only difference between the 
two is that the eastern species has the head gTeen, or rather black 
with a green gloss. This shows up very markedly against the chest
nut neck. The hen has a rusty patch between the eye and the beak, 
and the green on her head is not so glossy as that 011 the drake. 

Let us now pass on to the tufted pochard or duck (Nyroca 
fuligula). This is, perhaps, not entitled to a place anlOng the common 
ducks of India, because a big bag of tufted pocharcls is not often ob~ 
tained; 011 the other hand, most bags of duck in Northern India include 
one or two tufted pochards. This species affects chiefly large jhils 
where the water is deep. The bright yellow eye is the only piece of 
colour sported by the drake. He is black all over, save for a white bar 
in the wing and some white on the abdomen; indeed, on account of the 
distribution of the black and white on his plumage, he might well be 
called the magpie pocharcl. The tuft of crest consists of a few elon
gated feathers that hang down the back of the head like the more re
fractory back hairs of a boy whose head has been well greased. The 
temale tufted pochard is a dull edition of the drake, heing brown where 



he is white; her crest is shorter and inconspicuous. She is very like 
the female white-eye, but may be differentiated at a glance because 
her stern is brown instead of white. 

TUFTl\D POCHARD. (NYROCA fULlGULA) lh natural. size. 

During flight it is almost impossible to distinguish between a hen 
white-eye and a hen tufted duck The drake crested pochard ma.y be 
recognised by his much darker colour. He may be likened to a black 
Schweppe's soda-water bottle of which the white label is rather small 
-a bottle with white wings. 

As I have already mentioned, this species is often mistaken for the 
golden-eye (Clangula glaucion). Nothing is easier than to distinguish 
between the two. The golden-eyes have yellow legs and toes, those 
of the tufted pochard anel the others previously described are black. 
The drake golden-eye has a green head with a large white patch on 
each side below the eye. But the golden-eye is not likely to be seen 
by any sportsman, unless he be shooting 011 the Upper Indus or on a 
1I1ill stream in the Lakhim pur district. 

The red-crested pochard (Netta rufina) displays marked sexual 
differences. It is known to Indian shikaris as the Lal sir. The drake 
is a handsome fellow. His crest is very different from that of the crest
ed pochard. The feathers on his head project otltv,rards, instead of 
lying one on top of the other like the tiles 011 a roof; the re
sult is that the head of the red-crested pochard has somewhat 
the appearance of a baby's ball made of dull red worsted. 
Into this reel ball a bright vermilion bill is inserted. The 
remainder of the upper plumage is dark brown. The wings display 
patches"of brown, g-rey and white. The last forms a win'g:-bar VYhich 
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is white in front, becoming- grey behind. The breast and tl1(.' whole 
of the lower parts, except a patch on each side of the abdo1llcn, are 
bhick. so that thc drake as he flies overhead looks like a black bottle 

RI.:j)-CR~::;'I'En l'OC.llA1W. (:'i)o.'l''L\ HUTI] N.\) 11:\ natural Sill:. 

without ,l label, into the mouth uf 'which has heen forced a large cham
pagne cork covered with a reel cap. The feet arc red with black wehs. 
The hen difIers greatly in appearance from the drake, heing hr()wnish 
grey abo\'e and sullied white below. The females of all the species of 
pochard clescri11ecl above have the breast clark; t1111s the light breast 
and the red feet serve to differentiate the female red-crested poeharc1 
from the other ladies of the clan. Heir eyes are brown and her bill 
black with the tip reddish. Her 'wing bar resemhles that of th.e drake. 

I believe that I am right in saying that none of the pochards 
"quack." Their notes are eroaks rather than quacks, and may he 
syllabled as "Kurr," "Koori" or "Kid," usually uttered just when 
tbe birds are rising from the water. 

Red-crested pocharcls often occur in large flocks and freq.uent 
rivers as we1l as jhils. They are abundant during the cold wcathet in 
all parts of Northern India, and strag'glers occur in Soutl1 India. This 
species is one of the best of the ducks in the eyes of the sportsman, 
being a \vary fowl and having a ftavottr superior to that of most 
poehards. 
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HUllle gives the folluwing account of how he circum vented this 
species in the Etawah district. "Before dawn I ,vas out in my punt, 
working softly ruund the margin to the western side, so as to have the 
fowl, when twilight broke, against the daylight sky .... Day dawned 
and I could SOOll :,ee a dense mass of fowl ... probably fully a quarter 
of a mile off ... Lying down I paddled towards them. Very soon a 
fresh north-west wind sprang up against me. Quite a sea rose. I 
was perpetually grounding, and they were swimming a way steadily 
against the wind, so that it was hrig-ht sunlight before I got within two 
hundred yards, and then I could see they were all red-crests. I had 
no,v got into deeper water, and went as hard as I could without splash
ing; but they swam steadily away, and I must have gone fully hatf a 
mile before I hnd gained one hundred yards un them. Still they had 
not shown the slightest signs of suspicion (and I knew their ways 
well), but were swimming gaily on ell masse, head to wind, as they 
uften will on windy mornings. On I went. I had a long English 
swivel, carrying a pound of shot (No.1, I had ill) : there were between 
two and three thousand of them, as closely packed as they could swim. 
I was certainly within seventy yards of the hindermost bird; I calculat
ed to get vvithin about fotty yards of these and fire over their heads 
into the centre of the flock. They were close packed and backs to me, 
so there was little to gain, and possihly a great deal to lose, by flushing' 
them. I was within fifty yards when again I grounded; had I even 
then fired at once I must have made a very large bag, but I thought I 
knew that this was only the point of a mound, and I wasted some pre
ciOllS minutes struggling to g'et over it with the paddles. The nearest 
birds must have heen seventy yards distant hefore ; seeing'T was hard 
and fast, I snapped an ammunition cap 011 a little pistol I at-ways carried 
£01' the purpose, and raked them as they rose. The next instant there 
was a 'whole line of hirds fluttering on the ,vater, seven dead, and 
twen,ty-one wingecl. J recovered everyone of them, hut it was noon 
hefore I hagged the last: and if T had had a desperate hard six hours' 
work, I hardly remember six hours which I r more thoroughly 

. d" enJoye . 
Of this one may say" (;'rsf II1Cl,(jnifiq?lr, mais 08 n'('st pas le sport! n 

In order to complete the account of the diving ducks, mention must be 
made of the stiff-tail (Erismatllra lellcocepllala) and the scaup (Ny1-oca 
11larila), althongh the chances are at least one hundred thousand to 
one against a sportsman shooting one of these birds at a shoot 111 
India. The stiff-tail or white-headed duck ·has a queer-shaped bill, 
much swollen at the base" The featmes of the tail are stiff, like those 
of a woodpecker. The feet are enormous. The crown of the head is 
black and the face white. The nmaindet- of the plumage is 110t unlike 
that of the lesser whistling teal. 
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The scaup, like the tufted pochard and the golden-eye, is a duck 
with a yellow eye. 

The respective sexes of the scaup are not unlike those of the tufted 
pochard, but they lack the tuft at the back of the head and the shoulders 
are white with numerous fine wavy black cross bars in both sexes. 

III.-Mig,ratory Ducks: The Smaller Non-Divers. 
We have disposed of al1 the resident and the diving migratory 

ducks of India. 
There remain more than can be conveniently dealt with en bloc. 

I therefore pt~rpose to divide these into the large and. the small duck, and 
to treat of them separately, beginning with the little fellows. Taking 
the red-crested pocharcl as a medium-sized duck, its length being 21 
inches, we have eight large ducks, all considerably more than 21 inches 
long, and 19 small ones, all less than 21 inches. 

Of the smaller duck, we have previously considered the two species 
of whistling teal, the pochard, the two kinds of white-eye, the scaup, 
the golden-eye and the cotton-teal. There remain for consideration 
five common winter visitors, namely, the gadwall, the shoveller, the 
wigeon, the com111011 and the garganey or hlue-winged teal, and five 
uncommon ones-the crested, the Andaman and the Baikal teal and 
the marbled and the white-headed duck. 

The gadwall (Chaulelasmus streperus) is one of the commonest of 
the winter visitors to India. Every hag of duck obtained in the United 
Provinces is certain to contain a number of gadwalls; the same is, I 
believe, true of Bengal and most parts of Northern India, but, accord·
ing to "Raoul," gadwalls are scarce in Chota Na.g-pur. The species 
does not, as a rule, wander farther south than Mysore. One great 
drawback of South India is the poor cluck-shooting it affords. 

When the drake is ill full-dress plumage, he differs considerably 1n 
appearance fro111 the duck; nevertheless, although a handsome fellow 
in a ej_uiet way, he is little, if any, more showy than his wife. Both are 
soberly clothed in brown, after the manner of Quakers. The head and 
neck of the drake are greyish, speckled with brown. His breast is 
dark brown, plentifully studded with white crescent-shaped markings. 
The abdomen is cream-coloured with dark wavy lines, the stern is n 
beautiful velvety black. In the wing there is a white and a black 
bar; in front of these is a large but rather ill-defined patch of chestnut. 
The bill is black and the legs and feet are clirty yellow with some black 
markings on the webs. It 111ay be thought that this ,description belies 
the statement that the drake is soberly clad in brown. As a l11atter of 
fact, the general appearance of the bird gives the impression of a dull 
brown fowl; it is only wben the plU111age is minutely inspected that 
all the above details are noticed. The head of the duck is brown and 
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white, the brown predominating above. '1 he rest of the plullIage is 
mainly composed of chocolate brown feathers, with broad buff tips, 
which are crescent-shaped. The abdomen is white and the wing bars 
are as in the male, but the chestnut patch in the wing is either wanting 
or very small. Her bill is dark brown with orange edges. Her feet 
are like those of the drake. 

The fact that the drake i~ not more cOll~pictlot1s than the duck is 
one of the many phenomena that give the lie to the theory, widely held 
by zoologists, that because the hen is exposed to special danger when 
incubating, she is unable to assume the plumage of the male. If a bird 
sitting all eggs had to depend on protective colouring for preservation, 
she would have a very poor chance of bringing up her family! 

Gadwalls are good table birds, and, heing rapid fliers, are held in 
high esteem by sportsmen. They are usually found in small flock:s in 
company with other clucks. Like most of their tribe their cliet is a 
mixed one, they are good walkers, and, in the early morning and late 
evening, do a good deal of damage to the paddy. They spend the 
greater part. of the clay resting on the water in the middle of a jhil. 
They breed in Northern Siberia along with the pin-tail ducks. 

The crested or falcated teal (Eunetta falcata) is a reside11t of 
Eastern Asia and only a few stragglers visit Indi~ in winter. Finl1, 
who is perhaps the greatest autho1"ity in the "\Vodd on ducks, ai1d indeed 
011 most birds, objects to this bird being called a teal. He ter~11,S it the 
bronze-capped cluck, pointing out that it is too large to be described 
as a teal. It appears to have affinities with the gadwall. The 
hen is very like the female of the gadwall, differing mainly in having 
only a black 'wing bar, the bill being all black and the feet grey instead 
of orange. The drake has a CUriOllS mane-like crest, fro111 which the 
species derives one of its names. Another peculiarity of the male is 
the bunch of long curved slender feathers which project frorn the wing, 
looking as if someone had pushed them into the ,ving by way of a joke! 
These feathers are faIcatec1 or sickle-shaped, hence another of the names 
by which the bird is known. The head of the drake is chestnut with 
bright metallic green cheeks, which are prolonged at the back into the 
long clark green silky crest. The throat and neck are" white 'with a 
green collar. The hulk of the body plumage ,has a grey background 
'iVith hIad: :)r clark brown markings; these arc crescent-shaped anteri
orly, becoming way), lines farther back. The wings are i)l(lin grey wilh 
a black bar glossed with green. These crescent-shaped markings a11d 
dark wavy lines crop up in many species of duck, indicating that ,the 
markings on the plumage of ducks arc the result of a generClil tendency 
to vary in those directions. The colourings and plumage patterns of 
birds are determined, not by natural selection as thQSC zoologists . 
wrongly aSSert who are slaves to Dan~rinisU1, but by an inh,ate tenaell.'"C:.v 

: [ 
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to vary in certain specified directions. The reader l11~ly ask why they 
tend to vary thus: I cannot answer this question, but this inability 
cloes not alter the p1a.in fact. I cannot explain vvhy gac1w(~l1 do not visit 
Ceylon, but that cloes 110t alter the fact that they do not go to that 
island. It is only "\vhen a colonr pattern hecomes dangerously C011S))1-

cnons, or is correlated with some physic:! I defect, that natural selectio,'\ 
steps in and wipes out the offender. 

The sho,vy but vulgar-looking shoveller (Spa,tllla ~'l'yj)ea,ta) 

always puts me in mind of a sweeper dressed up in his gaudy best coat 
on a holiday. This duck is distingttishable at a glance . {1'o111 every other 
member of the tribe by its disproportionately largc bill, 1Jr()clcler at the 
tip than at the base. The drake, like Joseph of old. wears a coat of 
many colours. His head and neck are rich gJossy green. His breast 
has the hue of dirty linen anc1m<l,tches the rest of his plumage as ill as 
does the dirty dhoti of the s\veepcr wearing' a magenta velvet coat 
tricked out with gold braiding. The back is brown, each feather 
ha ving a pale edge; thl1s this part of the plumage has the scale-like 
appearance so characteristic of many ducks. The rump and the :feathel's 
above the tail are black, glossed 'with peacock green and h1tlC: The 
lower par't" are rich chestnut reel. The legs are Haring vermilion. 'T'llC 
shoulders are bluish grey. In the wing there is a bright green hand 
bordered with white. The female is a brovm hird, each {cather having' 
a pale margin. There is a gooel deal of greyish 1Jlue in 11e1' v'lings. Her 
leg-s, like those of the drake. are lJ1'ight red. and she has the :-:amc spatu
late bill, by means of which it is possihlc to disting'uish her at a glance 
from all other hro"VYll ducks. 

Before describing the babits of the shoveI1er it is desirahle to SHY 

something about the structure of ducks' hills. .-

In numher 011e of this series it was pointed ont that no hird can 
become a mel11~)er of the duck dnll unless it possesses a particular kind 
of TJilI. The chief characteristic of the bill of a duck-and the shoveller 
has this characteristic better dcveloped than any other duck-is the 
row of thin horny lamell;e, 1110re or less numerous: at the edges. These 
lamelhe, or transverse ric1g-es, are in appearance like those on the under 
surface of a ml1shrool1J Of toadstool. They serve as a siev(~. \iVhen 
n duck moves its bill about in water the liquid passes througl, the sieve. 
leaving inside the bill any particles it holds in sllspension. The meshes 
of the sieve in the shoveller's hill arc sll1aller than those in 1'11C hill 
of any other 'cluck; in consequence the ~hoveller 1S ::tb1e to oLtain food 
where most species cannot.-n<tmelYj :from the scum on the surface of 
dirty ponds. As Darwin pointed out, the 111fmth' of the shoveller 
resemhles that of a miniature whale-hone whale. Most species of 
duck haye to obtain the greater part of their :food by diving 01· by 
tilting the body, There is no necessity for the sihlovelIer' to do this; 
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he just paddles abol1t in the water" bibbling" on the surface with his 
bill. The dirtier the surface the more food he finds, hence his 
predilection for the 11l1\vho]esomc village pond. The shoveller sometimes 
takes advantage of the presence of diving clucks to swim about at 
places where they are diving in order to secure the edible objects sent 
by them to the ~l1rface. 'Vhen thus engaged, shovellers propd 
themselves with only one foot; this causes them to swim in circles. 

Being possessed of a stomach for all descriptions of food, it is not 
reasonable to expect the shoveller to be a good table bird. "As regards 
its v~t1ue for food," writes Blanford, .. there may be some difference of 
opinion as to vvhieh is the best cluck for the table, but there is 110 ques
tion that of all true ducks this is the worst." But surely this "vriter 
forgot the brahminy duck. I have never ventured to eat this last, 
but have partaken of shovellers that tasted ·well. However, I do not 
commend the shoveller as a table hi rd. l~l'1y impression is that the 
flavour of the hen is pl-eferable to that of the drake. This may, hCHV

ever, be imaginati011 due to my innate gallantry! 
Even as the shoveller is conspicuous for the abnormally large size 

of the bilI, so_is the wigeon (lllareca pellelope) remarkable for tbe small
ness of that organ, ,:vhich -is narrow and is shorter than the head, b.l1t· 

of course it isfitted v,dth the lamella: or teeth which are th'e hallmark 
of ducks. The bill of the ,;vigeol1 is hIlle-grey, but it has a b~ack tip. 

The head of the: drake iii dull chestnut \""ith s01l1e blackish spots 011 . 

it. The forehead is pale bufi-a1most golden in some specimens. 'I-his. 
yellow blaze (as it ,vmIld be called in a horse) is a mark which 
distinguishes the dl"ake wigeon from all other duck. The remainder 
of his upper plumage is grey, beautifully pencilled ·with black. The 
hue of the upper breast varies from salmon to faded lilac. The lower 
breast and abdomen are ·white with a black patch t111der the tail. There 
1S much white in the wingo, which is very noticeable during flight. The 
wing is ornamented by a green bar or speculum, bordered on either 
side \vith black. The hen is a brown bird, mottled less conspicllously 
than most brown ducks. She. has sometimes a dash of green in her 
wings. The small French-grey bill with the black nib serves to 
differentiate her from all other brown ducks. The feet of both sexes 
are a dull lead colour. The wings are unusually long for those of ~ 
duck. 

The sprightly wigeon visits India in considerable numbers every 
winter. It does not venture far south) and is more abl111dant in the 
·western than in the eastern districts; but is nowhere very COllll110n •. 

Wigeon usually occur in small flocks and affect chiefly big tlvers 
and extensive lakes. They are fast fliers, being- built for speed, They 
are good pedestrians, as clucks go. They feecl largely Ol~ grass, btt~ 
aquatic plants; insects, 11101JuRcS and crustacea do not C()111e' alni:ss as 
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food. Finn points out that wigeons avoid districts where the rainfall 
HaS been unusually heavy, because in s11ch the shore grass, on which 
they largely feed, is submerged. "\Vigcol1. although they can clive, 
rarely ohtain their food hy so doing. The drake utters frequently a 
cnriolls whistling 11ote. 

In Englanel the flesh of the wigeon is helel in high esteem, Some 
writers declare that in India it often tastes muddy or fishy. This has 
not been my experience, and I rcg'arrl the wigeon, ("Ten in India, as a 
very fair bird for the table. 

The marbled cluck, or teal, as some call it-11£ annaronetta 
allgl/sfirostris.-llke some human beings "\-vho possess very long name", 
is not much to look at. It has a pallid washed-out appearance, being 
a brown bird without a particle of bright colour anywhere. As Finn 
remarks, its colouring recalls that of the sandgrouse. A small duck, 
with a suspicion of a crest, mottled pale brown and cream (l.hove fl.lld 

sullied ""vbite below, with no l)right colout in plumage, bill or legs, can 
be none other than the marbled duck. If there were anything in the 
lheory of protective colouring this duck ought to be a denizen of sandy 
deserts. As cl matter of fact, the only places in India -where it is com
mon are the rushy marshes of Sind, where it occurs in tiiVOS and thfee:l. 
Stragglers come as far east as Bengal, hut the odds arc very Ibng 
against a hag of duck obtained anywhere in Bengal containing a 
marbled duck, and the farther east the bag be made the longcl· are the 
odds. . 

\Ve now comc to four teal which are closely related; some ornitho~ 
logists go so far as to placc them all in one gcnus. These are the 
common or green-wingcd and thc' garganey teal, which are numbered 
among the common duck of India, and the Andaman and Baikal teal, 
which have not that distinction. 

The common teal (Nettill1n crecca) spreads itself all over India 
in the cold wcather. It is the smallest o[ the migratory ducks, being 
only a little larger than the tiny resident cotton-teal. 

The drake green--winged teal is (l. very handsome bird. So many 
colours enter into his plumage that werc I to attempt to detail them 
many readers would desire to punch my head! Lest these should com
bine with the cabinet zoologists who are thirsting for my blood because 
I take the puhlic into confidence and show them how easy a study 
Zoology is, I will refrain £1'0111 lengthy description. Fortunately this 
is not necessary. Quite apart {rom the fact that the reader ha~ 
Mr. Levett-Yeats's p:cture hefore him, the species is rcmarkah1y easy 
to clisting·uish. Both the showy drakc and the brown hen have a 
brilliant metal1ic~green wing bar. The drake has in addttiOl1 a 
chestnut head set off by a hroadmetall[c-green band, hmdered with I~uffi 
funning ihxough the eve backwards, down the sides of the 'nec,k~ Thet~ 
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are plenty of other identification marks-for example, the huff patch d 
feathers ,vith bold black markings under the tail, and the thrush-like 
markings on the breast. The hen is just a little mottled-brown duck, 
but she has the distinguishing green speculum or band in the wing. 

Teal spread themselves over the greater part of India in winter 
and frequent rush-grown ponds and streams. They usually OCCllr in 
small flocks. Their flight is swift and they are good table birds. 

The Baikal teal (Nettium formosltm) , often called the clucking 
teal on account of its clucking note, which sounds like mok./no!?, has 
only heen taken about a dozen times in India, and so is a negligible 
quantity to sportsmen in this country. It is only mentioned to complete 
the catalogue of ducks. The drake looks as if a child had got hold of 
a common teal and snught to improve it by adding l1"?ore colour to 
the plumage. I cannot betier Finn's description of the head of this 
species: "'[ he throat and crO\\'n are black, the face buff, with a black 
line down fro111 each eye as if th<:> hird had been crying tears of ink, 
and a crescent of glittering green curving- round at the back." The 
coloured wing band is like a Neapolitan ice, buff, green, black and "white. 
Verily, Dame Nature was in a spof1i\'e mood when she turned out this 
drakc. The hen is a dull mottled-brown bird, hut she can be 
distinguished fr0111 other lady teals by a distinct white patch on each 
side of the face at the base of the bill and by the four-coloured wil1~ 
hand. The hues o[ this arc much duller than 1hose of the drake's wing 
hand. 

The Andaman teal (Nettiuln albigularc) is a bird of very limited 
distribution, being fonn(l only in the South Anc1aman Islands. It may 
be regarded as a mutation from the Australasian oceanic teal. Living 
in isolation on a tiny island, it has, so to speak, been left to follow its 
o\\'n devices and desires. In such circumstances a Usport" enjoys a 
gooel chance of heing perpetuated. As Romanes has pointed out, 
isolation is an important factor in the origin of species. 

The sexes of the Anc1aman teal ,Lrt very much alike. These teal 
arc very dark-brown birds, anel might pass for female gadwalls but for 
the 1110re or less conspicuot1~ white ring round the eye, the white chin 
and throat and the lead-colol1rec1legs Another distinguishing feature 
is the large whiie patch on the wing in front of the wing bar, which 
is black. 11arro"vly bordered with white, with a narrow green band 
runnilJg longitudinally through the middle of the black. The Andaman 
teal nests in paddy-fields. 

The garganey teal (QlIerqlLcdula rircio) is often caned the blue
\vinged teal. This latter name is rather rl1isleac1ing. the wing- bar or 
speculum 1ieing fad~d green. However, the inner or upper part of the 
wing of the drake is a delicate French grey, and from this the name 
is derived. The head of the drake is of chestnut, sometimes nutmeg, 
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hue. There is a broad white eyehrow, which is very noticeable and 
runs fro111 the forehead t.o the neck. The nutmeg brown of the breast 
is sharply marked off from the pencilled grey of the abdomen. The 
bill and legs are dark greenish grey. The hen has nothing very strik
ing about her plumage. She lacks the French grey 011 the wing and 
also the green speculum. She is dark brown above and whitish below. 
Like t.he drake, she has an eyebrow, hut this, being less white, is not 
nearly so conspicuous. In short, she is not unlike the duck of the 
C0111mon teal. She, however, lacks the brig-ht green on the wing. 
By this feature she may he readily disHnguished. 

The garganey teal is one of the earliest ducks to arrive in India 
in the autumn; it does not have to go so far to breed as most migratory 
ducks do. It is C0111111611 in Bengal and fairly abundant in the United 
Provinces. It occurs in large flocks, and the noise made by the W\l1gs 
of a Rock flying in very close formation is peculiar. Mr. Stuart Baker 
describes it as <I pattering swish." The g-arganey is a vel")' fair bird 
for the table. 

IV.-Migratory Ducks: The Larger Non-Divers. 

Of the eight large clucks fom' havc already been described, being 
resident birds: these are the white-winged wooel duck, the comb dnck, 
the spotted-blII and the pink-headed cluck. 

The hrahminy duck or ruddy sheldrake (Casarca mtila) is a very 
handsome bird and, \">'cre it as good to eat as it is to look t1pOn, it 
would be held in high esteem hy sportsmen. Unfortunately, it is an 
execrahle tahle bird, being only fit for soup. It has been the cause of 
much profanity on the l)art o[ sportsmen, for, as Finn neatly puts it, 
t.he bird is a showy spoil-sport. It is one of the 1110st 'wary of the 
quack-quack tribe and is usnally the first of a crowd to "spot" the 
gunner. As it is not shot by any sel( -re"pectillg sportsman, there is 
no need for this extreme '\variness. Nevertheless, it behaves as if it 
were the one hird 111e shikari is out to shoot, and while it is yet well 
ont. of range it gets up, nttering its call, which causes all the other cluck 
in the immediate vicinity to follovl suit. 

The call of the brahminy duck, or chahva as it is often named, is 
easy to recognise, but difficult to describe. It is a rather musical 
gurgle. Finn writes of the "trumpet tones which have something 
very stirring and pictttresque ahout them." Pallas describes the can 
as chu·ionet-likc. J erdon says it is pecnliar and goose-like, sounding 
somcthing- likc a-OUl/rJ. This is quite a good description because the 
only call with which it is possibl,e to confot1nd that ()\f the ruddy shel
drake is that of a goose. Stt1art Balcer syllabises thy call as a on!? 
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The "a.'l is long and gurgling arid pronounced "ah." The Mongols 
call the bird Aangii' onomatopoetically. The Indians say, one bird 
calls Cllahwa, 1Jtain aOIl, and the answer from the other is N ahin; 
chakwi! "Chakwa, may I come? No, chakwi!" The m,ain aon and 
llahin, pronoullced nasally as Indians do, are a good representation of 
the call, and ,. chakwa" may be taken to represent the gurgle with 
which it often begins. 

The brahminy duck is very easy to identify, even when 011 the 
wing, Oil account of its ruddy hue. The bulk of the plumage is reddish 
yellow. The head Cl nd neck are buff or pale yellow ; sometimes the 
yellow on the top of the head of the female is so pale that it might 
almost be described as white. In the early part of the cold weather 
the drake has a narrow black ring round the lower neck. The wings are 
white, black and bronze-green. The tail feathers are black, as are tl~e 
feet and bill. During flight the "chakwa" is unmistakable-a 
showy tri-coloured bird, the body reddish yellow and the wings white 
with broad black edges. 

This species resembles the geese rather than the ducks in its habits; 
indeed the scientific name casarca is said to be the South Russian name 
for a goose. Although often found on jhils in company with other 
ducks, brahminies prefer rivers. 1 hey spend most of their time on 
land, feeding on grass) young crops, shellfish and insects. They usually· 
occur in pairs, but sometimes collect in flocks of twenty or thirty. 
They are fond of feeding on the drying foreshore of the Ganges wheil 
the river is falling. Brahminies, when thus engaged, look from a 
distance like poultry. They walk about much as fowls do, picking 
up things from the ground. Sometimes they nm with necks stretch
ed out and bills just above the sand as though skimming it. Brahminy 
ducks, like brain-fever birds, seem never to sleep. My bungalow is 
situated on the banks of the Ganges, and when I awake in the cold
weather nights I hear their calls as often as not. 

Brahminy clucks do not breed in the plains of India. I was once 
called to task by a P. W. D. engineer for saying this: he declared that 
they 11csted in the Central Provinces. When I challenged him for 
proof, all he could say was that he had been told so by his chaprassi! 

A few brahminy ducks do, however, breed within Indian limits, in 
holes in cliffs of the Himalayas at altitudes over 10,000 feet. The 
greater nUlmber of the birds that winter in India go farther afield to. 
breed. Henderson came upon young chakwas, scarcely able to fly, 
in July, at elevations of 16,000 feet in Yarkand. '''When approached,'" 
he writes, H the mother made them all dive, swimming and flapping 
on to each of them as soon as it showed itself above the water. ,The 
mother also pretended to be wounded and lay on the water every now 
and tl1en with wings spread out as if unable to fly.'" . 
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'this injury-feigning instinct is found in many species' of birds and 
serves the llseful purpose of diverting the attention of an intruder 
from the young' birds. For l~easolls which I have set forth at length 
elsewhere, I do 110t believe that the parent deliherately feigns injury. . 
. The action is merely an expression of violent emotion. A human 
being, when in a rage, sometimes thro,vs himself on the ground, and 
kicks violently. This actiol1 is analogous to that of a bird which 
acts as though it were injured when greatly alarmed. 

The 0111y place In India where the sheldrake (Tadol'llu COI'Jwt£t) 

is likely to be seen is Sind. This showy duck prefers salt to fresh 
water, "md is fairly common all the coast of England. Being so con
spicuously coloured, it is easy to identify. The bill and feet are bright 
red; the prevailing hue of the plumage is white. The head and neck 
are black with a green gloss. The most striking feature of the bird 
is a broad chestnut band rounel the upper back and breast, interrupted 
in front by a dark-brown band that runs longitudinally fro111 the breast, 
along the abdomen to the tail. The ,~ing-s are black and white with 
two broad bands, one green and the other chestnut. The sheldrake 
nests in rabbit burrows and other holes. There is, in the Natural 
History MUeSl1111 at South Kensington, part of a sandcliff so opened as 

to show a nest of this species. The sheldrake is quite useless for the 
table. 

The pintail (DLLfila acuta) shares with the mallard the honour of 
being- the most handsome of the Indian clucks. The beauty of the 
mallard drake lies chieHy in the colouring of his plumage, while that 
of the pintail is mainly in shape. 

The pintail stands in much the same relation to the uther clucks 
as a yacht does to a cargo-vessel. Says Finn: "'J he eleg-ant clipper·, 
built pintail is at once conspicuous by his racing lines among all our 
ducks.". His long neck and sharp tail serve to differentiate him £1'0111 

all the other cluck, whether he be. flying or swimming. In Englanel this 
bird is freqnently taken in decoys, and is sold by the name of the sca
pheasant. 

The pintail derives his popular name from the long-puintcd1l1ic1clle 
tail feathers. These are 81 inches lO1lg \vhen he is in full dress, that 
is to say from October to June. \,iVhell he wears theRe, his length is 
29 inches; <1,t other times, it is about 25 inches. The female h~lS also 
pointed middle tail feathers, but these are not ne~trly so long as those 
of the drake. 

The head of the Ja.ttcr is brown with a lilac gloss. There is a 
white band! 11an-O\V at the beginning and broadening tll1tll it merges 
into the vlhite bl'east and abdomen, beginning a little way behind the 
eye and running clown the side of the neck. The lower neck, 
shoulders, back, upper wing £e~Lthers and the sides of the body have a· 
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grey background with numerous fine wavy black pencillings on it. 
From the shoulders anel Gack grow a few lanceolate feathers that look 
as though they were made of black velvet bordered with light brown. 
Most of the tail feathers are black. There is a yellow buff patch on 
the Hank just in front of the tail. The greyish brown vyings are orna
mented by four bars. First there is a narrow band of cinnamon 
colour, follovved by a broad bronze-green band; next to this is a 
narrow Glad: band, and, finally, a narrow white one. 

The hen is not nearly so handsome. Her lower parts are white. 
The upper plumage is greyish brown on which are painted buff crcs· 
cent-shapec1markings, the outer curve of each crescent pointing back
wards. She has 110 coloured wing bar, but usually two white ones. 
In both sexes the bill is black along the middle and grey at the sides. 
The feet are dark-grey. 

The distribution of the pintail may be said to be the whole of the 
Northern Hemisphere. It breeds very far north, but during the winter 
spreads itself over half the world. 

It arrives in India early in November and leaves in March. The 
pintail is, perhaps, the best of the duck for the table. I do not remember 
having eaten one that tasted fishy. Pint ails go about in large flocks. 
These are sometimes composed of male birds only. They swim with the 
neck arched and the tail well raised. The swish of the wings of a flock 
when flying is peculiar. Hume described it as "low, soft, hissing." 
Many experienced sportsmen are able to identify duck by the wing 
rustle, or sound made by the rapidly vibrating pinions of a large flight. 
Pintails resort to big jh£ls, particularly those in which rushes do not 
grow very densely. The food of pint ails consists of shellfish, insects, 
paddy and other aquatic plants. Much of this is procured at 
night-time. 

The mallard (Allas boscas) , or wild cluck as it is c01llmonly called 
in England, is the species fro111 which all the varieties of domestic duck 
have arisen. The drake when in full dress, that is to say fro111 
October to June, is a very handsome fellow. His head and neck are a 
beautiful velvety green; this is divided off from the 'chocolate breast 
by a ·white collar. The wing is set off by a broad bar or specuIurn of 
metallic blue with white margins. The tail is black; some of the 
upper feathers have a forward curl. The remainder of the plumage 
is grey, finely pencilled all over with brown. The fect are red ancl. the 
bill greenish grey. The drake in his undress plumage resembles the 
hen. Her wing bar is like that of the drake. Her plumage is soher 
brown, each feather being more or less broadly edged with buff. Her 
bill is orange-red with a black nail and some black on the upper part. 

In winter this species is abundant in Sind and the western parts of 
the Punjab; it becomes less C01111110n farther east and south. It occurs 
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in flocks of varying size and frequents jhils, large and small, rivers, 
brooks, marshes and even the sea coast. It feeds chieHy on vegetah1e 
food, hut, like the pintail, eats all manner of animal matter. It is a good 
table h·ird, being iil this respect second only to the pintail. It breeds 
all over northern Europe and in Asia as far so~~tth as Kashmir. 

It usua11y builds 011 the ground 'near wate%: scraping together any 
vegetation in the vicil1ity. The nest is linetff' with down, which the 
female plucks from her breast. From eigl~t: to eighteen bluish white 
eggs are laid. Major Cock, writing of Kashmir, says that the mallard 
hreeds in large numbers at the Anchar Dal1 and other lakes. The nest 
is tlstlally placed under an overhanging; tuft of grass or rush. The 
female a1!O\vs an intruder to come quite close before she leaves the 
nest and ,\,,111 sometimes allow herself to he captured hy hand on the 
nest if the eggs are near hatching. 

All the clucks of India have now been descrihed. A brief summary 
of the information already given is set forth belo"w in the form of a 
key which should enahle anyone to identify in a few minutes any duck 
held· in the hand. 

The method of using this key is that of elimination. Look at 
the feet of the duck to be identified, and ascertain whether they are 
as descrihed in Class I, or Class IT, helow. If the feet be those of 
a diver, the duck cannot he any of those ill Class II and tlms 18 species 
are at once ruled nut. If it is a non-diver, then all Class I species are 
ruled out, and it should then he noticed whether the bird has on the 
hody any bright colour apart fro111 the wing bar; if it has, then it 
cannot be any of the duck in Class TI (2). By using- the key it is 
possible to eliminate every species except that to whieh the specimen 
helongs. 

Key to the Indian Ducks. 

CLASS I, DIVERS.-

Vvell-developed lohe to hind toe; outer toe as long as, or longer 
than. the middle toe. 

CLASS II, NON-DIVERS.-

Lobe to hind toe ~want1ng or small; outer toe shorter than 
middle one. 

(1) Bright colouring in hody plumage, apart from any colour 
in the wing. 

(2) No hright colouring except perhaps as a wing bar. 

(a) Plumage black and white. 

(b) Plumage brown or grey, often pencilled and mottled. 
No wing band. 
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(c) Plumage mainly brown or grey. Coloured wing band 
or speculum. 

(d) Plumage brownish or grey, with no coloured wing 
band, but with t'wo white bars in wing. 

(e) Plumage brownish, with no coloured band, but one 
white wing bar. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TllE BIRDS IN EAOH CLASS. 

[Rare species are printed in italics. The numbers in brackets against 
each species denote the length from tip of the bm to tip of the tail in 
inches. 1 

CLASS I, DIVERS.-

RED-CRESTED POCHARD (21). Drake-bill crimson. Legs red with 
dark webs. Duck-bill black with red or orange tip. Legs 
orange yello·w. Eyes brown. 

Golden-eye (18). Legs orange yellow. Eyes golden yellow. 
Stiff-tail. Tail feathers stiff and wiry, like those of wood

pecker. 
POORARD (18t). Legs dark slaty grey. Eyes red. No white 

wing bal". 
TUFTED POCHARD (17). Legs dark slaty grey. Head crested. 

Eyes yellow. White wing bar. 
WRITE-EYED POCHARD (16). Legs dark slaty grey. Eyes white 

in drake, grey in duck. White wing bar. No green gloss 
on head. 

Eastern White-eyed Poclul1'd (18). As above, except for the 
green gloss on the head. 

Scaup (18). Legs light lead colour. Eye yellow. White 
wing bar. Head not crested. 

CLASS II, NON-DIVERS.

(1) Brightly-coloured species. 

BRAHMINY DUUK (26). Both sexes. Foxy red plumage. 
Wings black and white, with green band. 

MALLARD (24). Drake only. Head glossy green. White 
collar. Blue and white wing bar. Legs red. 

COMMON TEAL (15). Drake only. Head chestnut with btoad 
green band behind eye. Brilliant green band 011 wing. 

Baikal or Clucking Teal (15-&). Drake only. Top of head 
brown. Green band behind eye. Throat and stripe 
running downward from eye black. 
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SHOVELLER (20). Drake only. Head glossy green. Breast 
white. Bill much broader at end than at base. 

Sheldralce (26). Both sexes. Bright red bill. A pied bird 
with a chestnut band running round back and breast. 

Pinl?-headed Ducl? (2J~). Head pink, light in drake, dull in 
duck. Rest of plumage dark. 

Crested or Falcated Teal (20). Drake only. Crested head. 
Sickle-like feathers projecting from wing. 

TiflJz£te-'Wingcd rVood D1lcle (32). Both sexes. Head 
speckled black and white. Lovver parts reddish brown. 
This is the largest duck. 

(2) Duck having no bright colour in plumage except sometimes 
a bright wing band. 

(a) Plumage black and white. 
COMB Ducl{ (30). Both sexes. Head speckled black 

and white. Male has large black. protuberance 
on bill. 

COTTON TEAT" (13). Drake only. This is the 
smallest duck. 

(b) Plumage brown or grey. No wing band. 

WHIS'l'LING TEAL (17). Both sexes. Wings rounded. 
Dull reddish brown plumage. No white in 
plumage. Chestnut patch on wing. Maroon 
patch abO'Zlc tail. Whistling note. 

LARGER "VlIISTLING TBAL (20). Both sexes. As 
whistling teal, except lm-ge cream patch above 
tail. 

COTTON TEAL (13). Female only. White under
parts. Smallest duck 

SHovELLlm (20). Female only. Bill broader at tip 
than at base. 

WrGBON (19). Female only. Bill short and narrow, 
coloured French grey \vith dark tip. Under
parts light. 

lVlarbled Teal (18-j!). Both sexes. Faded, washed
out b1'o·w11 upper plumage. Bill and feet dark 
slate colour. 

(c) Plumage mainly brown or grey. Coloured wing band 
or speculum. 

MALMRD (24). Female only. Red bill with black 
tip. Red legs. Wing band metallic purple blue. 
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SPOTTED-BILLED DUCK (24). Both sexes. Yellow tip 
to bill, two red spots 011 bill at base. Legs red. 
Wing band metallic green. 

WmEON (19). Drake only. Dill short and narrow, 
coloured French grey with dark tip. Head dark 
chestnut with golden patch on forehead. Wing 
band black, white and green. (Hen sometimes 
has wing bar. See above.) 

COMMON TEAr, (IS). Female only. Wing band 
emerald green with buff edge. 

PINTAIL (26). Drake only. vVhite band running 
down side of head and neck. Tail long, taper
ing to a point. Wing bar buff, green, black 
and white. 

dnda1Jl1l11 Teal (17). Both sexes. Usually white 
ring round eye. Narrow green wing band with 
broad black edges running along length of wing. 
White patch in front of these. 

Baikal or Cluclcing Teal (15-j!). Female only. White 
patch on each side of head in front just behind 
bill. Running across wing, narrow green bar 
bordered with black, outside this white bands. 

Crested or Falcated Teal (20). Female only. Wing 
band black, glossed with green. 

GARGAm~Y TEAL (16). Drake only. White eyebrow. 
Dark breast. Upper part of wing blue-grey 
with emerald band bordered 011 either side with 
white. (Sometimes the female has a dull green 
wing bar. See below.) 

GADWALl, (20). Drake only. Chestnut patch or bar 
on the wing, followed by a black and white bar. 
Legs and feet dirty reddish orange. 

(d) Plumage hrowllish or grey with no colomed band but 
with two white wing bars. 
PIN1'AIL (24). Female only. Brown above, whitish 

below. Easily recognised by pointed tail. 
Bailwl or Cluching Teal. Female only. (See above.) 

(e) Plumage brownish vvith no coloured band, but one white 
wing bar. 
GADWALL (20). Female only. Above the white wing 

bar is a small black patch and above this there 
is sometimes a chestnut patch. Legs and feet 
dirty orange reel. 
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V.-Swans, ,Geese, and Pseudo-Ducks. 
\: 

Swans are not entitled to be numbered among the common birds 
of India. Three species, however, occasionally make their appearance 
and must, therefore, be mentioned. 

These are the mute swan (Cygu'Vts oloy), the whooper (C. music'tts) 
and Bewick's swan (C. bewicki). All these are large white b,ircls. '1 he 
black swan does not come into India except when imported by dealers. 
The mute swan is the swan of "the stately homes of England," the 
s-wan of the Thames and the ornamental waters in English parks: This 
is easily distinguished from the other two by the patch of black skin 
between the eye and the bill, and the black knob that grows on top of 
the bill fro111 just above the base. The mute swan has, I believe, been 
seen in the wild state only in the North-West Frontier Province and 
in Sind. 

It is a confiding bird; if one of a small flock be shot, as likely as 
not the remainder will fly round and round the gunner offering an easy 
target, with the result that he cannot resist the temptation! Young 
swans are good to eat, and in the Middle Ages were accounted a royal 
dish. The old birds are likely to prove tough. 

The whooper is a very rare visitor to Inelia. It has, however, 
been shot in Nepal and in the Punjab. It is readily distinguishable 
from the mute swan by the absence of the black knob above the bill, 
and the hlack patch between the eye and the bill. 

It is only of late years that Bewick's SVlan appears to have visited 
India. The first one recorded is that shot by Mr. McCulloch at 
Jacobabad in 1908. It has been seen on several occasions in India since 
then. It is not very easy to distinguish this swan fro111 the whooper. 
Bewick's bird has far marc black on the bill, the yellow being confined 
to a patch at the base. In the whooper the yellow 011 the bill pre
dominates, the black rarely extending beyond the front half of the bill. 
Bewick's swan is smaller than the whooper. Should a sportsman he 
fortunate enough to shoot a wild swan in India, and if he be in any 
doubt as to its species, I recommend him to cut off the head and send 
it to the Bombay Natural History Society for identification. 

Unless the bird shot be one of a flock, the chances arc that it is 
a captive bird that has made good its escape. Calcutta dealers import 
svvans from England. 

Two species of geese visit India in large numbers every year; these 
are the grey-lag and the barred-headed species. The white-fronted 
and the dwarf goose are undoubtedly very occasional visitors to this 
country, and there is some evidence that the pink-footed, the bean and 
the red- breasted goose have been seen in India. For all practical pur
poses only two species of geese visit Hindustan. 
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The distinguishing features of geese are t·he webbed teet, the small 
head, and the peculiar-shaped bill, relatively shorter and narrower than 
that of a duck, very high at the base, tapering rapidly to the tip where 
there is a well-marked "naiL" The bill, like that of the duck, has 
"teeth," and is well adapted to cropping grass and green crops, all which 
geese chieHy feed. 

Although their feet are webbed and they can svvim well, geese spend 
nearly the whole of their time on land. Their flight is strong; when 
they are going any distance they fly in a V -shaped formation, the bird 
forming the point of the V being always ahead, but it is continually 
replaced by another. One limb of the V is usually longer than the 
other. vVhell flying, geese utter continually a peculiar "clanging" 
call, difficult to describe but easy to recognise. So distinctive is it that 
it betrays the whereabouts of a flock to a man who cannot see it. A 
comm011 and pleasing spectacle in Northern India during the winter 
months is a V -shaped flock of geese flying some two hundred feet aLove 
the level of the earth. The vibrating wings of the bh~ds cause the 
moving V to quaver along its whole length. 

Geese, like duck, except when about to alight, never sail on 
outstretched wings. Hence a flock of large birds (even though it have 
a V formation), of which some of the members periodically cease beat
ing their wings, cannot be a flight of geese. All the above remarks 
apply equally to the grey and the barred-headed goose. 

The grey-lag goose, or, as Finn prefers to call it, the grey goose 
(Ansel' fenls) , is the species from which the domestic goose is derived. 
The appearance of the grey variety of the domestic bird differs but little 
from that of the wild one. The grey goose is nearly a ym'd in length 
and weighs about 8 lb. 

The sexes are alike in appearance. Greyish brown is the prevailing 
hue of the plumage. Most of the feathers have pale edges and these 
show as crescentic markings in the plumage. The rump and hind part 
of the abdomen are white. The inner half of the wing lining is pale 
French grey. This during flight looks ·white and shows up distinctly 
from the darker tips of the wings, thereby may this goose be c1istill
gU1shecl from other large grey birds during flight, The bill, legs and 
feet are pink. The hue varies considerably in intensity; in some birds 
the bill is flesh-coloured, in others purpJe. In Europe some grey-lag 
geese have the bill yellovv. As this seems never to be the case with 
birds seen in India, some ornithologists have tried to make a separate 
species Ollt of the Indian birds under the name Ansel' 1'ubirostris. 

WriHng of the distribution of the grey goose, Blanford says: " This 
goose breeds in Europe north of about 50°· lat., and in Central Asia and 
Southern Siberia, anel migrates in ,vinter to Southern Europe, North 
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H£AD OF GOOSANDJ.;R FEMALE: (MERGANSER CAStOR). Natural size. 

goosander, but her back is brown instead of grey and the white of her 
chin is streaked with red. 

The habits of the merganser resemble those of the goosander. 
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divers, having the webbed feet and the lobe on the hind toe, which, as 
we have seen, are characteristic of the professional divers among the 
ducks. 

The smew eM ergus albelllts) is a very good imitation of a duck: 
but for the fact that the lamellce of the bill are replaced by saw-like 
serrations at the edges of both the upper and lower jaws or mandibles, 
th~ bird would easily pass for one, and doubtless many sportsmen have 
mistaken it for a kind of pochard. It is a little bigger than the white
eye. The male smew is very easy to identify. The head, neck and 
lower parts are white. There is a black patch running fro111 the bill 
to behind the eye on each side, and another ·which is V - or fan-shaped 
at the back of· the head. The back is black and there is a narrow 
interrupted black collar running fro111 the shoulder round the breast. 
The rest of the plumage is black, white and grey. The female has the 
head chestnut without the black patches. Her under-parts are white, 
the back greyish-brown, and the wings as in the male; the legs of 
both sexes are lavender grey. 

The smew feeds chiefly on fish and water-insects, and is a kind of 
C. B. Fry among water birds, being a super-athlete both in water and 
air. It visits India in small numbers and 1110st men who do much 
shooting in India 111ust have bagged one or two specimens. 

The goosander (Merganser castor) would never pass for a duck on 
account of the long narrow toothed bill. The upper mandible is long-er 
than the lower one and is hooked. at the end. The bead is shaped like 
that of a cormorant, the body is long and flat instead of being" tubby" 
like that of a true duck. The legs and webbed feet are vermilion and 
there is much red in the bill, most of which soon changes to black after 
death. The head and neck of the male are black with a green gloss. 
Black, white and grey are the prevailing hues of the plumage. I will 
spare the reader details; he will find all he wants, and possibly a good 
deal more, in the bird volumes of the Fanna of British India series. The 
hen has the head chestnut-brown, with a white throat and chin. In 
both sexes there is a mane-like crest, better developed in the female 
than in the male. Apart fro111 the head, the hen is a white and gre~r 
bird. The goosander is a fairly common visitor to India in winter, and 
may be seen as fal" south as the Godavel'i. It feeds 011 fish which it 
catches after the manner of cormorants. Goosal1ders go about in 
small flocks. 

The red-breasted merganser eM erganser serrator) is so rare a 
visitor to India that it may be ignored by the sportsman. The bill of 
this bird is longer and narrower than that of the lo?:oosaDdf'l'. The 
drakes of the two species may be distinguished at a glance by the red 
breast streaked with black, which in the merganser is wedged in 
between the white neck and white abdomen. The hell is like the he11, 
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As the barred-headed goose does not breed ill India, the name 
Ansel' indicus is 110t a very happy one. 

At the end of March or the beginning of April the barred-headed 
geese wing their way over the Himalaya to the lakes of Thibet. where 
they nest. 

I have no intention of giving a detailed description of the five rare 
species of Indian geese. Those who want this kind of pabulum are 
referred to solid books on ornithology. It will suffice for our purpose 
if sufficient is said of each to enable the sportsman who is so fortunate 
as to shoot one to identify it. 

The white-fronted goose (Ansel' albifrons) is a smaller edition of 
the grey-lag, being about two feet long and weighing some 5i lbs. 

In the adult bird there is a conspicuous white band behind the bill, 
ntnning from one side to the other over the forehead. The bill, when 
the bird is alive, is pale pink; but soon turns yellow after death. 

The dwarf goose (Anser erythropus) is the size of an average duck, 
being one and twenty inches long. It has a white band behind the bill 
like that of the white-fronted species, but the plumage is much darker. 
The mos~ distinctive feature is the patch of yellow skin round the eye. 
The goose-like bill should prevent anyone from mistaking the bird 
for a dt1ck. 

As the name suggests, the feet of the pink-footed goose (Ansel' 
braohyrhynchus) are pink, but then so are those of the grey-lag. The 
feature whereby this species may be distinguished from the other 
Indian geese is the bill, which is black, except for a bright pink or car
mine patch in the middle. 

In the bean goose (Al1ser fabalis) the bill is orange-yellow 
with a black nib at the tip. Its dark plumage distinguishes it from the 
young barred-beaded goose. 

The red-breasted goose (Branta ruficollis) is another very small 
goose, but the shape of the bill prevents its being confounded with a 
duck. The plumage is mainly black and white, but the breast is near1v 
as red as that of a robin. There is also a red patch on the cheek. 

We now come to those fowls which I have designated pseudo~ 
ducks. They have puzzled ornithologists, being very like ducks but 
" not quite the thing." Even as Eha says of the sparrow, it aspires to 
being a gentlen1.an but only succeeds ill being a gent, so may it be said 
that the three birds with which we are dealing aspire to be ducks but 
only succeed in being pseudo-ducks. If they were to seek election to 
the duck club, I have no doubt that every self-respecting Cluck would 
blackball them on the ground that their bills are not flat enough for 
a duck's bill and that the lamella: are replaced by imitations in the shape 
of tooth-like serrations along the eages of the bill. These three poor 
relations of the ducks are often called mergansers. Theya:re excellent 
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Although the grey-lag goose has been domesticated for over two 
thousand years, there are practically no varieties except the white 
one. When we contrast this state of affairs with that prevaiHng 
among fowls and pigeons, \;ve have an excellent illustration of the 
difference between quiescent anclmutating species. On the view that 
all species vary indiscriminately in every direction, which is, or was 
till very recently, the orthodox one, there is no answer to the question 
"Why have 110t we bred crested geese, blue geese, yellow geese, etc.?" 
According to the mutation theory of De Vries, which is rapidly gaining 
adherents, species pass through periods of quiescence and activity. 
During the former they are in a stable condition. In the period of 
activity the species is continually throwing off ., sports " or elernentary 
species which Nature, or the breeder in the case of domestic animals, 
seizes upon and fixes. Geese are obviously in a quiescent condition, 
and this explains why there are so few domestic vatieties; poultry and 
pigeons, on the other hand, are passing through a period of activity, 
and thel"efore the breeder is a bIe to produce many varieties which breed 
true. 

Before leaving the grey-lag goose, something must be said about 
its popular name, which printers will persist in rendering" grey-leg.". 

The name "lag" is believed to have been given to this species in 
England becanse it used to stay or lag behind in Britain to breed, while 
the other species of goose went north. 

The barred-headed goose (Anser indic'lts) is really more of a grey 
bird than the grey-lag species. As Finn well puts the matter, its most 
st1"iking peculiarity is the pure light grey colour of the plumage, more 
like that seen o,nl gulls than tbe grey-brown of geese in general. The 
head of a bird of this species, which is more than a year old, is very 
characteristic, being white with two black bars-one round the back of 
the head running from eye to eye, and the other a little lower down all 
the nape. The nec;:k is dark brown with a longitudinal white band on 
each side. The black bars are not seen 011 birds less than a year old. 
These can be distinguished by the light grey of the body plumage. T,he 
bill is yellow with a black tip, the feet are orange. 

The barred-headed g-oo<;e is smaller than the grey-lag, weighing 
about 6 1bs. It visits India in vast 111.unben, and is far more abundant 
than the grey-lag. Hume declared that all one occasion he saw as 
many as ten thousand oJ these geese 011 a tell-mile reach of the Jumna. 
Its distribution i111 India is a little wider than that of the grey-lag. The 
ha,hits of the two ~eese are practically the same, with this difference, 
however, that the barred-headed species is more often seen resting on 
the water. The note is harder and sharper, and some people assert thst 
they can tell by the call whether a flock flying overhead at night is 
composed of these or grey-lag geese. \ 
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pigeons, on the other hand, are passing through a period of activity, 
and therefore the breeder is able to produce many varieties which breed 
true. 

Before leaving the grey-lag goose, something must be said about 
iis popular name, which printers will persist in rendering" grey-leg.". 

The name (( lag" is believed to have been given to this species in 
England because it used to stay or lag behind in Britain to breed, while 
the other species of goose went north. 

The barred-headed goose (Anser indicus) is really more of a grey 
bird than the grey-lag species. As Finn "lell puts the mattel" its most 
striking peculiarity is the pure light grey calom of the plumage, more 
like ihat seen on gulls than the grey-brown of geese in general. The 
head of a bird of this species, which is more than a year old, is very 
characteristic, being white with two black bars-one ronnd the back of 
the head running from eye to eye, and the other a little lower down on 
the nape. The neGk is dark brown with a longitudinal white band all 
each side. The black bars are not seen on birds less than a year old. 
These can be distinguished by the light grey of the body plumage. The 
bill is yellow with a black tip, the feet are orange. 

The barred-headed Roose is smaller than the grey-lag, weighing 
about 61bs. It visits India in vast numbers, and is far more abundant 
than the grey-lag. Hume declared that on one occasion he saw as 
many as ten thousand of these geese on a ten-mile reach o£ the Jumna. 
Its distribution i111 India is a little wider than that of the grey-lag. T,he 
habits of the two g-eese are practically the same, with this difference, 
however, that the barred-headed species is more often seen resting on 
the water. The note is harder and sharper, and some people assert thai 
they can tell by the call whether a flock flying overhead at night is 
composed of these or grey-lag geese. , 
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Africa, South-\i\Testern Asia, and Northern India. Within our area it 
is common from the end of October to the beg-inning of March in the 
Punjab, Sind and the United Provinces; it occurs, though rather less 
abundantly, throughout Bengal, Assam and Manipur, and it is common 
in the Irrawaddy valley north of Myingyan. It is met with as far 
south as the Nerbudda all the west, and the Chilka Lake in Orissa on 
the east; but is seldom found south of the Gangetic plain inland." 

Grey geese usually occur ill flocks, some of which are very large, 
being composed of over one thousand individuals. As has been already 
remarked, they feed chiefly on grass and young crops. They are largely 
nocturnal in their habits and spend most of the day asleep on a chur 
in a river or the bank of a jhil. They are very wary birds, invariably 
posting sentinels when sleeping. It is alnlOst impossible for a man 
with a gun to get near 'Nild geese unless he resort to guile. One 
method is to crawl up to them through tall crops in the early morn
ing or late evening when they are feeding; but it is not easy for 
the average man, when encumbered by a gun, to crawl through a crop 
without making sufficient noise to cause the feeding geese to take 
to their wings before they present an easy target. Thus 1110St sports-

. men make no bones about shooting geese sitting. Another 
method of circumventing the innocent goose is to mark a place 
over which the birds fly low ·when on their way to 01' fro111 their 
feeeling grounds; the sportsman then conceals himself at a con
venient spot among the crops beforehand and shoots at the geese as 
they fly overhead. Another plan is for the gunner to conceal himself 
in a boat and let this drift down stream past the" sandbank on which 
geese are indulging in a siesta, but in such cases the sentinels posted 
by the geese will probably get nervous and give the alarm \-vhile the 
flock is still out of range. Doubtless, sportsmen of the future will 
consider it grand sport to chase geese in aeroplanes and fire when they 
get within range; but until these days come we have to resort to 
modifications of trench warfare. 

For aU their "wariness, geese are lacking in brain power. S01112 

years ago, when spending the Christmas holidays on tl~e Ganges, I 
noticed that a flock of about twenty g'eese used to sleep on a sandbank 
near the high bank of the river. I determined one morning to crawl 
up to the top 01 the cliff fro111 the land side until I could see the geese 
and then fire. By this means I shot a goose. .. 

J was som"ewhat snrprised "when J saw the remainder of the flock 
sleeping at the same place on the fonowing morning. I repeated the 
m anceuvre of the previous clay and bagged another goose. On the 
third day the same thing happened, I then had to leave the camp. and 
in consequence could not finel out how long it vvoulcl take the geese to 
learn wisdom and choose Cl less dangerous spot at which to sleep. 
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SNIPE. 
WE ~ave cons~dered t~e ducks and t~eir relatives. I now propose 

to deal wIth the S111pe. Smpe belong to t·he large family of birds 
ca~led the Charadr~idae, which .contains the sandpipers, plovers and 

" snIpe. Now, the Sll1pe are the only members of this family that are shot 
for sport. Perhaps I might say they are' the only ga111~ birds of this 
family, using the words in their wide . sense to denote all birds tha.t 
are usually shot for SP01"t and not in the more restricted sense in which 
the word "game" is used in England to denote only the animals 
enumerated in the game laws. . 

It may be. asked, why do sportsmen shoot snipe and not sandpipers 
or lapwings? 

The answer is that, according to British ideas, a bird is not a game 
bird unless it fulfils two conditions. It must be good to eat and difficult 
to shoot. Given these qualifications, the larger the bird the better. 
What makes a bird difficult to shoot is not so much the rapidity o:f:its 
flight as its wariness or its skill in concealing itself. Duck are wary, 
and, as they are good fOl" the table in some form or other, they cC)111ply 
with these conditions. 

As regards sandpipers and snipe, the former habitually expose 
themselves to view, they feed in the open in broad day-light and allow 
a man with a gun to come quite near before they flyaway; for this 
1"eaSOn . sandpipers, or snippets as Englishmen in India often call 
them, are not shot. Snipe are not only wary; they habitually seek 
covet in the daytime. In order to be seen they have to be flushed, and 
the fact that the sportsman usually has no idea where they are until they 
rise fro111 cover makes them difficult to shoot, and hence good sporting' 
birds. 

I do not go so far as to say that you never see a snipe on the ground 
in India, because I know a man who sees them and shoots them sitting! 
This man has not unusually keen eyesight, but he is an indifferent shot 
and, being a planter, his friends, when they come to breakfast with 
him, expect to find on the table snipe which have fallen to his gun. In 
order to satisfy his friends he gets up ear~y in the morning and repairs 
to. the marsh where snipe live and puts himself between them and the 
nsmg S11tJ. If the vegetation be not too dense he is able to see the 
snipe feeding in the shallow water. 

After a little experience the sportsman SOOl1 learns to distinguish 
at sight between a snipe and a sandpiper or snippet. For the benefit of 
those who are not experienced, let me indicate some of the methods of 
distinguishing, I have already alluded to the fact that snipe keep 
closely to cover. All birds which get up from cover in marshes .. 



are not snipe; snippets often do this. Most sandpipers have 
more white in the plumage than snipe, so that if a snipe-like bird, 
showing a good deal of white, gets up, Y'0Ul11ay safely set it down as . 
a sandpiper. Again, when snipe are flushed, the full and the pintail 
allllOst invariably utter a curious, short, sharp, monosyllabic alarm note. 
The bill of all snipe, except the painted snipe which is a sandpiper 
rather than a snipe, is quite different fro111 that of a snippet. The bill 
of a snipe is long-at least· half as long again as the shank. It is 
rounded and thickened at the tip. The upper mandible is longer than 
the lower, the latter fitting closely into the swollen knob of the upper 
one. The eye is very large. The upper plumage of the snipe is fawn 
streaked with black, while the upper plumage of most sandpipers is 
not streaked and rarely exhibits allY black. 

Before describing each species of snipe in detail, I feel constrained 
to quote Eha's excellent summary of the differences between the bill 
of a true snipe and that of a snippet or sandpiper. " The long beak of 
the snipe is soft and sensitive at the point, being a peculiar instrument 
wherewith the fastidious bird, probing the spongy mud, feels and draws 
out the tasty worm, Thus it grows fat and very savoury. The snip
pet's 'bill is a pair of forceps merely, with which it picks up any 
vulgar fare that offers: small cnb or snail, or water: flea, and they 
impart to it their flavours mingled." Needless to say, the idea that 
snipe live by suction is absurd. As Finn remarks, the snipe is a gross 
feeder, and those who eat the trail of snipe should bear in mind that 
they are eating the intestine of the bird which probably contains worms 
in a semi-digested conc1i ti011 ! 

The full or fantail or common snipe (Gall£lliZYo coelestis) is a bird 
rather smaller than a myna, being ten inches in length; of this, Ol1e~ 
fourth is tail and one-fourth bill. The upper plumage is a mixture of 
black and buff, with three pale longitudinal streaks on the head, sepa
rated by two black streaks. There are two buff streaks clown the back 
and a transverse band of cinnamon ncar the tip of the tail which consists 
of fourteen or sixteen feathers. This snipe freqt~ellts the muddy 
fringes of jhils, sometimes being fOllnd in water deep enough to cover 
the grea tel' part of the legs of, a standing man. I t is also to be found 
in numbers in flooded or 'Net paddy fields in suitable localities. Its note, 
when it rises, is usually syl1abised as "psip"; to me it sounds like a 
sharp, low qnack. 

The pil1l1tail snipe (Gallillago ste1tlwa) closely resembles the common 
snipe in size and general appearance. Tohe bill is not quite so long and 
the swelling at the tip not so pronounced. The pintail has £1'0111 twenty 
to twenty-eight tail feathers. The middle ten are broad and soft as 
in the fantail, while the outer ones are very narrow and stiff! hence 
the name "pin tail." 
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The habits of the pintail are likeJ those of the full snipe. When 
flushed it emits a call which is sharper than the it psip" of the fantail. 

The full and the pintail snipe are winter visitors to India; they do 
110t breed in this country. The advance guard arrives at the end of 
August or the begi11lniing of September, but large bags are rarely made 
before the middle of October. Snipe begin to depart t'o their breedil1g
grounds about the middle of March; the latest to depart leave in the 
first half of May. The full snipe spreads itself throughout India. It 
is l110r~ abundant than the pintail in the whole of the western part 
of Northern India as far south as the Godaveri. It is rare in the 
extreme south of India and in Assam and Bttt:l11a. The pintail, which 
arrives earlier than the fu1l snipe, is rare in the North-West Frontier 
Province, the Punjab and the United Provinces, but becomes common 
in the south and the east of India and in Burma. 

About Calcutta the two species appear to be equally abundant. As 
its bill is far less sensitive than that of the full snipe, the pintail feeds 
less on ·worms and more on insects, grubs, molluscs and crustacea, 
and is found more .often than the full snipe in comparatively dry places. 

Does the solitary or doubJe snipe (Gallinago major) occur in India? 
I doubt it. But if YOll shoot a snipe rather larger than the fu'll, 

with a sli~htly smaller bill and having the fout' outer tail feathers all 
·white save for a little black at the base, preserve its skin and send it 
to a museum to be identified. for it is probahly this species, which, if 
it occurs at all in India. is exceedingly rare. 

We now come to the jack snipe (G. gaHn1411a). This is much smaller 
than the snipe I have described! being not much larger than a quail. 
The bill is one-alld-a-half inches long-an inch shorter than that of the 
full snape. The markings and general appearance of the bird are like 
those of the full and the pintail snipe, but there is 110 buff sti'eak on the· 
middle of the crown. It has twelve tail feathers, which are soft like 
those of the fantail but somewhat pointed at the tip. It is a 1110st suc
culent bird. Its habits are similar to those of the snipe described 
above. It is perhaps rather more solitary than the full and the pintail 
snipe and is fond of lying up near to the edges of flooded fields. When 
flushed it rises Jl1!oiselessly and its flight is not so rapid. It does 110t as 
a rule rise so high, and to quote Tiekell, flies " in a vaciIlating way as 
if at every moment about to settle. It then eit,her drops suddenly as 
if dead or gives a little shoot into the air first and then falls as it were 
to the ground. When once alighted it squats, so that 110 bird is more 
easy to mark; indeed! one knows almost the very blade of grass it will 
spring from when flushed again." Like the full a1llicl the pi11tail, the 
jack snipe does not breed in India, but visits us in great numbers from 
September to March. It is common in all parts of the country, except 
B.t.lrma and CeylOl1.. 
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Before passing on to describe some snipe of local distribution, let 
me say, for the benefit of i11Jexperienced sportsmen, that it is not advis
able to begin snipe-shooting too early in the morning. When flushed 
before 8 or 9 a.m., at any rate in the Punjab and the United Provinces, 
snipe usually rise in whisps at a distance of sixty or eighty yards and 
fly a long way. When the SUll is high in the heavens they lie much 
closer and do not fly so far. Always beat right up to the end of a rice
field, because the jack snipe usually congregate there, quite close to the 
band, and often rise almost fro111 between the feet of the shilwri. Do 
not be in too great a hurry to fire; snipe usually zig-zag most at the 
beginning of their Bight. 

·THE WOOD SNIPE (GALT.INAGO NEMORICOLA). About;~ Natural Size. 

Mention must now be made of two large snipe-the wooel snipe 
. (G. 11e1'J101'icola) and the Himalayan solitary snipe (C. solit-aris). 'Dhese 
are likely to be found only in the Himalayas and at their base and in 
other hilly countries. 'They both breed in the Himalayas. They are 

larger birds than, the full snipe. The wooel snipe appears to be a snipe 
which is tryi,l1lg to turn into a woodcock. Its lower parts are white 
,:ith brown pencillings. The four pairs of outer tail feathers are pin
like and of a brow11.~ hue. The lower parts of the solitary snipe are 
pure white and the outer tail feathers, which are also stiff and i1arrow . , 
are white l barred with brown, By these two featl1~·es may these birds 
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be differentiated. The man who shoots in the plains is not like1y to 
come across either species. 

The woodcock (Scolopax rusticola) always gives me the im
pression of a partridge which is trying to become a snipe. It has the 
plump body and the short legs of the partridge and the long bill (swollen 
at the tip) of the snipe. The woodcock is fourteen inches long
nearly four inches longer than the full snipe. The bill is three inches 
in length. The upper plumage is brownish grey, barred with rufous 
and blotched with black. The short tail is mostly black, tipped with 
dark grey above and silvery white below. The tail has twelve 
feathets; the eyes are very large. It is a bird of the hills. It is a. 
wintet visitor to the Nilgiris, but is found all the year round il1 the 
Himalayas, where it breeds at elevatiol1ls of over 10,000 feet. The 
woodcock is probably the first of game birds as an article of the 111-en-u. 
It. is not ;;t fast flyer, lmt the habit or (C jinking" and the fact that it 
usually occurs in wooded country render woodcock shooting excellent 
sport. 

In conclusion, we 111ust notice the painted snipe, which is far more 
of a sandpiper than a snipe; but, inasmuch as it is fit to put upon the 
table and requires flushing, it comes within111Y definition of a game bird 
and is habitually shot as such by sportsmen. 

The bill is shortet than t.hat of the true snipe, and the upper mah
dible has a slight downward curve and shows very little swelling at 
the tip. Not only is the bill of the H painter" not snipe-like, but the 
bird has neither the colouring, the shape, the flight nor the flavour of 
the true snipe. Its legs are longer, wings broader and blunter than 
those of the snipe proper. The sexes differ considerably in colouring
an unusual feature both among snipe and sandpipers. As a general rule, 
when t.he sexes of a bird differ in appearance it is the cock that ,has the 
more showy plumage. With the painted snipe (Rostrat~lla capensis) 
this rule does not. hold good. The upper plumage of the cock is an 
intricate mottling of olive green and white, set off by a buff ring round 
the eye, prolonged into a streak behind. On the crown of the head a 
buff band runs longitudinally down the middle, and there are two 
bands of similar hue on. each side of the back. The! lower parts are 
white; the wings and tail are grey, with black pencillings and buff spots. 
The hen maY' truly be described as a painted lady. It is she who is 
responsible for t.he English name given to the species. Her wings and 
tail are like those of the cock; the band round the eye and the streak 
behind are white. The head, throat and upper breast are rich chestnut, 
passing into black at the junction with the white abdomen. Her back 
is rich green, pencilled with black. On each g·ho"111der is a white patch 
of rathel' long pointed feathers. As regal'ds size, t1he painter stands 

midway between the full and the jack snipe. 
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PAIN'I'Bo Smp:r;: (ROS'rRA'I'ULA CAP]):NSIS). About 2/5 Natural Slize. 

The painted snipe is found all over India, but, as it requires damp 
ground, it moves fro111 a locality when' this becomes dried up by sun 
and want of rain. "The ground most to its liking," writes Fit111 in 
Ho~u to Know the Inciial)' TIVadcrs, "is tha,t which is moist rather than 
that actually flooded, and it likes plenty of cover in the shape of rushes, 
etc. It feeds mostly on insects and snails, also eating paddy and grass 
seeds, and does not bore for its fooel like a snipe." 

The bird is oftcn flushed when one is shooting snipe at the fringe of 
a jhil., It has sknlking habits 'and is difficult to flush. It is not a fast 
flyer, but I would not go so far as Blanford, who declares that it affords 
no sport in shooting. I have often missed a painter. 

As I have no f1rst-hand knowledge of the nesting habits of this 
species, I quote the following fro111 Hume :-" I llavc only once myself 
taken a nest of the painted snipe, and that was at the cnd of August, 
in a small swamp all the Diamond Harbour Road, about six miles £1"0111 

Calcutta. It was on very wet ground in the midst of low rushes and 
consisted of ,half-dry rush twisted rOllnel into a tolerably neat and 
compact nest. It measured 6 inches in diameter exteriorly and less 
than 4 inches interiorly, and the cavity, which had no lining, was a 
good inch in length. It contained two quite fresh eggs." The eggs 
are pale coHee colour, heavily blotched with clark brown. 



PEAFOWL, JUNGLE FOWL AND SPURFOWL. 

As everyone is familiar with the appearance of the common peafowl 

cristatus), it is not necessary for me to describe the bird. 
This :fine creature is distributed throt~ghout India, except the Hima

layas above 2,000 feet, the hills of South India at elevations of 5,000 
feet, Sylhet, CachaI' and Manipnr. It is, perhaps, most abundant in 
the sub-Himalayan districts of the U. P. It is plentiful in those parts 
of the country, such as Muttra, Rajputana and Central India, where it 
is protected; In such places pea:fowl become remarkably tame, roost
ing and nesting in gardens and coming on the lawn to share the 
grain thrown to the domestic pigeons. Where the sal f01'est borders 
on: cultivation, the peafowl and junglefowl leave the forest every morn
ing and evening to visit the fields. In the open they collect in small 
mixe~l flocks and scratch and pick things off the ground after the 
manner of farmyard poultry. They spend the middle of the day in 
sal trees, 

Peafowl feed on grain, buds, insects, lizards and even small snakes. 
The breeding season is during the rains. Before nesting operations 
begin, the cocks go through an elaborate process of courtship. They 
select clearings in the forest where the birds assemble, and the cocks 
dance and display before the ,hens. During display the great train is. 
erected so that it stands l1p like the tail of a fantail pigeon. Theil the 
whole quivers violently as though the bird were attacked by a severe 
fit of ague. So violently are the feathers shaken that, as the decom
posed ends flap against the other feathers, they make quite a land noise. 
After a little of this, the cock suddenly swings ronnd so that his back 
faces the female. This exposes his rather ungainly legs and, to human 
eyes, quite spoils the exhibition! I may here mention that what arc 
popularly called the tail of the peacock are greatly lengthened feathers 
that grow over the base of the tail. These completely hide the tai1. 

The nes t is made in July or August amongst thick grass or dense 
bushes, often all a sloping bank, and is a broad depression scratched 
by the hen, and lined with a few leaves and twigs or a little grass. 
The nest is often well covered by undergrowth, so that it is difficult for 
a ,human being to approClICh it, but is sometimes ltllde:r trees and quite 
exposed. It would seem that peafowl occasionally nest above the 
ground. Three fresh peafowl's eggs, said to be taken from an old 
white-backed vulture's nest, were once brought to Mr. Anderson. 

Again Professor Littledale found at Baroda on September 30th, 
1884, a nest with" five eggs ill a triple fork in a mango tree, 12 feet from 
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the gro'l.U1d. He attributes this unusual situation to the fact that the 
country there is often flooded. In captivity peafowl prefer to nest on . 
shelves raised above the ground. 

As most people are aware, the call of the peafowl is a miaou much 
like that of a cat. 

The peafowl that dwells in Burma does not belong to the same 
species as that which is spread all over India. The former is kn'own as the 
Burmese or Javan peafowl (P. 11UdicHS). In this the feathers which 
compose the crest are bunched together; they are webbed along their 
whole length, instead of only at the tip, as is the case with the Indian 
peafowl. -The glistening feathers on the neck of the cock are green 
instead of blue; the wings are black and chestnut instead of buff. The.· 
call is much less harsh than that of the Indian bird. The Burmese 
species has far more retiring habits: this is probably the . result of 
persecution. 

There are three species of junglefowl in India-the red junglefowl 
(Gallus ferntgineus) , which is spread over the forests of Northern 
Iridia fro111 the lower Himalayas to the Godaveri, and cilstwards 

GMy]mwr,I;J;'OWL (GAI,r,US SONNI;RA'l·r). Aboud/5 Na.tural Size. 

through BU1"111a to Siam; the grey junglefowl (G. sonnerat·i), which 
dwells in the forests of South India, and the Ceylon j-qnglefowl 
(G, lafctyettii) I which is confined to the island from whiGh it qeriV:f$" 
its name, , . 
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The red jungle fowl isthe bird from which the domestic breeds must 
have originated. In appearance it is very like the bantam. Descrip
tion is unnecessary-the red wattles and comb and the orange and red 
hackles render the bird unmistakable even during HIght. 

Wherever you find sal forest in Northern or Central India, there 
will you see reel junglefowl. This is true even of small isolated patches 

of sal trees in the Ranchi district. But I think that junglefpwl occur also 

in forests where there are no sal trees. 'They nwst have. forest Or a 
patch of dense jungle in Ivhich to lie up during the day. Possibly, if 
they were completely protected, they would venture into" private 
gardens as peafowl do. On one occasion, during the close season,' I 
noticed a number ofjtmglefowI feeding among my followers.in a ca111P 
in the Pilibhit district. . 

The crow of the reel junglecock is shriller than that of domesfi2 
breeds, but is very like that of the bantam. Iunglecocks seem to C1:Ovv. 
mostly about sunset. I do not remember having heard them crow i1'; 

the small hours of the morning as the domestic cha,nticleer does., If 
you disturb a junglehen when feeding on the ground, she gets llP With 
a cackle like that of a barncloor hen. '.. . 

As has been l;emarked abo~e, the junglefowl th~Lt live.near W~ edg~ 
of a forest go to the fields in the early morning to feed; they then lhigh£ 
be mistaken for ordinary. farmyard. fowls, but for the larg¢ nUi.1;l~~r of . 
cocks in the company. Sometimes the company consists el1drely d>. 
cocks, at others of hens, but more usually the g-athering is a 111i){ecl6~1e,i; 
Iun'gleiowl fly fast and well, their Hight being .very like tll<!.t of ;'a 
pheasant, thus they. afford excellent shooting and are delitiolls, tabl~ 
birds. 

The breeding season begins early in March. As in the. c~lse of 
pheasants, the nest is a slight hollow in: the ground, covered with leaves 
and placed in the heart of the forest. Five or six cIull white eggs ate 
laid. The incubating hen sits close; the best way to find nests is to 
go into the jungle accompanied by a good dog. . 

The grey junglefowl is very different in appearance fro111 his llotth:
ern brother. So il1uch is this the case, that, as Finn remarks" II a 
single feather should, in tn'any cases, identify it." The neck hackIes are 
very curiously constructed. Each feather is black with a white shaft, 
a white spot near the end and cl glossy yello\Ylsh brown spot at the tip. 
These spots resemble sealing wax in appearance, being horny plates 
formed by the webs of the feathers being soldered together. These 
hackles are moulted after the breeding season and are then replaced 
by black ones. The comb, wattles and .face are bright .red .. The rest 

. of the body plumage is dark grey, each feather having a white shaft... 
and grey edges.' The wing and tail feathers are bluish bla.ck, gl()s$e:~ ? 

", 
with purple. .." ,':; ; i 
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The hen has scarcely any comb and no wattles, bnt displays a l_)atch 
of bare red skin round the eye. The distribution of this species is, to 
qnote Blanford, " near the eastern coasts as far north as the Godaveri, 
and in the Central Provinces its limit is some distance east of Sirol1cha, 
Chanda and Seoni. It is found throughout the Nerbudda Valley west 
of Jubbulpore, and in parts of Central India and Rajputana, as far as 
the Aravallis and Mount Abu, but no farther to the northward or west
ward. It is met with near Baroda, but has not been observed in 
Kathia\\'ar." At the places where the red and the grey junglefowl 
meet they sometimes interbreed. There is a patch of sal forest near 
Pachmari where the recl junglefOlvl lives surrounded by his grey 
cousins. Other'wise the distribution of the two species does not over
lap. The call of the grey jUl1glefowl is very different to that of the 
l'ed bird and is difficult to describe, though, "vhen once heard, is easily 
recognised. Davidson describes it as " Kuck-kaya-kaya-kuck
kyukun, kyukul1." 

Having' spent only a few weeks in the ha.unts of the grey jungle
fowl, and not having c.ome across the nest. I cannot do bettcr than re
produce the excellent description of Miss Cockhurn: " The. hen forms 
her nest in weeds On the ground, gathering a few dry leaves and sticks 
about hel". The number of, eggs found in a nest is from seven to 
thirteen. They are of a dirty white or buff colour. The hen, when 
leaving the nest to seek food, generally covers the eggs with dry leaves, 
no doubt hoping by so doing to screen them from harm. The nests are 
fonnd during March and April. I have on two or three occasions set 
junglefmvl's eggs unqer domestic. hcns and reared the young. It was 
amusing to see how soon they showed signs of their 'vild nature. When 
about a fortnight or three weeks old, their wing feathers were so long 
as to enable them to f1y up into trees at any moment, "vhile their foster
mother stood below wondering at an accomplishment she ncver wit
nessed in her own: progeny. At !light they much preferred roosting 
on some tree in the garden, and when a few months old they invariably 
went off to the woods." 

This little vignette knocks the bottom out of the theory of the 
school of ornithologists (of which 1V1r. Long, the author of "The 
School of the Woods," is one) that writes V01U111CS about the education 
of young hirds by their parents. Just as young ducks rcared up under 
a hen take to water without any teaching, so do young birds fly of their 
own accord when their wings ate strong enough. Parent birds have 
not the brain power to impart instruction te) their young, nor have the 
young sufficient intelligence to receive instruction. ~ 

The Ceylon junglefowl (Gallus lafayctt'ii) is better entitled than 
the rer{ junglefowl to the epithet red, as not only are the ba,~k and 

,-hackles of the cock red, but also his breast and upper abdomen. He 
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resembles the red rather than the grey species. The hen has hardly 
any comb and no bare patch on the face. She is a bird of homely 
plumage, brown above, cream below, mottled with buff and black. As 
there is but one species of junglefowl in Ceylon, and as this is confined 
to the island, further description is superfluous. The crow of this bird 
is said to resemble the "vords /( George J oyee" with a prelimitiary 
cluck. The habits are like those of tIle two mainland species. 

Spurfo\vl are, as the Latin name' ,sho'w5, half partridge and half 
junglefowl. They are peculiar to India'and Ceylon, being fonnd no
where else in the wodd. There are three species of them-two belong
ing to India and one to Ceylon. This heing so, it is tempting to regard 
the corresponding junglefowl as mutations fr0111 spurfowl. The 
northern species are called the red spurfowl (Gallopcrdi.r spadicea). 
The distribution of this bird appears to be rather capricious. It rnay be 
looked for in any well-wooded part of India south of the Himalayas. 
It frequents the forest-clad hills of the peninsul.a. The cock is about 
fourteen inches in length, with a six-inch tail. His prevailing hue is 
chestnut red. He has no comb, but has red skin' round the eye; the 
legs are red. The hen, \vhich is slightly smaller, is mottled black' and 
buff. The red spurfowl, which is well provided with spurs, is a shy 
bird that trusts to its legs rather than its \"'lings when it seeks cover. 
The nesting habits are similar to those of junglefowl. 

The painted spurfovvl (G. /Ullll/ata) occurs in forest tracts south of 
the GUl1ges. The head, shoulders and tail of the cock are black, g~ossed 
with green; the remainder of the plqmage is buff. spotted with black, 
or black and white. The hen is a dark brown bird washed with red in 
parts; the legs are brO\vn. This bird prefers rocky hills to forests, 
othenvise its habits are similar to those of the red spudowl. 

The Ceylon spurfo\vl (G. bicalcarata) is the only species that 
occurs in Ceylon. The cock is black, white and chestnut, the breast 
is white, tlte tail and wings are black, the rump is chestl!1ltt, and the rest 
of the plumage speckled black and white. The hen is dull red brown. 
The bill, legs and a patch of bare shin round the eye are reel in both 

sexes. 



PHEASANTS. 
IN the case of non-sporting birds the plan follovved in this book is 

to describe onlv the common birds. In the case of birds that are shot 
for sport it is deemed desirable to mention every species found in India, 
because the sportsman, in th,e course of his wanderings after game, 
may shoot any of them, and a fare bird is as easy to hit as a common 
one. Thus it comes to pass that in this chapter and in the two .that 
follow I shall have to deal ,vith rather a large number of species. These 
chapters yvill in consequenc.e display many of the dry bones of ornith
ology. Bnt I shall make it clear which are the commOn birds, that 
is to say., those which are lil~ely to be met "\\'ith any day by. the sht:ka?'i, 
so that the reader can afford to skip the portions relating to the,· more 
uncommon fo\"l; keeping the book by him for reference if he is for
tunate enough to shoot an uncommon bird, 

To give a satisfactory definition of a pheasant is"beyonclmy powers, 
A large .ornate bird with a well-developed tail is, I am aware, rati1er a 
poor effort, lmt it is the best I can do . 

. The classification of the pheasant clan has proved a nut upon which 
many cui ornithological tooth has been broken. I propose, therefore, 
to cast sci~l1tific c1assil1catiol1 to the winds and deal with pheasants 
according to their habitat. Pheasants within the Indian Erl1pire OCCllr 
in the Himalayas, Assam, Burma and Tenasserim. Only one genus 
-that containing the kalij pheasants--extenc1s to both the Hima
layas and the other areas mentioned, so that by classifying the p-hea
wnts as (a) Himalayan, (b) others, the sportsman who shoots a hh-d 
will, when he tries to identify it, at once be able to eliminate Gertain 
speCIes. 

The Himalayan Pheasants. 
As the cheer pheasant (CatrclIs "wallirhi) is the Indian species that 

is most like the English bird, it is only fitting that it should be the first. 
to be presented. The cock is about a yard in length, the tail being nearly 
t\;VO feet long; the hen is some twelve inches shorter. Both sexes have 
a patch of scarlet skin all each side of the face; the only other lndian 
pheasants that have this are the kalij and Mrs. Hume's pheasants. The 
last is not found in the Himalayas. The cheer pheasant has a short 
crest· projecting from the· back of tbe head. These two features, 
together with the long slender tail so characterstic of the 
Englis·h lJird, make the identification of a cheer of either sex all 

easy matter. The only other Indian pheasant with a tail like this is 
M 1'8, Hume's which) as has been stated) is not found in the Himalayas, 
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The cock c·heer is a buff bird, barred with blac.k; the tail is 'dch buff 
with broad black and chestnut cross bands. . The ben is very like the 
cock, the chief difference being her smaller size and the fact 'that- the 
dark bars in her plumage are 1ess bold and conspicuolls. 'I he cheer 
pheasant is found from Chamba to Katmandu at elevations of 4,000 
feet anclupwards. Like all other memhers of the tribe. it haunts 
forests. Its call is something like chil'. chiI'. chir. In the hot weather 
it lays about a dozen eggs in a hollow in the g-roundlined with leaves. 

; I -- " ", " ,~ 

CI-Il.iER PHEASANT (Fl(;\fAI,E IN DIS'I'ANCn;).ON 'fHE WING. CATREUS WALUCI-II. , 
:*. N atura:l Size. 

The tail of the pukras or koklas pheasant (Pllcrasia mMrolopha) 
is much shorter than that of the cheer, but ·is considerably longer than. 
that of the moned. The koklas is found in Nepal and the vVestern 
Himalayas at elevations of 4,000 feet and upwards. The cock is easily 
identified, because he possesses three crests, one in the middle, of hrown 
·hue, and a long one on each side which is green, like the rest of the 
hea.d. There is a large white patch on both sides of the head. The 
breast and abdomen are chestnut, as are the middle tail featheys; the 
other tail feathers are black tipped with ·white. The rest of the body 
is hlack, grey and buff, each feather being black in the middle with a 
brown or grey border. The hen lacks the side crests. She is a dull 
brovvn bird with a vvhite throat and black markings on the hrowtl .. 
feathers. The habits of this species are like those of· the cheer. Rij' 

';:::~:;', ',\,'\ 
caU sounds like leok. kak pUkr-as. . I 
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The cock monal (Lophophorus refit/gens) is, as l"egards colouring, 
the most splendid of the pheasants, and this is saying much. The 
brilliance of his plumage more than compensat,es for the insignificant 
tail. As the monal is found during the summer at levels far above those 

LOPHOPHORUS RI<;PULG:E;NS, MONAL, MJ\U AND FEMALE. ir Natural Size. 

of the hill stations, many people spend their time in India without 
seeing one of these beautiful birds in a state of nature. I myself have 
only once come across the birds, so that my knowledge of. them is con
fined to what I have read and whcLt I have observed in the case of a bird 
lance kept captive. This being so, let me reproduce the account of the 
monal written eighty yeal"S ago by Mr. P. Baron when on the way 
to Kedar Nath: ., After several hours of toilsome ascent of fonr 
or five thousand feet, we reached the bOlmdary, line of ,the 
dominions of these gorgeous birds and I soon recognised traces 
of myoId friends on the roadside. The monal being in the habit of 
digging the roots of a variety of aromatic plants which Hom"ish here, 
their haunts are at once identified. In a fevv minutes the well
known plaintive cry gave warning of their vicinity, and before 
long, one of them took to wing and swept over our heads, dovm 
into the forest, with' the velocity of an arrow from a bow. I do not 
believe there are many sportsmen who could think of shooting the 
first monal pheasant ,that comes in view. Should the sun, at the time, 
happen to be shining on the' plumage of this 1l1agnificient bird, one is 
so struck with adn)iratioll of the sight that he does nQthing but st~re 
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in astonishment. Their flight is most sublime. After the first flu Her 
in rising, they extend theh- wings and make one majestic sweep dowti
w'ards without apparently exerting a muscle or moving a single feather, 
untIl they l-each their roosting place in the depths of the forests, perhaps 
a mile or two below you, when a repetition of the plaintive cry is heard 
just as they disappear fr0111 your view. Should one of them, which 
you may not have heard or seen to take to Bight, sweep over your head, 
you hear a rushing sound like a rocket hl its passage, and the bird is . 
gone almost before you have had a glimpse of him. Their flight, too, is 
so graceful and so elegant that it appears to be solely the result of yoli
tion, while the colours of their plumage are so brilliant and so variegated 
under the different shades of light that any attempt either at painting 
them or describing them would be abortive. I can110t think of any
thing so applicable to them as the following lines fronl Milton's 
( Comus' ;-

( I took it for a fairy vision 
Of some gay creatures in the element 
That in the colou1's of the rainbovv live 
And play i' the plighted clouds.' 

Often and often, on seeing these proud birds swimming above the 
forest and displaying their matchless plumage, has this passage been 
suggested to me that .; Solo111on, in all his glory, \vas not arrayed like 
one of these.' " 

The cock monal is a study in brilliant, riell, metallic, burnished 
purple. w:hich seems to be glossed no,w with green, nQ:w with bronze. 
So glistening, so resplendent, so rerulg:ent is it, and so great is, the 
sheen on the plumage that every c.oloured illustration of. the bird that 
I have seen seems positively libellous. 11r. R. G. Wright. hO'wever, 
has achieved the impossible inasmuch as he has pai·ntec1 a picture that 
really does justice to this grand bird. Not content with giving it such 
plumage, Nature ha~ endowed the bird with a purple crest of fine 
feathers, broad at the end like those t1li1t compose the crest of the pea
cock.. The lcrwer back is white and the tail pale cinnamon: This {ooks 
quite out of place against the brilliant body plumage. The hen is a 
homely brown bird. Her only ornament being a short brown crest. 
The cock monal is about twenty-eight inches long, the tail being nearly 
ten ill length. The breeding habits of the Monal are those of the 
pheasants already described, but the clutch of eggs is small, for a 
pheasant, five being the average complement. 

Only second to the maned in brilliance are the tragopans or hornecl
pheasants; the males display brillia11t crimson in their plumage.· The 
cocks possess, in addition to a crest, a pair of fleshy horns which arise 
just above the eye, also a fold of skin along the thmat. When a ma1e 
5hov,:s off before the hen the horns elongate and the fold of skill expands 
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into a bib. There are three species of tragopan. of which two occur 
in the Himalayas. 

The western horned-pheasant (Tragopan melanocephaltts) is 
found west of Garhwal. 

The crimson horned-pheasant (T. sat:yra) extends from Garhwal to 
Darjeeling. 

The grey-bellied species (T. blj,thi) inhabits Assam. 
The hens of all three species are very similar: they are brown birds, 

mottled, banded, barred and lined with huff and black. 
The cock western horned-pheasant has the top of the head black, 

the crest being tipped with red; the nape and neck are brilliant red; 
the breast is black with white spots. The upper plumage 
is black with w·hite ocelli or "eyes" like those on a peacock's 
feather, and buff wavy lines. The bird is twenty-eight inches in length, 
of whic.h about ten are composed of tail. The cock crimson horned
pheasant has the head and throat black. The wings are black with 
white "eyes" and reddish wavy lines; the tail is the 'same without 
ocelli. The remainder of the plumage is crimson. As the nam~ 
indicates, the cock of the grey-bellied horned pheasant has a grey 
abdomen. This, together with a black gorget separating the yeUow 
throat from the red breast, serves to distinguish him from the other 
two species. 

'1'ragopans are shy birds which live in forests at elevations over 
5,000 feet. The call of the cock is described as a bleat. 

The blood pheasant (Ithagenes crllenhts) is a curious short-tailed 
little pheasant about eighteen inches long. It lives in the pine forests 
of Nepal. Sikkim and Bhutan. Both sexes have a short bttshy cockatoo
like crest, which, however, does not fold up. The prevailing hue of 
the cock is grey. The throat, chin, lower cheeks and a patoh under the 
tail are crimson. The breast is pale green with some crimson spots 
on it. 

Tlu:' hen is a brown bird with black wavy lines. Her head is grey 
and her throat chestnut. The legs of both sexes are bright red. 

Although t·he kalij is the pheasant ,,,ith which sportsmen in India 
are most familiar, I have left it to the last because its 9istribution is so 
extensive that it is quite as much a Burmese bird as a Himalayan one. 

Finn describes kalij pheasants as ,. narrow-crested, fowl-tailed, 
red-faced, black-ancI-white hill pheasants." This is not abuse, b,11t 
succinct description .. The adjective, fowl-tailed, is particularly appro
priate; the sportsman unacquainted with the bird is apt to think, when 
he examines his first victim, that he had shot a kind of junglefowl. 

There are many species and varieties of kalij. Five well-defined 
forms occur within the limits of the Indian Empire. These are-

The white-crested Qr common kaHj (Genl1a?1fs a/llicristatu$). 





The black-crested or Nepal kalij (G. leltC01nelanus ). 
The black-backed or Sikkiru kalij (G. melanO'fwtMs). 
The black-breasted or Assam kalij (G. horsfzeldi). 
The lineated kalij or Burmese silver-pheasant (G. lilzeatus). 
Here we have a good example of how new species arise; kaHj 

pheasants are not migratory, they have a long narrow range over hilly 
country. As often happens under such circumstances, the original 
species breaks up into several, each inhabiting a separate area. At the 
places 'where the various species meet, they frequently interbreed and 
in snch localities we find birds which do 110t fit in to anyone species, 
being hybrids. 

It is quite easy to recognise a kalij pheasant, and,' as each slpecies 
inhabits an area different fro111 all of the other species, the sportsman 
who shoots a bird will find no diffiCt.11ty in assigning it to the proper 
species. The slender crest, the red patch of skin on the face and the 
fowl-like tail are characteristic features of both cocks and hens. 

All that is necessary is for me to describe one species in so111e detail 
and then notice the distinguishing marks of the others. 

The common or white-crested kalij pheasant is the bird found in 
the Siwaliks and Western Himalayas. The cock has a white crest. 
The remaillCler of hiis plumage is dull slaty blue, ti11ted with red 011 the 
shoulders and barred with black on the lower back; the lower parts are 
dirty white; the legs are white, til1ged with blue. There is a red patch 
of skin rounel the eyes, which sometimes forms a lappet. The cock is 
two feet i11 length, half of wlllch is composed of tail. The hen is a 
brown bird. Her crest is brown. She has, however, the red ),:latthes, 
on the face and her outer tail feathers are blue-black. She is slightly 
smaller than the cock. These pheasants occur in the Himalayas and 
foot hills; theIr range appears to be fro111 about 1,500 to 9,000 feet. 
They live in the forest, like all other pheasants, but come out in the 
open to feed. When disturbed in (he open they prefer to run to cover 
to flying. They occur in couples or small parties. The call is difficult 
to describe. Blanford speaks of it as a whistling chuckle a11d I cannot 
better the description. The breeding season begins in April and goes 
on till the rains. A hole is scraped in the ground in the forest, wd 
from six to twelve eggs are laid; more often than not the nest has no 
lining. As the name indicates, the crest of the Nepal kalij is black in the 
cock; this and the fact that the white bars on the lower back are nar
rower serve to differentiate him from the white-crested form. There 
is no d1fference between the hens of the two species. The Sikkim kalij 
cock has the crest black and lacks the white markings on the back, hence 
the name, black-backed. The hen is very like those of the common 
and black-crested species. 

The c()ck kalij, of the species found in Assam, has the breast bl~~1( 
l g' " 



:instead of soiled white, hence the name black-breasted. The white 
markings, on the back reappear. In the Burmese variety, the whole 
back is finely pencilled with wavy white lines which give it a silvery 
aflpearance. For this reason it is called the silver pheasant. Where 
this and the previously-named species meet the cocks often have some 
pencillings on the: back and so arc intermediate between the two; in 
consequence some systematists constitute these forms· a separate. 
species. In China there is more white than black on the back, and this 
species is called the Chinese silver-pheasant. 

The hens of the Chinese silver-pheasants are distinguishable from 
the hens of the other species by having V -shaped marks on the back 

NON-HIMALAYAN PHEASANTS. 

So much then for the Himalayan pheasants. Of the non-Hima
layan species three have already been described-· the grey-bellied 
horned-pheasant, the Assam kalij and the Burmese silver-pheasant. 
There remain five more: 

The argus pheasant (ArgusiaHas argus). 
The peacock pheasant (Polyplectrum, chin:quis). 
Mrs. Hume's pheasant (Phasiamts 1Illmiae). 
Stone's pheasant (P. elegans). 
Vieillot's fire-backed pheasant (Lophura mfa). 
The argus pheasant is the giant of the tribe, the cock attains a 

length of six feet and carries a four-foot tail. The hen is a pigmy 
beside her mate, being barely thirty inches in length. 

This fine, bird is an inhabitant of the Malay peninsula, but, as it 
extends to the south of Tenasserim, it is numbered among the birds of 
India. The black head is as bare as a vulture's, save for a small hairy 
crest. The upper plumage is brO\;vn with ocel,H, some of which have 
the appearance of a ball in a socket. The lower parts are reddish 
brown and the legs are red. 

The peacock pheasant ranges fro111 Sikkim to Siam. The cock is 
about two feet long with a one":foot tail; the hen is smaller. The cock 
has a crest or corona. His plumage is speckled grey with violet-green 
ocelli. The throat is white. In the hen ocelli are replaced by dark 
brown patches glossed with green and violet. The call of this bird is 

. something between a bark and a cackle. 
Mrs. Hume's and Stone's pheasants are more nearly related to the 

English pheasant than are any other of our Indian phasianida:. Both 
have a patch of bare skin round the eye. There is no crest, but 
the males have a pair of ear tufts. The cock of Mrs. HUl11e's species 
is a very showy bird. The upper back, wings and lower parts are 
copper, glossed with red and set off by patches of blue and red; the neck 
and throat are black; the lower back and rump are black with a purple 
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gloss; the tail is grey with chestnut bars. The hen is a grey brown bird 
with chestnut and white in the tail. This species is found in Upper 
Burma. 

Stone's pheasant is very like the English pheasant in appearance. 
Further description is rendered superfluous by the fact that this bird is 
found only on the extreme North-East border of the Indian Empire and 
not one Anglo-Indian in ten thousand is likely to set eyes on it. 

Vieillot's fire-backed pheasant need lJot detain us 1011g, as the only 
part of the Indian Empire in which it occurs is South Tenasserim. Both 
sexes have a large hairy crest. The cock. which is a little more than two 
feet in length, is a beautiful metallic violet bird with the lower back 
fiery red. The hen is of chestnut hue. 

The above account may appear rather formidable to sportsmen. 
In actual practice the identification of a species of pheasant is a com
paratively easy matter, because in 110 one locality are more than five 
species found and somc;, of these are birds of high and others of low 
elevation. Below follow lists of the pheasants to be looked for in each 
of the following localities-Western Himalayas1 Nepal, Sikkim and 
Bhutan, Assam, Burma and Tenasserim. 

WESTERN HIMALAYAS. 

Cheer (above 4,000 feet). 
Koklas (above 4,000 feet). 
Monal (high elevations). 
vVestern horned-pheasant (high elevations). 
White-crested kalij (low elevations). 

Cheer (above 4,000 feet). 
Koklas (above 4,000 ieet). 
Monal (high elevations). 

NEPAL. 

Crimson horned-pheasant (high elevations). 
Blood pheasant (high elevations). 
Black-crested kalij (low elevations). 

SIKKIM AND BHUTA};". 

Monal. 
Crimson horned-pheasant. 
Blood pheasant. 
Black-backed kalij. 

ASSAM. 

Grey-bellied horned-pheasant. 
Black-backed kalij. 
Grey peacock pheasant. 



Burmese silver-pheasant. 
Peacock pheasant. 
Mrs. Hume's pheasant. 
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BURMA. 

Stone's pheasant (North-East border of Burma). 

TENAsSERIM. 

Argus pheasant. 
Viei1lot's fire-backed pheasant. 



PARTRIDGES. 
My friend, Frank Finn, whose books deserve a far wider circula

tion than they enjoy, defines a partridge as any short-tailed game bird 
with a lYing over five inches long; game birds with shorter. wings a..:r~ , 
ranked 'with the quails. This is an excellent definitiQl:t, ,if the 'Vvotcl. ..... , 
" game" be given the restricted meaning it has in, the English. gam~ 
laws and be confined to non-aquatic sporting birds. 

GREY PATRIDG1\S (FRANCOI,INUS PONDICERIANUS). ;J- Natural Size. 

The grey partridge (Francolimts pondicerianus) is the commonest 
and most widely distributed partridge in India. It is found everywhere, 
at elevations under 1,500 feet, except in dense forests, the west coast' of' 
India south of Bombay, Lower Bengal, Assam and Burma. If 
Calcutta people wish to see this species in a state of nature, they must 
take a trip to some place west of Midnapur. 

The cock is very pugnacious and on this account 1S a favourite cage . 
bird in northern India. Go where you will in the United Provinces and 
the Punjab, you will see in the mornings arid evenings tame partridges 
following their master after the manner of dogs. As Lockwood Kipling 
well says, "the creature follows its master with a rapid and pretty 
gait that suggests a graceful girl tripping along with a full skirfweJl.! 
held up." i ,/}, 
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Save for the red legs the attire of the grey partridge is sober enough 
to satisfv the most exacting quaker. Except in the aforesaid legs 
the bird displays 110 bright colour; the upper plumage is brown with a 
very large l1t1mber of short, narrow, cream-coloured cross-bars, each 
having dark edges. The throat is buff, separated by a not very well
defined black band fro111 the lower parts, the buff of w·hich is marked by 
dark transverse pencillings. The outer tail feathers are dull chestnut. 
The cock is provided with offensive weapons in the form of a ,spur on 
each leg, which serve to clifferenltiate him from the hen. The grey 
partridge has a loud and cheerful penetrating note, which the Indian 
name titar is doubtless intended to imitate. Hnme syllabises the call 
Ka, lw, kateetur, kateetur. 

The grey partridge affects open and dry country, and, being a fast 
sprinter, runs to cover whenever alarmed. It does not willing'ly take to 
its wings. After it has sought cover it is difficult to dislodge. Some
times half a doz;en brickbats hurled into a tiny thicket containing three 
or four partridges fails to evict them. He who shoots grey partridges 
will find a dog very useful. It is usually said that grey partridge 
shooting affords but poor sport. This is true; but the reaSon is not that 
the bird is easy' to shoot but that a big bag is seldom secured, because 
the birds are usually scattered; each patch of bush jungle, if it contain 
any, will hold probably only a pair and so the sportsman has to work 
hard for his birds. Thus it happens that grey partridge shooting is 
usually combined with quail shooting. 

And, after all the labour that has been expended in securing him, 
the grey partridge does not provide a very dainty dish. Like other 
partridges, it feeds on seeds and insects. It is said tc be not too 
particular as to its diet, but of this I have no proof. Most pairs breed 
from February to May, but eggs are often found between September 
and November. The nest is almost invariably on the grolmd, usually 
beside a prickly pear or other bush or a tttft of grass; it is a slight 
hollow, often lined with grass. Seven or eight white eggs are laid. 

The cock black partridge (FrallcolillllS 'lllt/yaris) is the most hand
some of the Indian partridges. He is not a black bird, and is called 
black because there is much black in his plumage, a rather unusual 
feature in the partridge clan. The crown of the head is streaked with 
light and dark brown, the feathers of the shoulders and wings are 
bro\v11 with buff edges, and, in the case of the wing quills, the brown is 
barred 'with buff throughout the feather. There is a chestnut collar 
round the neck and a chestnut patch under the tail. This chestnut collar 
is the feature which distinguishes this fro111 the allied species of 
Francolins. The lower parts are pale chestnut marked with white; 
the rest of the plumage is black, heavily streaked, spotted and barred 
with white. There is a white stripe on each side of the fC\,ce, larg-e white 
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spots on the flanks, and numerous small white cross-bars on the lower 
back and tail; the legs are salmon coloured. In the hen the chestnut 
collar is reduced t'O patch on the back of the neck. This chestnut patch 
serves to differentiate her fro111 her lady cousins. The bars on the 
back and tail are brovvn and buff, and the sides of the head are brown 
and buff instead of black and buff. The black partridge is found over· 
the whole of India, n9rth of the latitude of Gwalior. South of GwaHor 
it is replaced by the l)ainted partridge, and in Burma by the Eastern or 
Chinese Francolin. 

The cock black partridge has a very curious call, heard mostly 
morning and evening. So high-pitched is this as to be beyond the 
range of hearing of some people! It may be syllabised as luk-ittk
tee-fee-fur. Some peoplf'. declare that the bird shrieks {{ Be quick and 
payoff your debts." Thls, I fear, is the result of imagination due to 
guilty conscience! 

Unlike the grey partridge, this species ascends the Himalayas, as 
high as 1110st hill stations. Its favourite haun't is long grass and tamarisk 
scrub sitllated between water and cultivation. It is an excellent table 
bird. Young black partridges, when they first emerge from the egg, 
are covered with a pale yellow down like that on baby chickens. They 
are very lively and run and jump well and emit unceasingly a shrill 
whistle. 

The painted partridge (Francolin ItS pictus) is the South Indian 
counterpart of the black partridge. The males of the two species are 
110t unlike in appearance. That of this species lacks the chestnut collar, 
and 'the throat and face are chestnut; the white spots 011 the lower 
p1umage are so numerous as to leave but little of the black background 
visible. The hen resembles the cock except that her throat is nearly 
white. and the bars on the back are buff and farther apart than in the 
cock. Detailed description is unnecessary. The ~habitat will enable the 
sportsman to know to which species a bird ·he has shot belongs. The 
habits of the pai.nted partridge resemble those of the black species, 
except that the former is more often found at a distance from water. 
The call is less harsh than that of' the leala thew and resembles 
Chee-l?ec-lwrai. 'The cock of this species does not possess spurs. In 
this he differs from the grey and the black partridges. 

I have no first-hand knowledge of the Eastern or Chinese Francolin 
(Francolimts chinensis). I regret to have to observe that it is no 
uncommon thing for ornithologists to discourse on birds of which 
they have 110 personal knowledge! Snch worthies either plagiarise or 
quote with acknowledgments, I follow the latter course and take the 
following from Finn's Game Birds of India and A sia, a Httle book which 
I commend to all sportsmen. 

"The Chinese Francolin is intermediate in size between the bla~k, 
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and the painted Francolins; the sexes differ in colour nearly as con
spicuously as those of the black species and t,he male alone possess 
spurs. His general colour is black spotted ,dth white, the spots be
coming broad bars on the belly. The top of the head is brown with 
pale edges, and black forehead and eyebrows; the~-e is allothe'r black 
band fro111 t,he conner of the mouth to below the ears, and between this 

. and the eyebrow a white streak covers the side of the face, the throat 
being also white. The lower back is black with close 11arrow white 
bars; under the tail is a chestnut patch, ariel the shoulder feathers a;nd 
innermost wing-quills are edged with chestnut and. hav~ the spots'puff. 

TIle hen is brown above, vvith a pale mottling; the lower back is 
barred with buff and brown; the chin and throat are clirty whiteal1d the 
under parts below this buff barred with dark brown, and plain chestnut 
under the tail. On the head the eyebrows and cheek stripes are brown 
and the light band buff. The head is clark above, eyes are light h9:z~l, 
a.nd legs orange," I defy the bird to hide its identity from any'()11e arrhed 
with the above description! 

SNOW-PARl'RIDGES (LERWA NIVICOLA) IN CIRCLE. 1/15 Natural Size.. SWAMP 

P AR'l'RIDGES OR KVAH (FRANCOLINUS GULARIS) AT SIDES' 117 Natural Size ... 

Of the swamp partridge or llyah (Fmllcolinus [/1-t!a,ris) I have first 
hand knowledge, having spenf some happy days in the Pilibhit tarai 011 

elephants shooting him and fiorikin, to say nothing of swamp deer. 
This fine large bird. approaches the grey partridge in appe~rallce 

more nearly than do the other francolins that I .have described. The 
sexes are' alike, save that the hen has no spurs. The upper"plumag~ 
is, brown, barr~d yvith buff. The throat is bright rusty red; the ,o~, 

\ " ,,:: { -,:ri; 
,/,,' 
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the lower parts are brown with longitudinal 'white streaks; the legs 
are dull red. 

This bird occurs in the regioll watered by the Brahmaputra and in 
the Himalayan tarai. Blanford states that it occurs in the alluvial 
plains of the Ganges. It may do so, but I have never come across it 
there. My experience is that it usually occurs 011 swampy ground 
which is densely covered with vcry long grass, but I have flushed it 
fro111 dry gronnd covered with shorter grass. Its call is a harsh kay kar 
kia. In the stomach of one of that I :)pened I found seeds of tall grass 
and a large beetle. This bird is always called the kaker by natives of 
the United Provinces. 

So l11uc-h for the partridges which are likely to be seenl on the 
plains 'Of India. There is a bird called the chestnut or ferruginous 
wood-partridge (Caloperdix oculea) found in the Malay Peninsula. 
This, as the name implies, is a reddish partridge and as such is easily 
identified. No further description is necessaty. 

vVe have now to deal with the hill partridges. There are many 
of these, but perhaps only one-the chakor-ls really entitled to a 
place among the common birds of India. 

Before describing him let me say a few words about the pretty 
little seesee (AJnmollperdix bOllhami) , the smallest member of the 
family. This is ten inches long, as opposed to the twelve-and-a-half of 
tohe grey partridge. It has a better title than the last to the name grey. 
If you would see this bird in a state of nature, you must repaii' to the 
salt range in the Punjab, or to the hills round about the Indus. The 
prevailing hue of the plumage is sanely grey, with numbers of fine buff 
bars. The cock has a black eyebrow with a white hand belovv it, which 
t,he hen lacks. The bill is orange and the legs yellow. Further des
cription is unnecessary. The small size of the bird and its limited 
distribution will at once enable the sportsman to recognise it. 

The chakor (C accabis chlLkar) is not unlike the French partridge 
in appearance. The cock and hen are alike save that the former has 
blunt spurs. The upper plumage is grey, washed with red or greenish 
brown in parts. A conspicuous black band runs across the forehead 
to each eye, and is continued round the creamy white throat as a gorget. 
The lower parts are buff; the feathers on the sides of the body are 
barred with chestnut, black and buff. These conspicuous barred fea
thers together with the black band described above and the red bill and 
legs, render it easy to distinguish the chakor at a glance from all other 
Indian partridges. The chakor is a denizen of the Himalayas and the 
moulltains of the Punjab. It is not found east of Nepal. It haunts hill 
sides on which there are not many trees. It lives in small covey~. 
TheSe give the man who goes out to shoot them a practical demonstra
tion of the fact that any two sides of a triangle are longer than the 
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third. Chakor shooting, in my opI111011, is sport only for the young 
and active. You arise at da Wll and proceed to the place 'where some 
coveys have beet~ marked down. Your shilwn: points to a place 500 
feet above YOll. You scramble up as best yon can, and when you are 
negotiating a terrace 'vvith the gT1l1 at safety the covey get up and fly 
aCl"OSS . the valley to the opposite hill. This journey is performed in 

. 40 seconds by the birds. The shilwri points to where the covey has 
settled and says " Wo bLdtila 1" Thereupon you proceed to decenc1 the 

hill side up which' you have just climbed and then ascend the other. 
This operation takes you at least 40 minutes. This time, if you are 
lucky, you bag 8J bird. If hard work be the essence of good' sport, 
then chakor shooting is the quintessence thereof. 

Those who are not fond of systematic ornithology are .advised to stop 
reading here. Readers who fail to fullow this advice are relluested not 

to abuse the ,vriter. He is doing his best ! 
Thei"e are many species of partridges that live among the Indian 

hills. Most of them are birds of high altitudes. If you are fortunate 
enough to shoot one of these. and are desirous of finding out to what 
species it belongs, your best plan is to take the bird by the tail as Moses 
of old did to the serpent! Having done this, COUllt the number of fea~ 
thers in that appendage. 

If the llumber be 16 or 18, the bird is the Tibetan partridge 
(Perdi.t~ hodyscniac). If there be 20 or 22 tail fec\thers, the bird is a 

snow-cock. Snow-cocks are llluch larger than ordinary partridges. 
If the bird be more than hvo feet long, it is the Himalayan snow-cock 
(Tetraoyalllts himalaycllsis); if it he less than two feet in length, it is the 
Tibetan snow-cock (T. tibetanlls). 

If the tail have 14 feathers, it may be a snow-partridge, one of the 
Francolins, the chakor or one of the hill-partridges. 

The chakor and the Francolins have already been described. 
The snow-partridge (Lerwa ni'vicola) is a ptarmigan-like bird, of 

which the head and all the body plumage are closely barred with black 
and cream. During flight the wings show some white. The bill and 
legs are bright vermilion. Another feature of this species is that the 
front of the leg is feathered half '''lay clown. 

If the bird is not one of the above, then it must be one of the 
seven species of hill-partridge found in India. 

Now, I am her;e confronted with two difficulties. The first is to 
describe hill-partridges in general so as to enable the reader to tell 
any of them fr0111 all other kinds of partridges, and the second is to state 
briefly how a luau can tell each species from the other six. The difficul
ties are not lessened by t·he fact that I have but a bowing acquaintan.ce 
with hilI-partridges owing to the fact that the benign Government in 
his, their, its or her wisdom (You apply the possessive pronoun, 
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o reader, according as you regard the Government as a man, a corpora
tion, a machine, or an old woman !) has come to the conclusion that 
the climate of the plains is best suited to my health. 

Hill-partridges are of the same size a.s the grey partridge. They 
have no spurs. The tail is short even for that of a partridge. The 
front toes are provided wth rather long claws. The best distinguishing 
feature of the hill partridge is a ring o£ bare skin round the eye. This 
is usually bright red. The only other partridges that have bare skin 
near the eye are the snow-cocks and the Tibetan partddge. These 
are found at considerably higher elevations than hill partridges; more
over, in the snow-cocks the patch of bare skin is a strip and is behind 
the eye; then there is the difference in the number of tail feathers. 
The hill-partridges are the only fourteen-tail-feathered partridges that 
have a ring of bare skin round the eye. 

The species most likely to he seen in the Himalayas is thc common 
or black-throated hill-partridge (Arboricola torqueo/a). 

The male has the head chestnut red, set off by the already-men
tioned red patch of bare skin, a black eyebrow and a white moustache. 
The sides of the head and the throat are black, bordered with white. 
The back is greenish brown, barred with black. The breast is grey, 
the flank feathers having conspicuous c·hestnut borders. 

In the female and the younger males the orbital skin is bluish red. 
The head of the hen is brown, spotted with black, the sides of the head 
and throat are reddish brovv·11>. There, is a reddish gorget separating 
the throat from the brown breast. This is the only species of hi'1l
partridge in which the sexes differ in appearance. So far as I know 
there is nothing peculiar in the habits of this particular species to 
explain the sexual dimorphism. In my opinion, most biologists see 
far more significance in sexual dissimilarity than such difference 
possesses. 

Hill-partridges affect thick undergrowth, usually in the vicinity 
of streams. When flushed, they generally fly only a short distance 
and so are not easy birds to shoot. Their call is a soft, low whistle. 
My friend, Mr. Pratt, thus describes the call of the common hill
partridge. "A long low whistle, with what appears to be a reply-a 
crescendo note, rather like a subdued call of a brain-fever bird. The 
call is, I believe, only heard in spring." Hume says that it is so like 
the whistle with\ which the shepherds call their flocks, that in somie 
places the hill-men believe that these partddges are the abodes of the 
souls of former shepherds, and in consequence object to their being 
shot. 

So much for hill-partridges in gcneral ancI the com111on species in 
pa1'ticular. There are six other species and it remains for ll1e to try 
to enable the reader to distinguish between them. Of the seven 
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hill-partridges, three are confined to Burma, three to India, and one is 
common to hoth countries. Thus a partridge shot in either Burma or 
India can be only one of four species. 

The three kinds confined to Burma are: 
1. The green-legged hill-partridge (T1'op£coperdi% chlorop~ts). 

This is easily distinguished from the other three by its legs being green 
instead of l-ed. The orbital skin is purple. 

2. The Arrakan hill-partridge (Arboricola intermedia). This has 
the chin and throat black, the gorget reel and breast grey. 

3. The bro'wll-breasted hill-partridge (A brmmeipect1ls). 
This has the throat thinly clad with buff feathers tipped with black; 

so scanty are these feather~ that the skin shows between them and 
makes the bird appear to be moulting. The breast is pale brown. 

The partridge common to both India and Burma is Blyth's hill
partridge (/1. r'1lfigll.laris). This has the hreast grey, the flank feathers 
having chestnut borders. The feathers of the throat are reddish fawn 
with black spots. Between the throat and the breast is a reddish band. 
The crown is greenish brown with black spots. 

The three species confined to India are: 

1. The common hill-partridge (Arboricola torqlleola). Already 
described. 

2. The "\vhite-cheeked hill-partridge CA. Mrigularis). This is 
readily distinguished 11Y its white cheeks, black chin and throat and grey 
breast. 

3. The reel-breasted hill-partridge (A. mal1dellii). This is easily 
recognised hy t,he chestnut breast. pale throat, white gorget and grey 
breast. 

The common hill-partridge is the only one found in the Western 
Himalayas. 

There are one or two game birds the classification of which has 
,puzzled systematists, since they are neither partridges, quail nor 
pheasants, As one of these is universally known as the bamboo par
tridge I had better deal with it here, althollg-h this chapter is already 
overlong. 

The bamboo partridge rejoices in the scientific name Bambusz'cola 
fytchii. 

It is found in the forests and long grass of the Assam Hills and 
further East. Blanford classes the bird among the pheasants. Finn 
tells us that when a specimen escaped fro111 captivity in England a 
sporting paper described it as a hybrid between a pheasant and a par
tridge. Apart from the tail (which is five inches long, the total length 
of the bird being fourteen), the bird is very partridge-like in appearance. 
It is partridge-like in colour. The upper parts are broWll with chestnut 
drops. There is a dark band running from the eye down the side of 
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the neck. The chin is buff, the breast chestnut with white spots, the 
abdomen buff with large black heart~shaped spots. The legs are 
greenish g:rey. The sexes are alike in appearance. 



QUAILS. 

As we have seen, a quail is a short-tailed game bird of 'ivhich the 
wing is less than five inches in length, 'while the partridge is one having 
a wing longer than five inches. Bnt for the existence of some. quails 
which possess but three toes, it mig'ht be said" a qnail is a small par
tridge and a p:trtridge a big quail." However, in nature hard and 
fast lines are rarely drawn; therr are several birds intermediate 
between partridges and quails-birds that are too small to be partridges 
and too large to be quails. One of these-the Bamboo partridge-has 
been mentioned already. There are three others, ancl although the 
average man is not likely ever to set eyes on any of them, I vilill men
tion them for the sake of completeness. 

The mountain quail (Ophrysia superciliosa) has been shot three 
times in India in the vicinity of Mnssoorie. A grey bird, marked with 
black and 'ivhite, after the manner of partridges and quails, about ten 
inches long, having the bill and feet red, is likely to he this species; 
anybody shooting such. a bird should send the skin to the Bombay 
Natural History Society for i'dentificatioll. Another of these nonde
scripts is known as the green wood quail or Rollul1ts ratti-ron'!. This' 
is confined to Tenasserim. It is about three inches longer than the 
common quail. The prevailing hue of the plumage is green. The hen 
has a grey head; the cock has a reddish crest. 

The last of these game birds that defy the Classifier is the Nicobar 
Megapode OVJ egapocli-lts l1icobarensis). If you would see this big brown 
fowl with a patch of red skin ronnd the eye you 111USt betake yourself 
to the Nicobars. 

The group of little birds-all less than eight inches in length
which we call quail-comprises birds having' four toes and those with 
but three toes. 

Now, zoologically speaking, there is a wide gulf between a bird 
that has no hind toe and one that has. In consequence, men of science 
hold the common quail to be related more closely to the peacock than 
to the button-quail. 'The external resemblance between the three 
and the four-toed quails is due to similarity of habits. , It is not an 
uncommon phenomenon in nature for two forms, that are in no way 
related, to resemble one another when their habits are similar. The 
swifts and swallows afford an example. Many so-called cases of 
mimicry are due to similarity of habits. If the common quail were unfit 
for food for man and beast as the skunk is, while the button-quail were 
good to eat, zoologists would have asserted that the edible button-quail 
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had mimicked the inedible COlllmon quail in order to escape irom 
the creatures that prey upon it. But this is a digression. All that 
the sportsman needs to rel1lem ber is that the true quails, like partridges 
and pheasants, have three toes in front of the foot and one behind, 
while the bustard and button-quails have only: three toes, all for
wardly directed. This piece of knowledge will enable anyone at 
once to say to 'which class a quail h~ld in the hand belongs. 

Let us first consider the four-toed quails found in India. Blanford 
divides these into four genera-Cotu'I'ni.r, Excalfactoria, jl1~cl'op'erd£x 
and Perdiwla. 

'I'HI~ COMMON OR GREY (Co'rURNIX COMMUNIS). 1/3 Natural Size. 

The two quails most commonly shot in India belong. to the genu.s 
Coturnix. They are the grey or common (C. communis) and the black
breasted or rain quail (C. cor01'nandelica). 

Detailed description of SO familiar a bird as the grey quail is super
fluous. It is some eight inches in length. Its insignificant tail, short 
''Yings and plump body are brought out in Mr. Levett-Yeats' drawing. 

" Grey" is a misnomer for this species, since the prevailing hue of 
the plumage is pale brown. The brown is copiously marked with 
longitudinal streaks of cream colour, reddish cross-bars and darK'" 
brown crescents and blotches. 

There is a huff eyebrow and a band of tHis hue fro111 the forehead 
to the back of the head. The male has a dark-brown anchor-shaped 
niark on his throat, which serves to differentiate him from thee he~.: .. 
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This Quail differs fro111 its brethren in that in t·he spring it leaves 
India for Tibet, where it breeds. Nests of this species, it is true, 
have been taken in various parts of India behveen Satara and Now
shera, but these, I believe, are those of birds that havc been injured by 
somc sportsman and so rendered incapable of taking the long migratory 
flight. 

Colonel Marshall gives the following account of a nest of this 
species found by him at Lahore one A,pril: "The nest was in the 
corner of a tobacco-fi.eld; I saw the parent hird. The nest .was only a 
hollow scraped in the ground, at the root of a tobacco plant, with a 
few bits of dry grass in it. The eggs were eight in number, and were 
a dirty yel1owis·h ·white, covered with small and large dark amher
bro·wll blotches." 

Quail pour into India in their millions ill September and October 
and settle down in the aut1.lll111 crops. As these are reaped the quail 
move all further sonth to other crops, thus they spread themselves all 
over India, but do not go to Ceylon. The quail follow the ripening 
spring crops on .their return journey, and so reach the Hi'111alayas at 
the end of May. When the greater part of the corn has been cut in 
any locality, the quail that happen to be tarrying there collect in the 
remaining standing crops and afford good sport for a few days. This 
is particularly the case in the Hima1ayas and in Kashmir. In the lasit
named locality hundreds sometimes collect in a single field. 

Thousands of quail are netted every year in India in the manner to 
be described later. Were they not prolific birds they would have 
become extinct in India long ag·o. As a matter of fact, I have 110t 

noticed any diminution in their numbers during the past twenty years. 
As the normal number of eggs is eight, nearly three-fourths of the 
quail that visit India might he netted every year without apparently 
reducing t·heir numbers. 

The males ate very pugnacious and many are kept by Indians 
as fighting birds. In a state of nature they seem usually to go about 
in pairs. They have <l. peculiar call ·which sounds like "Dick be 
quick." They have the typical flight of game birds, in that their short 
wings move with great rapidity. At the beginning of their flight they 
rise almost perpendicularly, as if they had to surmount some obstacle. 
I once kept some in. a low hut, having a door abot1t three feet high 
leading to a wired-in enclosure. This doorway had to be made higher 
because, ·when it was opened, the birds inside used to fly out of it into 
the enclosure and everyone ,hit its head against the top of the doorway, 
some with such violence. that they were stunned. 

I am inclined to think that the black-breasted quail is a non~migra
tory race of the grey quail, rather than a separate species. This, of 
course, is a matter of opinion, because there is no definition of the 
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term species. Zoologists often differ as to whether a certain £orm is a: 
variety, a race, a sUb-species or a species. 

As Romanes has demonstrated, isolation plays an important part 
in the development of new races and species. 1,Ve have not yet dis
covered what it is that causes variations to appear in plants and 
animals. vVe know that 110 two individuals of any species are exactly 
like one another, and we know that whenever any group of animals is 
isolated from the rest of its kind it tends to develop along peculiar 
lines. This is 'well shown in the case of bulbuls of the genus Molpastes, 
which do not move fro111 one locality to another. There is a Punjab, 
a Bengal, a Madras and a Burmese race, all of which are readily dis
tinguis,hable, except at localities where two races meet. At s11ch 
places the I-aces, or species as Oates calls them, interbreed freely and 
produce hybrids which do not fit into the description of any spedes. 

There is a prevailing belief that hybrids, that is to say individuals 
of which the parents belong to different species, are sterile, and old.,.· 
fashioned biologists declare that this is a provision of nature to prevent 
the crossing of species. As a matter of fact, there is no such provision 
of nature; in 1110st cases where closely allied species interbreed, the 
offspring are fertile. This explains how isolation assists in the forma
tion of ne\y species. Local varieties, if they have no opportunity of 
mating with their fellows of another locality, tend to become estab-' 
lished. Now let us suppose that many centuries ago t,he quails of the 
genus Coturl1ix were all of the grey kind and all lived in Central Asia 
and remained there all the year round. Then suddenly the climate 
changed and the winter became so cold that the quail had to migrate 
south during the winter in order to find food. When the nesting 
season came ronnd in the spring the quail returned to Central Asia to 
nest. Later, some of the quail took to breeding in India. The off
spring of these would tend to inherit the non-migratory instinct of 
their parents, and these would have no opportunity of breeding with 
the members of the species that retnr,ned to Tibet every summer to 
nest. 

If then these non-migratory individuals tended to become smaller 
because they liyed in an enervating climate, and,' as often happens, to. 
develop dark plumage, because they dwelt in damp localities', we should 
have the phenomenon of the origin of a new species. It is thus that 
I would account for the origin of the black-breasted quail. ' 

This bird is about seven inches in length as against the eight 
inches of the grey species. The cock has a good deal of black on t,he 
face, throat and breast. Further, both he and the hen have lost the 
buff cross bars on the primaries or larger wing feathers. 

As regards habits, apart fro111 migl'ation there is little difference 
between those of the two species. As it feeds more on insects, the . 
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black-breasted form is less addicted than the grey to cultivated fie1ds, 
and the call of the bird consists of two syllables instead of 
three. 

The black-breasted quail is found in all parts of India except the 
North-West Frontier Province. It undergoes a certain a~nount of 
local migration. leaving "the damper parts of the country for Northern 
India and Uppet Burma in the rainy season. The reason for this is 
probably to be found in the fact that it lays its eggs in hollows Of the 
ground, and. as it breeds in the rains. its tiests: would be liable to pe 
flooded jf they were in localities where the 111011soon hrings very copious 
rain. The clutch of eggs sometimes consists of as many as nine 
eggs. The nest dept'ession is either under a bush 0\' 111 the open. 

As this species, like the pied-crested cuckoo, visits the United 
Provinces only during t,he 111onsoon, it is known lhere as the rain 
quail. If call-birds be employed this species affords very fair sport. 
The modus operandi is to place at nightfall some cages containing quail 
in a field, preferably a sugar-cane field, and leave t.hem there all night. 
Their calls attract wild birds to the field. 

Shortly after 'dawn men walk through the field in question or 'a. 
rope is run over the top of the crop. The wild quail run in front of 
the men or rope till they come to the end of the field when they take to 
their wings to get caught in a net stretched across the end of the fietd 
or to rbe fired at, according as the object is to capture or shoot them. 

There are two species of quail peculiar to India which are known 
as bush-quail, but I would prefer to call them red-headed quail, @e~ause. 
on the head of each sex of each species there is a good deal of red. 
Their official names are Perdicnla asiatica, the jungle hush~quail,'. 
and P. argunda, the rock bush-quail. As t,he popular name indicates, 
one species affects well-wooded, and the other open country; the 
former ascends the hills to elevations of 5,000 feet. As regards shape, 
these are miniature partridges-smaller even than the grey qllai~. 
They are found in Small11Ul11bers in suitable localities in most partsoi 
India. but I do not regard them as comtnon birds. The red on the 
head and the short thick bill are their distinguishing characteristics. 
The jungle bush-quail has the forehead, cheeks and throat. bright 
chestnut. The head is ornamented by' a white eYebro"w. The cock 
has the breast heavily barred with black, while the stomacher of. the 
hen is pale russet red. The rock bush-quail is dull brick red where 
the jungle species is bright chestnut, and it lacks the white eyebrow. 
The Hindustani name for both species is Lawa. . 

" Bush-quail, like partridges, go about in coveys. When flushed 
a covey flies in all directions, a scared bird sometimes passing ,"vithil1 
~n inch 0.£ the intruder's face! The nesting habits of the recl~headed 
quail are- similar tbthose of the grey quail. 
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Micro perdicltla is anot·her genus of quail peculiar to India. 
Blanford describes three species-JJf. e1',)'throrhJlI1chus or the painted 
bush-quail, found south of Bombay, !If. ble'Zuitti, Blewitt's bush-quail 
which occurs in the Central Provinces, and ]til, l1wnipurensis or Hume's 
bush-quail which is confined to Manipur. These cannot be deemed 
connnon birds and undoubtedly form local races of one species, which 
isolation has permitted to spring into being. As' the legs of the 
central and south Indian {orms are bright red and those of the Assam 
race are orange, I would call them reel-legged quails. In the Assam 
variety the plumage is grey and in the others brown; in all it is 
heavily blotched with black. The head of the cock is dark red or 
black-and-white and that of the hen dull red or grey. In size they 
vary from six-and-a-half to seven-and-a_lhalf inc:hes, Blewitt's being 
the smallest and Hume's the largest. 

There is ret another JOU1·~toecl quail. This midget is about the size 
of a spal'rm,'t. Its totalleng-th is five-and-a-hilf inches, that is to say, an 
inch less than that of the next smallest four-toed species. By the foot 
rule YOIl may identify it, bearing in mind that the three-toed little 
button-quail is equally tiny. This four-toed pigmy is known to men 

THE: INDIAN BUTTON-QUAI,.I,. (TURN IX TANKI)IN CENTRE. t Natural Size. BLUE 

BREAS'l'ED QUAIL (EXCALPAC'J.'ORIA CI-IINENSIS) A'l'SIDES. ± Natural Size. 

of science as E:r:calfactoria chinensis: sportsmen call it the blue-breasted 
or painted quail. Like the rain quail, it is a local migrant; it occurs 
most abnnd:l'ltly in Bengal, but lTlay be found in almost any moist por
tion of the Indian empire, 'west oJ Delhi and north oJ Bombay. 

The cock is a handsome little feIIow. His upper parts are brown, 
pencilled with buff and blotched with black. Below the eye on each 
side is a vvhite triangle margined with black. The upper breast and the 
sides of the abdomen are blue grey and the remainder of the abdomen is 
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chestnut. The legs are bright yellow. The hen is coloured like the 
grey quail, but may be readily differentiated by her small size an'd 
yeIlow legs. 

This completes the account of the four-toed quails. Of necessity, 
I have been compelled to inflict a good deal of description 011 the re~der, 
but I trust that this will enable anyone to identify any quail he m'ay 
shoot. The size and the colour of the head or legs are the features to be 
examined in any fonr-toed quail which' is not a grey or a rain quail. 

The three-toed quails are an interesti~g fa1niIy in which the cock 
does the work usually assigned to the hen; for he alone sits on the eggs 
and looks after the young birds. He is smaller than the hen, is not so 
pugnacious and is clad h1 more homely attire; in short, he is a 
typical hen-pecked husband. A good deal has yet to be learned of 
the habits of the three-toed quails and therefore anyone who has an 
opportunity of witnessing the nesting operations of any species should 
keep a careful record of "vhat he or she sees. 

Apart from the assumption by the cock of feminine duties, the 
habits of these birds are very like those of the true or four-toed quails; 
they spend their time chiefly in grass or among bushes and feed on the 
ground.' They usually go about in pairs. The nest is a hollow in the 
ground in which fro111 four to eight eggs are laid. 

The three-toed quails belong to the order H ernipodii and to the 
genus Turni.:r. 

There are three well-marked species-the bustard quail 
(T. p'ugnax) , the little button-quail (T. dU,ssul1tieri) and the button:
quail.' The last falls into three races-To tanki, the Indian button-quail 
which is found in most parts of India Proper, T. blanfO?'di, which occurs 
in Eastern Assam ancI/Burma, and T. albi7}entris, which is confined to 
the Andamans and the Nicobars. 

All three races. of button-quail have the bill and legs yellow (in the 
Burmese race the whole of the upper and the tip of the lower mandible 
or chap are brown). The average length of the bird is six-and-a-half 
inches. The upper plumage is br.owl1, barred with black and pale red. 
The hen dons a chestnut collar in the breeding season. 

The bustard and the little button-quail are widely distributed in 
India. They may be distinguished from the button-quail by the fact 
that the bill is slaty blue. They may be distinguished fro111 each other 
by the fact that the bus!tard-quaiI is six-and-a-half or six inches long. 
according as it is a hen or cock, while the hen little button-quail 
measures five-and-a-half inches and the cock is slightly smaller. The 
bustard-quail has the breast barred black-and-white. The breast of· 
the little button-quail is buff, with some heart~shaped black or black
and-white spots at the sidles. 
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BUST ARDS AND FLORICAN. 

The plains of the Punjab are about the least attractive part of 
India to the sportsman an:d to everyone else; they are a dreary dese:rt . 
through which five rivers trickle-a desert which t,he British .are 
making valiant efforts to reclaim. ,Only those Europeans who have 
lived in the Punjab can fully appreciate the lamentation of St. (~loup~ 
Lorq Auckland's chef, who accompained his master to Ferozepore in th~ 
winter of 1838-39 on a visit to Ranjit Singh, the Sikh Ruler.' The 
lament was addressed to Miss Emily Eden: ItSi madame est contente, 
iln'y a den a dire, et assurementje fa is de mOl1mieux, mais enfin q~lJ¢st 
ce qu'U y a ?~pas de legumes, pas de fruit; il ne faut pas tuer un b~trtf,. 
a cause de la religion de ces maudits Sikhs: enfin j'ai de la p01..1ssiere piONt.' , 
sauce. Mon Dieu! quel pays!" St. Cloup was not a sportsman, '0[, l:tij,' 

would doubtless have added paucity of game to his list of the shot,t4. 
comings of the Punjab. Eloquent testimony to the comparative lac~ o~" 
game in that part of the country is evidenced by the fact that Ettro$>'~aps 
in the Punjab try to spend the Christmas holidays at Lahore, vvhet~ they 
amuse themselves with cricket and dancing, whereas' in the United' ' 
Provinces shooting camps are formed in every district. , .• 0' " 

The arid Punjab, however, has one redeeming feature' in the 
eyes of t,he sportsman and that is bustards are found there. 

Bastards, being birds of the desert, do not occur in B~~;aJ~: 

Assam and other damp parts of India. 
(( The bustards," writes Dr. Blanford, (( appear to be a link bet:w;,e~q.i 

the rails and cranes on one side and the plovers on the other; but; are 
nearest on the whole to the cranes." This is doubtless correct ·'from 
the ~cientific point of view, but in appearance bustards resemble p~oyers 
rather than cranes. , ", . 

The most striking external characters tics of bustards are theJdng, 
stout, bare legs, the broad flat bade, the rather long neck, Ithe S111~U;' 
head and big mouth. The bodies of most birds incline upwards when 
their possessors assume a standing posture, the tail being lower than, 
the breast and pointing towards the ground. In the case of the bustard, 
however, as shown in the illustration, the body is carried horizontally> 
This pose of the body (which enables the observer to identify a bustard 
even hom a distance) iS J I think, connected with fleetness of: toot. 
Ostriches, wagtails and other birds that use their legs for r~111nilng, 
as opposed t~ hopping, have their bodies set at this angle. 

Finn has marked another peculiarity of the hustards, namely, " the 
way in which they tilt up their bills with an air of superci~:ious stupidity 
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only equalled by the camel among beasts." Indeed, were you to remove 
the! hind legs of a camel and insert the) forelegs in the middle of the 
abdomen, you would have a tolerable imitation of a bustard. The 
colouring of the two is not dissimilar: both tone with their drab sur
roundings. 

Needless to say, birds living in such environment are difficult to 
shoot: they can see the shikari when he is miles away. To secure the 
larger species you require a rifle or a came1. 

Three bustards commonly occur in the more arid parts of India 
-the great Indian bustard (Ettpodotis edwardsi), the houbara (H oubara 
macqueeni) and the little bustard (Otis tetrax); 

The great Indian bustard is a magnificent bird. The n1.ale stands 
four feet high and t·he female a little over three feet. 

This bustard has a black cap and neck-lace: the latter being in
complete in the hen. The neck and lower parts are whitish: the wings 
are buff with fine black, wavy pencillings and the legs are dirty yellow. 
The wings are long. When on the wing this great bird looks like a 
vulture/ but it rarely, if ever, flies high above the ground. It iEeeds 
on insects, small reptiles and grain. After midsummer it scrapes out 
a hollow in the ground as an egg-receptacle for one (sometimes two) 
large egg, which is usually stone-coloured. Blanford gives the follow
ing as the distribution of this bird: "The plains of the Punjab between 

~ . 

the Indus and the ]umna, also Eastern Sind, Cutch, Kathiawar, Raj-
putana, Guzerat, the Bombay Deccan, the greater part of the Central 
Provinces, extending as far east as Sambalpur, the Hyderabad terri
tories, and parts of the Madras Presidency, and the Mysore State as 
far south as Southern Mysore and perhaps farther south. Stragglers 
may be found outside the area specified, as in Western Sind, Meerut 
and Qudh; but this bustard is unknown in B.ehar, Chota N agpur,. 
Orissa, and Bengal, on the Malabar Coast and in Ceylon." 

The cock houbara is nearly thirty inches long, the female being 
three 1nches shorter. This may be described as a small and ornamental 
edition of the great bustard. It has a ruff of black and white feathers 
on each side of the neck and a tuft of rather long feathers hanging 
fro111 the throat. The ttpper plumage is buff, finely pencilled with 
black, and the lower parts are white, flecked with black. This bird 
is a cold-weather visitor to the Punjab, N.-VV. Frontier Province, Sind, 
Cutch, Rajputana and Northern Guzerat. In March it goes for breed
ing purposes to Afghanistan and Persia. 

The little bustard is a yet smaller edition of the great Indian 
bustard, being only eighteen inches long. It visits the N.-W. Frontier 
Province in winter, where it frequents mustard fields. Unlike the 
other bustards, it Hies high and performs aerial gymnastics; in con
sequence sportsmen call it the" butterfly hOllbara." 
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Floricans are bustarcls that dwell in grass. As grass requires a 
good dea.l of moisture, the distribution of floricans necessarily· differs 
from that of the other bustards. 

IN CJ1;N'I'RE THI\GREAT BUSTARD (OTIS TARDA). }1f Natural Size. Nr smIts 'l'lIl~ 
; ·BENGAL FLORICAN (SYI'HEOTIS BI\NGALENSIS) MALE ON n-IE LEFT, 

]'~MAI,:D; ON un: RIGHT· l~ Natural Size. 

The Bengal florican (Sypheotis Bengalensis) is the size of a pea
hen, being twenty-six inches in length. 

The hen is coloured like the bustards described above, having the 
upper plumage buff, pencilled ,"vith black, but the lower plumage is 
creanl-coloured .rather than white, "vith some black markings. The 
Jegs are dull sullied yellow. The cocks at the breeding season, that is 
to say fro111 March to July, aSSllme a nuptial plumage, which they are 
said to lose in the autumn. This may be the case with some birds, but 
certainly is not universally true. I have shot several cocks in breed
ing livery at the end of October. 

In breeding plumage the cock is, generally speaking, a black bird 
with white wings. He has a black uest and long black feathers at 
the throat and neck 

The Bengal florican lives in the Terai and in Assam. A few of 
those that I have shot in the Pilibhit Terai were flushed from com
paratively short grass, but most of them were in grass from six to ten 
feet high. Thtls they are best shot fro111 elephants. The cock, when 
on the wing, looks like a black bird with white wings, and the hen like 
an owl, so much so that many a grass-owl has been shot for a florican, 
to the mutual disgust of owl and sportsman. The bird flies with head 
and neck outstretched, after the manner of a crane. The florican is 
not a difficult bird to shoot, as, when it rises, it flies stiffly; its wings 
flap three or four times and then stop for a few seconds as though the 
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bird had been attacked by cramp. On the wing it has so ul1gamelike 
an appearance that I did not fire at the first florican I saw. 

The florican feeds chiefly on insects, but it eats vegetable matter. 
In the stomach of one I found a plum stone. The stomach of another 
specimen contained 48 grass-hoppers, 1 locust, 19 beetles of various 
kinds, and a quantity of decomposed vegetable matter; from this it 
will be seen that the florican has a large appetite. In proportion to 
their size birds probably eat more than quadrupeds do, since they live 
at higher pressure. The temperature of their body is higher than that 
of mamnlals and flight makes great demands on the muscles. As 
Hedley expresses it, birds have more life in them than any other animal 
has. This doubtless accounts in part for the great charm they 
possess. 

The florican is the best of the game birds for the table-so deli
cious is it that a lnan with whom I shot for a few days was most 
anxious to take one home to his wife, and, fearing that we should not 
come across any on the following days, insisted on having one plucked 
every day and buried to preserve it! . 

I regret to have to admit that I have no first-hand knowledge of 
the nesting habits of the Bengal florican, nor do I know of anyone whQ . 
has. 

Many years ago Hodgson wrote a detailed account of these, but he 
admits that his account is derived c.hiefly £1'0111 native shikaris. Now, 
I have found these most unreliable witnesses. To illustrate, one 6f 
them once brought me a koel's egg which he swore that the bird had 
deposited, an hour before, in a craw's nest. When I expressed d~uhts 
as to whether he had actually seen the koel deposit the egg, be die,... 
scribed in detail how she flew into the nest and iIl1e contortions s,he had 
undergone in the process of laying the egg. I took the egg and placed 
it in a craw's nest in the garden. The egg yielded a young koel .the 
following day! 

According to native shikaris the sexes of the florican live rigorous
lyapart. To quote Hodgson a In the season of love the troops of males 
and females come into the same neighbourhood, but without mixing. 
A male that is amorously disposed steps forth and by a variety of very 
singnlctr proceedings, quite analogous to human singing and dancing, 
recommends himself to the neighbouring bevy of females. He rises 
perpendicularly 1n the. air, humming in a deep peculiar tone and flapping 
his wings. H.e lets himself sink after he has risen some fifteen or 
twentv yards, and he rises and again falls in the same manner,. and 
with the same shange utterance; and this perhaps five· or six times, 
when one of the females steps forward, and with her he commences il 
courtship in the manner of a turkey-cock, by trailing his wings and 
raising .-and spreading his tail) humming all the time as .befqre. 
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\Vhen thus, with what I must call song and dance, the rites of 
Hymen have been duly performed, the male retires to his 'company and 
the female to hers ... .into deep grass cover, and there, at the root of 
a thick tuft of grass ,vith very little semblance of a nest, she deposits 
two eggs, never more or less, unless the first be destroyed. If the 
eggs be handled in her absence she is sure to discover it and destroy 
them herself. The eggs are of the size and shape of an ordinary 
domestic fowl's, but one is sensibly larger and more richly coloured 
than the other. This larger and more highly-tinted egg is that of the 
male young, and the smaller and l~ss richly-hued egg that of the female 
progeny," 

Hodgson admits that he had to pay for this information. His 
informer, quite rightly, deemed it his duty to give him something in 
return for his money; and, having a vivid imagination, he succeeded. 

As we are still without a trustworthy account of the nesting 
operations of the Bengal florican, it is to be hoped that planters, 
forest officers and others who may have occasion to visit the breeding 
haunts of the bird will endeavour to gain some first-hand knowledge 
of its nesting habits. 

The lesser florican or likh (Sypheotis anrita) is the same size as 
the little bustard, or rather the cock is; the hen is a little larger. .The 
neck and legs are longer in comparison with the size of the bird than 
those of the Bengal florican. The. hen is coloured like that of the 
Bengal species, and, in breeding plumage, the cock generally resembles 
in colouring his big cousin, but the feathers on the head and neck are 
much shorter. At the breeding season he develops on each side:-of the 
head three extraordinary feathers about four inches long, which pro
ject backwards and curl upwards; they are narrow for three-quarters 
of their length and feathery at the end. Seen from a distance the 
cock looks as though someone had stuck into ·him six feathery grasses. 
In the \Vintel" the cock assumes a livery like that of the hen, except 
that there is white in the wings. 

There aTe many authentic accounts of the breeding operations of 
this species. It nests in the hot weather in South India and in the 
rains in the North. Three or four eggs are laid in a hollow on the 
ground. 

The eggs are sometimes olive in hue, sometil11es brown. At the 
time of mating the cocks rise in the air and make a croaking noise, 
in the manner described above. This is a purely Indian bird and 
undergoes some local migration. In the winter it is not often seen 
north of the Godavari, but in the breeding season it extends to Sind, 
Cl1tch, South-East Punjab, Rajputana and the Central Provinces. 
Stragglers may, however, be found in any part of Northern India, 
west of the J?ay of Bengal, 
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SAND.GROUSE. 

Sand-grouse are a family of birds which seem to constitute a link 
between the pigeons and the grouse; indeed Huxley called them 
pigeon-grouse. In size and shape they resemble pigeons, except for 
their colouring, bill and legs. All of them have sandy tints which 
cause them to assimilate with their arid surroundings. The sexes 
have different plum'age. The bill is like that of a partridge or other 
gallinaceous bird. The legs are short ancl feathered. Sand-grouse 
feed on seed which they pick off the ground. Save for t,he fact that 
they afe monogamous, their nesting habits resemble those of partridges 
and other game birds. Although sand-grouse have points of 
resemhlance with pigeons and game birds it is impossible to mistake 
one of them for a pigeon, a partridge or any other game bird. They 
constitute, like the Jews, a well-marked family. They breed in 
Africa and in Central and V\Testern Asia. Some of them pay mi
gratory visits to Europe. 

Eight species of sand-grouse occur in India. These, like the 
bustards, affect arid tracts of country. 

The eight Indian species fall into three well-marked genera
Pteroc1u1'11s, Pterodes and Syrrhaptes. Of these the last is dis
tinguished hy having no hind toe. The species of Pteroclufus and 
Syrrhaptes may be distinguished at a glance fro111 those of Pteroc1es 
by the fact that in them the middle pair of tail feathers is considerably 
longer than the others. 

Let me first introduce the common sand-grouse (PteroCl1Wu.S 

e%ltstuS) , since this, as the English name indicates, is the species most 
abundant in Inelia. This bird is a permanent resident in considerable 
areas of Africa and Asia. 

As regards its distribution in India, Ht11ne writes: "It is a bird 
of the level, sparsely wooded, sandy countries Pal' excellence, and 
although it may be shot in sundry plains close to hills in Rajpntana, 
unlike the painted sand-grouse, it eschews hills, has no liking for 
scrub, and absolutely avoids damp, swampy, low-lying tracts, jungles 
and forests." It is not found, except as an occasional straggler, in 
Bengal, the northern parts of the U. P., or the southern portion of 
Madras. It is 1110st abundant in Rajputana, the Punjab, Sind, and the 
drier parts of Central India. 

The cock common sand-gronse is about the size of a clove, being 
a little over twelve inches in length, of which the tail accounts for 
nearly one half. The two middle tail feathers are narrow towards the 
tip ann are prolonged beyond the others as bristle-like projections. 
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The feathers that cover the head. back. chin, breast, legs and vent are 
pale brownish yellow, much the colour of desert sand. The larger wing 
fcathers and the tail feathers are brown. The breast is divided fro111 
the abdomen by a narrow black gorget margined with white in front. 
The abdomen is dark brown. 

This last feature is the source of 111uch annoyance to Mr. Thayer 
and other American cranks, since it knocks the bottom out of their 
ridiculous theory that all birds and beasts and fishes are concealil1g1y 
coloured. These worthies lay great stress on the fact that, generally 
speaking, the upper parts of animals are of darker hue than the lower 
parts. They assert that thc reason for this is that were animals the 
same colonr all over, the under parts, being- in shadow, would look 
darker than the upper, and thus render their possessors more COl1spicu~ 
OllS than they are. It may be conceded that an animal the same .shade 
all over is easier to see "lvhen standing- in an open plain than one which 
is darker above than below, and were every animal that lives in the 
open thus colonred, there might be something in the theory that all 
animals are invisible in their natural surrollndings. But we have the 
facts that numbers of birds and beasts exist which are, to use a draper's 
term, self-coloured, or even darker belo\v than above, and that these 
flourish equally with those that are darker above, that 1110St hunting 
animals seek their quarry by scent and 110t by sight, and that no animal, 
in its natural surroundings, is invisible to trained eyes. 

These facts demonstrate the untcnability of this latest theory of 
the cabinet zoologists, who have clone so lllllch to retard the progress 
of natural science. There is 110 such thing as an invisible animal. Of 
course, none are so blind as those who will 110t see 1 

The ground colour of the hen C01111110n sand-grouse is sandy, like 
that of the cock, but the hen is everywhere, except on the chin alld a 
band across the front of the abdomen, barred and streaked with black. 
The feathers of the he,:d and breast have black shafts, which give 
these parts a streaked appeaxance, while the other feathers, except 
those of the chin and part of the abdomen, have black cl'oss~bars. The 
middle tail feathers of the hen are prolonged like t,hose of the cock, 
but not to the same extent, being about one inch shorter. 

Sand-grouse live, feed and sleep on the ground. For the sake of 
safety they congregate in flocks of twenty or thirty and these are 
said to post sentinels at night to give warning of the approach of a 
jackal or other predatory creature. Sand-grouse:fly with great speed, 
and their skin appears to be so tough as to present considerable 
resistance to shot; at least I comfort myself with this explanation of 
the miserable results of my attempts to shoot them! Again and again 
Ita ve I fired into the" brown" of a flock, dashing a few yards over illY 
head, without bringing down a single bird! 
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Sand-grouse are wary birds, and, as they live in the open, they 
can easily see a man approaching, so the only ,vay to obtain a respect
able bag is to shoot them when they are flying to, or returning fro111, 
the place where they drink. They are birds of regular habits; they 
drink daily about two hours after sunrise and, in the hot weather, 
shortly before sunset. They fly at a tremendous pace to the watering 

. ghats, ill flocks of fro111 twenty to thirty birds. If you take up a posi
tion near a watering place, as many as one hundred of these little 
flocks may fly by in the space of half an hour. When on the wing, 
these birds emit a curious double note, which to me sounds like hit 1ne, 

hit me-possibly it does not convey these derisive words to the ears of 
anyone who can hit them as they dash by! The note, though not very 
loud, carries a long distance and can be heard before a flock comes into 
VIew. 

H ume states that sand-grouse rest for a time in the middle of the 
day, each i,11 a nook beside a clod of earth or tuft of grass. 

In KortE ern India, 1110st eggs have been taken in Aprilj in the· 
South, the nesting season begins earlier. Three eggs are usually laid 
in a depression in the ground. The eggs are rather long in shape; the 
ground colour is grey or cream, speckled, spotted and blotched with 
brown and purple. As is the case with terns and many other birds 
that deposit their eggs on the bare ground, the eggs vary greatly in 
colonring. This fact militates against the theory that birds' eggs are 
protectively coloured. If this were the case, there should be little or 
110 variation in eggs laid in the open in any given locality. 

The spotted sand-gTouse (Ptcroclurlts sellegallus), I should prefer 
to call the yellow-throated sand-grouse, because. in both sexes, the 
chin, throat, cheeks, and sides of the lleck are yellow ochre. 

The female is boldly spotted with black on the remainder of the 
head and breast and on the back It is these spots that give the bi~d 
the popular name although they are "\vantillg in the cock. This is one 
of the very few cases of a bird being named after a peculiarity that 
occms in the hen alone. The cock has a grey band rnnning through 
the eye right ronnd the back of the head; his upper breast is tinted with 
grey. In both sexes the abdomen is sand-coloured in front, changing 
behind to dark brown. The wing and tail feathers of the cock are 

. sand-coloured, boldly marked with brown. The pin-tail feathers of 
this species are rather longer than those of the common sand-g-rouse. 
The spotted sand-grouse lives and breeds in those parts of Sind that 
are west of the Indus. In the cold weather some cross that river and 
spread themselves as far west as Ahmedabad. 

The large pin-tailed sand-grouse (Pteroclurlts alchata) is not. very 
happily named, because the two species already described, as well as 
the Tibetan sand-groilse, have pin-tails, that is to say, the fine ta'per~ 
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two middle feathers are considerably longer than the others. The 
adjective large is more appropriate, as this bird is about fifteen inches 
long. I should prefer to call this species the clouhle-necklaced sand
grouse, since both the sexes display a necklace and a gorget. 

The only other pin-tailed form having anything of the kind is the 
cock common sand-grouse, -who has a single gorget. In the cock pin
tailed species, the head and upper back are light brown, tinted with 
yellow. The chin, throat,. and breast are pale .orange in both sexes 
and the abdomen white. There is, i11 both sexes, a black band dividing 
the white abdomen from the orange breast. The necklace across the 
breast is a narrow black band in the cock. The necklace of the hen is 
formed by three bands-a broad black line, followed by narrower 
yellow and grey ones.· The hen has the head and all the upper parts 
barred with hlack. In the cock the crossbars are confined to the IO'wer 
back. 

The habits of both this and the last-named species are similar to 
those of the common sand-grouse, but the large pin-tailed species is 
only a winter visitor to India. The usual limits of its range are Delhi, 
Sambhar, and Karachi. It goes about in flocks numbering thousands 
and ,has a loud clanging call. 

TrnF,TAN SAND-GROUS IN CENTRIC (SYRRHAP'rES~'l'IBETANUS) AND CLOSS~BARRItD 

SAND GROUSE (PTI~ROCLI;S LICHENS'rEIN!) A'l' SIDES. 1/5 Natural Size. 

The only other pin-tailed sand-grouse, which occurs within Indian 
limits, is the Tibetan sand-grouse. As the name implies, this bird is 
an inhabitant of Tibet. It has no hind toe and the three front ones 
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are feathered. Other sand-grouse have hare to~s, the legs only being 
feathered. It is a sand-coloured bird, finely pencilled with black on the 
upper plumage. In the hen the pencilling extends to the wings. 

\Ve have now to consider the fqur Indian species of sand-grouse 
in \vhich the tail is rounded or wedge-shaped and is devoid of any pro
jecting pin-feathers. 

These belong to the genus Ptcrocles. Their habits are very 
similar to 'those of the birds described above. The chief differences 
behveell the various species, apart from those of size and colouring, 
lie in their call-notes and t·he magnitude of the flocks they form. 

Of the fonr Indian species of Pterocles, one has the belly black, 
another sand-coloured. and two sandy. barred ,:vith black. 

The black-bellied sand-grouse (Ptcroclcs arenari1ts). is one of the 
largest of the sand-grouse, heing fourteen inches long ·of which but fonr 
constitute the tail. For this reason the bird is sometimes called the large 
or imperial sand-grouse. The cock, like those of the other three species, 
is a handsome fellow. His general hue is sandy. hut he boasts of a 
dull red throat and a black chin, gorget and al,c1omen. The head, neck 
and back of the hen are sandy yellow. streaked and harred with black: 
she lacks the reel on the throat. 

The species is a winter visitor to North-Western India and is 
numerous during the cold ·weather in some parts of the country. Hume, 
during the course of a fifteen miles' drive near Ferozepore, once saw 
over a ,hundred Bocks of these ·birds, and, 011 another occasion. near 
Jodhpur. be came upon a company of fully hvo thousand of them, 
packed in an area of 90 by 30 feet ! 

The c(l1'onetted sand-grouse (Ptcrocles coronaf1ls) has the abdomen 
sandy-coloured in both sexes. The cock has an ashy grey band nl111~ing 
from eye to eye ronnel the back of the head. His throat is black and 
there is a band of this hue on each side of the forehead. The hen is a 
sand-coloured bird, barred with black. This species extends from the 
west bank of the Indus, through Baluchistan, Persia and Arabia to 
Africa. 

There remain the two sand-gronse, of which the belly in both sexes 
is barred 'with black. These are the painted sand-grouse (Pterocles 
fasciatus) and t,he close-barred sancI-grouse (Pterocies Ucbenstelni). 

The cock painted sand-grouse is a striking bird. The forehead· is 
white, with a black band across it from eye to eye, like the bridge of a . 
pair of horn-rimmed spectacles. On the top of the head are some 
longitudinal black streaks. He wears a gorget composed of three 
bands: the front one is chestnut, the middle on'e buff, 'and the hind band 
black. The hen lacks these ornaments; she is a sand-coloured bird, 
with narrow black bands all the head and cross-bars on the remainder 
of the plumage. 
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The species does not occur in flocks. It drinks before sunrise and 
after sunset. 

It is confined to India, and may be found in the Sewaliks and the· 
rocky hills of the U. P., Rajputana, Cutch, Guzerat, the C. P. and the 
Deccan. 

The cock close-barred sand-grouse has a white forehead with a 
black cross-bar. He has a black band across the breast and another 
dividing the abdomen from the breast. He has longitudinal stripes 
on the head and is closely cross-barred all over the rest of the plumage. 
The hen has the forehead closely barred and lacks the black bands 
across the brrast and abdomen; otherwise she is like the cock in appear
ance. The close-barring, which gives the species its English name, 
makes its identification easy. This bird is an inhabitant of North-East 
Africa, Arabia and Baluchistan, and visits Sind, west of the Indus, in 
the ~olc1 weather. 



nOVES. 
The Zoologist makes 110 distinction between doves and pigeons. 

He is justified in taking up this attitude. Anatomically there is no 
difference between a dove and a pigeon, 1101' is it possible to point to 
<'tHy habit of the dove and say: "By this may you distinguish hetween 
a clove and a pigeon." 'vVhen all is said, the only real difference is that 
pigeons m-e shot for sport, while doves are not; presumably, because 
the dove has very little meat on it t 

Before descl:ibillg individual members of the cooing community, 
let 118 notice some of its general ch<.tractel'istics. These are well mark
ed. The head is small and the wings are long and powerful: the latter 
sometimes strike one another when their possessor is Hying. The bill 
is rather weak and is svvollen at the base. Doves and pigeons are 
monogamons and pair for life. They construct the flimsiest of nests, 
usually a pad of fine twigs or dried grass, balanced 011 the branch of a 
tree. or some unsafe place. Tvw \vhite unmarked eggs are laid. The 
nestlings, unlike those of game birds, are blind and almost naked when 
they leave the egg and present an l111sig11tly appearanc0. until they are 
nearly grown up. In this respect they afford a strong contrast to the 
be'autiful1ittle ducklings. Pigeon nestlings do not greet their parents 
with wide-open months, but put the bill inside that of the parent and 
imbibe the secretion from the crop known as pigeon's mille 

J erdon declares that pigeons, although mainly vegetable feeders, 
sometimes eat small snails. While not g'oing so far as to contradict 
J erdon, I must state that I have never seen a dove or a pigeon eating 
any animal matter. Green pig-tOllS eat fruit and the others grain, 
mingled with a little greenstuff. 

Doves have, fro111 time immemorial, been held up as emblems of 
meekness. Never was a reputation less deserved. There is only 
one thing in ''\Thich doves are like the meek; that is, they literal1y~-il1herit 
the earth. They flourish like the green bay tree everywhere in In"elia. 
My opinion of the family,._formed after considera.ble experience-is 
that the members of it are had-tempered and pugnacious. Colonel 
Cunningham would hold that these adjectives are too mild. His sum
ming 11p of the c.'haracter of the c.ooing community is worthy of Burke. 
"Spotted doves," fulminates he," like most of their relatives, are 
perfect whited sepulcl11'es of (envy, hatred and malice' and are 
continually squabbling and fighting with one another and with other 
birds. How any kind of dove should ever have come to be regal"ded 
as 'harmless' must remain an insoluble problem, for even a very casual 
observation of their manners and customs is enough to show that their 
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meek and peaceful air is an arrant fraud, veiling selfishness and ill
temper of the deepest dye." 

A fairly wide experience of the ways of many distinct kinds of 
pigeons and doves has taught me to be very cautions in confining more 
than a single pair of any species within a limited space. No matter ·of 
what kind they may he: all alike-Gouras, Nicobar-pigeol1s, fruit
pigeons, turtle-and ground~doves-are exceptionally irascible and 
malignant. ., The beautiful bronze groun1d-doves are," he declares, 
" really quite fiendish in their ferocity; and occasionally, not content 
with plucking out all t,he feathers from the necks of their enemies, 
actually lay bare the bones of the spinal column below. Fruit-pigeons 
appear to be somewhat better tempered, but this is pi'obably to be 
ascribed to their excessive greed, for they are usually so full gorged 
as to be indisposed for any active exertion." 

In the Fauna of British India twelve species of doves and thirty
two of pigeons are described. Of these only about a dozen are entitled 
to a place among the C01111110n birds of India. 

Let us begin with the doves. Perhaps the lUost cOllvenient method 
of classifying these is to divide them into tuppence-coloured and penny
plain or showily-dressed and quietly-attired, subdividing the latter into 
long-tailed and medium-tailed. 

There is but one showily-dressed dove in India, it is known as the 
bronze-winged or emerald dove (Chalco phaps indica). This 
beautiful bird is confined to well-wooded gardens and forests in the 
plains and the lower ranges of hills. Its distribution has not been 
thoroughly worked out, but I know of 110 reason why it should not he 
found in any dense forest. Most sportsmen must have noticed the 
bronze-winged dove ·when shooting in the Terai. It often flies past the 
occupant of a Inac1l'an while the heaters are approaching, being' dis
lodged from its feeding ground, like so many other creatures, by the 
shouts of the coolies. 

So many colours occur in the plumage of this bird that complete 
descriptions of the attire of the cock and that of the hen (for they do 
not dress alike) would occupy the greater part of a colurnn. 

The following ontline should, however, suffice. The cock has the 
back and wings emerald green or coppery bronze, according to the 
angle at which rays of lig1ht are reflected therefrom. The head is blne 
grey, with a white forehead and eyebrow. The wing lining is chestnut. 
The middle tail feathers are dark brown and the outer ones grey, ·with 
a black cross-band near the tip. The under plumage is the colour of 
a faded claret stain on a white table-cloth. 

Jihe hen has the brilliant wings of the cock, but the head and neck 
are brown, and the forehead and eyebrow pale grey. The bird is 1O~· 
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inches long, the body being 6~ and the tail 4. The bronze-winged 
dove feeds on berries and seeds and is said to be very fond of castor oil 
seeds. Its call is a soft plaintive coo. It builds, between February 
and July, a neat little platform in a bush. or small tree. The nest is 
sometimes within two feet of the ground. Two creamy white eggs 
are laid. 

We nov>' come to the quietly-dressed doves. It must not be 
thought that I have employed this adjective to denote dowdiness: far 
from it. The plumage of most of these doves is beautiful, but, as 
" Eha" remarks, "their loveliness is not that of golden orioles and 
kingfishers, but rather of clouds and distant hills and soft sunsets." 

The long-tailed doves have a tail as long as the rest of the body. 
Only four species are found within the limits of the Indian Empire. 
One of these-the barred ground-dove (Geopelia striata)-extends 
hom Tenasserim through the Malay Archipelago. It is not much 
larger than a bulblll and may be identified by the sides of the neck, 
bxeast and flanks being barred black and white. 

1 he other three Indian long-tailed doves are known as cuckoo
doves. They are easily identified, becanse t,he tail is graduated like 
that of the Indian tree-pie, the middle pair of feathers being the longest 
and each successive pair being shorter than the pair next to it on t,he 
inner side. Three species of cuckoo-dove occur in India; none of them 
are common. 

The bar-tailed cuckoo-dove (Marcropygia tusalia) is fOllnd in the 
Himalayas, east of Simla; the Andaman cuckoo-dove (M. rllfipennis) 
inhabits the Andamans and ,the Nicobars, while the little Malay cuckoo
dove (lJ1. ruficeps) spreads south-eastwards from the southern parts of 
Bl11-ma. 

The doves that have tails of medium length include three of the 1110st 
abundant and 1110st familar birds of India. One or more of these occur 
in every Indian garden. These are the little brown dove (T. wm
bayensis, the spotted dove (T. suratensis) and the Indian ring-dove 
(T. risorius). 

The little brown dove is smaller than a myna. The prevailing hue 
of its plumage is the brown of dry earth, but the head is washed with 
dull reel and the breast and fore part of the wing are delicately tinted 
with lilac. There is on each side of the neck", what looks like a minia
ture black-and-red chess board. The legs are crimson lake. The call 
of this dove is soft and pleasing; it consists of five notes which sound 
like cuk-cuk-coo-coo-coo the last three notes being repeated rapidly. 
This species is a.bundant all over the plains of India, west of Bengal. It 
ascends the hills to the height of about 2,000 feet. 
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It lives by preference in gardens and low bush jungle. It is one of 
the many birds that use telegraph wires as perches. It feeds on grass 
seeds and other small grains, which it, like other doves, picks up fr0111 
the ground. It builds a very slender platform of fine twigs and dried 
grass by way of a nest. 'i The nest," writes Blandford," is placed 
indifferently on shrubs or low trees, or on buildings, or occasionally all 
the ground." I -have not come across a nest of this bird built on the 
ground, but have found it in all manner of s,trange situations. One 
pair at Lahore built a nest all the ledge afforded by the rolled-up part 
of a verandah chil?-. vVhen the weather grew hot the chile was let down 
and in consequence the nest and eg-gs, like Humpty DUlllpty, had a great 
fall. The pair of doves in question then proceeded to put together a 
fresh nest on top of the verandah chih! This nest was balanced on the 
upper-most strip of split cane and "vas only prevented from falling by 
the fact that one side of the nest was up against the wall. In this nest 
this particular pair laid five sllccessive clutches of eggs. The history of 
each clutch is described in Birds of the Plains. 

Mr. A. Anderson gives the foll(nving account of the nesting escapa
des of another pair:" In 1863 I had occasion to have a standing 
camp for some ten days; and a pair of T. cambwycllsis soon cl'iscovered 
what appeared to them an eligible site for a nest in the verandah of my 
single-pole tent. At first I kept the inner chiles invariably clown at the 
side the doves used to enter fro111, so as to allow them to construct their 
nest unmolested, but in the course of two or three days this precaution 
was quite unnecessary. 

" The nest, if such it can be called, "vas placed close to the fringe of 
the kunnaut, 011 one of the corner ropes, where it is double for some six 
inches and there knotted.The double portion was just broad enough, 
being three inches apart, to support the nest with careful balancing; the 
knot acted as a sort of buffer, and prevented the twigs fro111 sliding off, 
which 1110st assuredly would otherwise have been the case, for the rope 
just there was at an angle of 45 degrees. My tent had to be struck 
before t'he eggs were laid. 

Ii On another occasion a pair of these doves built on the outer ledge 
of a glass window-sill in my office room, where I had ample opportunity 
of observing heir habits; both birds took their turn pretty equally on the 
eggs, as also in feeding their young; the male bil"d frequently feel the 
female as well." 

The breeding season lasts fro111 January to August. Each pair 
seems to raise fro111 two to five broods in the year. This unusualnul11her 
of broods appears to be correlated with the fact that only two eggs are 
laid on ~ach occasion. 
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The spotted dove (T. slfrafellsis) is about the size of a myna. 
The head is reddish grey with a black-and-white chess-board 011 each 
side of the neck. The wings are brown, spotted with dull red. It is 
these spotted wings that have caused the bird to be named the spotted 
dove. The call is usually of four notes-cuk-coo-coo-coo. The spotted 
dove is found throughout the Himalayas at all elevations up to 7,000 
feet and in those parts of the plains where the annual rain-fall exceeds 
thirty inches, but even in what may be termed the damper parts of 
India the distribution of the spotted dove is capricious; for example, the 
bird is rarely, if ever, seen on the island of Bombay or in the Deccan. 
It is common in Bengal, Madras

1 
Bihar and Oucth, but avoids the Punjab 

and the drier parts of the U. P., such as Agra, Etawah and Muttra. In 
Burma it is replaced by the Malay spotted dove (T. tigrinis)-a race 
in which the spotting on the back is less pronounced. 

Nests of the spotted dove have been taken in every month of the 
year. In Northern India most nests are found between Febrttal'Y and 
October. In Eastern Bengal, November to May is the usual nesting 
period. The spotted dove dumps the slender platform of twigs that does 
duty as nest anywhere-in trees or bushes; on buildings in verandahs, 
on beams 01' chiks. Says Ml'. R. Thompson: "In their selection of 
sites for their nests these birds show very little intelligence, suiting 
themselves to the first place they find handy, often amongst old furni
ture in the verandah of a hOllse, cornices of aIel buildings, low hedges 
and bushes, or even the lopped truf!.k of a tree, if a flat surface is left 
sufficient to place the nest on, and often in the most exposed sittlations~ 
where the wretched birds are sure to pay the penalty of their 
im prudence." 

The slenderness of the dove's nest is sometimes the subject of 
ridicule. The eggs usually shmv through the botto111! One wag said 
that the average dove's nest is composed of two long twigs laid 011 an 
inadequate base, with two short hvigs placed crosswise 011 top of the 
long ones. Thompson took the trouble to count the number of twigs 
tha t composed some nests of the spotted dove and found each nest to be 
composed of fro111 fifty to one hl1ndred and fifty small twigs and roots, 
laid losely together. 

Spotted cloves 'willmob a tree-pie, or any other bird that approaches 
their nests. Cunningham declares that he has seen them pluck out 
large mouthfuls of feathers from their enemies' bodies. I have never 
observed one of these birds really drive an attack home in the manner 
described by Cunningham; even the redoubtable little king-crow rarely 
cloes this. 

The Indian ring-dove (T. risoriHs) is common in Ceylon and many 
parts of India. It seems to occupy chiefly those tracts of country that 
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are avoided by the spotted dove. It visits the Himalayas and Afghanis
tan in summer. It is a grey brown bird, tinted with lilac on the head and 
breast. It may be distinguished at a glance from the spotted and the 
little brown species by a black half-collar, narrowly bordered above and 
below with white, which it wears round the back of the neck. Its note 
is tri-syllabic, with a marked hiatus between the second and third 
syllable-, coo-coo-coo. There is about as much expression in this note 
as there is in the squeak of a mechanical toy. 

This is less of a house dove than the two described above. Its nest 
is nearly always placed in a tree, is of the usual description, and contains 
some grass. Only this morning (J uly 16th) while I was watclling a roller 
feeding young birds in a hole in n eucalyptus tree growing in 1!he 
La wrence Gardens at Lahore, I noticed a ring-dove with a long stem of 
dry grass in the bill. The bird flew with this into the tree. On looking 
up I saw this bird and its mate at work at a nest 011 the stout stump of a 
broken-off branch, some twenty-five fed above the ground. One bird 
was collecting grass while the other was arranging the nest materiails. 
This species breeds throughout the year. 

Less plentiful than the three species just described, but neverthe
less a com111on bird in most parts of India, is the red turtle-dove, which 
men of science (Bless them !) have saddled with the name Oenopopelia 
tranqebarica tranqebarica! This pretty bird is smaller even than the 
little brown dove. The hen is like a small edition of the ring-clove, and 
I have seen one wrongly labelled "ring-dove" in an Indian museum. 
The cock is distinguished by having rusty red wings. The call is a 
harsh, grating, grunting coo, repeated several times. This bird is only 
a summer visitor to the Punjab, where it breeds. Its nesting habits 
rese111 ble those of the ring-dove. 

In conclusion, mention must be made of the Indian turtle-doves. 
According to the Pa'll1W of British India, there are three different species 
of turtle-dove found in India. These, like the spotted and little brown 
dove, wear a chess-board on each.side of the neck. 

People who ,have visited Ml1ssoorie or Simla may have noticed a 
grey dove like the ring-clove but with the black collar replaced by a 
black-and-grey chess-board. This is the Indian turtle-clove (T. ferrago). 

A large edition of the little brown dove with the chess-boards black 
and grey instead of black and red is the rufous turtle-dove (T. or£entails). 
This bird occurs in the Eastern Himalayas and in Bengal, Chota Nagpur, 
Central India, Assam and Burma, but is nowhere commoti. It some
times goes about in flocks. The turtle-dove of Europe (T. comml1·nis) , 
which is like a little brown dove, but with black-and-white chess-boards, 
has been known to come as far east as Quetta and is therefore numbered 
among the birds of India. 



PIGEONS. 

Pigeons fall into two classes-seed-eaters and fruit-eaters. The 
seed-eating species are the rock-pigeons, the wood-pigeons and that 
curio-the Nicobar pigeon. 

The Indian blne rock-pige~Jll (Columba illtermcdia) is one of the 
commonest birds in India. It occurs in abundance everywhere in the 
plains and ascends the hi11s up to elevations of about 5,OOP~ feet. 
Curiously etlOugh, this bird is 110t seEn at Rangoon or in Lower Burma, 
but it is likely S0011 to extend to those parts. I saw it on the roof of the 
church at Maymyo last year. The blue rock-pigeon is of ccnfidillg 
nature and is easilv domesticated; it often mingles and breeds with 
domestic pigeons. It is the ancestor of all the fancy breeds of pigeons. 

Detailed description of so familiar a bird is scarcely necessary. The 
general hue of the plumage is blue grey. The neck and breast are 
glossed with green and purple. There arc two black bars across the 
wings. The legs are deep red and the eyes are orange brown. 

The blue rock-pigeon of Europe, which sometimes visits Northern 
India, has a white bar across the back, hence it is, or was, considered a 
different species and called C olu1nba livia. 

Another species or race- the blue hill-pigeon (C. l'upestris) has a 
white band across the tail. This pigeon is fOUlld in Tibet and some of 
the drier valleys of the higher Himalayas. 

The Eastern stock pigeon (C. eversmal'lii), which is distinguished 
by its yellow legs, visits Northern India in comparatively smalll1tllnbel's 
in winter. 

A fifth pigeon-the snow~or white-bellied pigeon (C. lellconota) 
is seen in the Himalayas at hig'h elevations in summer. In the winter it 
comes lower down ancI mixes with the blue rock-pigeons. As its 
name implies the lcnver parts are white. It lacks the metallic sheen on 
the feathers of the neck and breast. 

Of the above pigeons the Indian blue rock is the only one that is 
really common in India. 

This bird, like the crow and the sparrow, affects human habitations. 
It feeds entirely 011 grain wh:ic.h it picks l1p in busy t11'Orollghfares in 
preference to seeking it in the fields. 

A characteristic of this bird is that it roosts 011 rocks or buildings in 
preference to trees. 

Blue rock-pigeons roost in companies. Sometimes these companies 
are immense, at others they are quite small. At Benares, for example. <ll1 
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the pigeons of the vicinity roost on the roof of the Queen's College; while 
in the neighbouring town of Ghazipur they spend the night in small flocks 
at various buildings. People at Benares should make a point of visiting 
the College there one day, just before sunset, and 'watch the pigeons 
flocking to the building in companies of from two to forty individuals. 
By nightfall there is hardly standing room 011 the capacious roof. At 
Ghazipur some fifty pigeolls roost every night on the dome over Lord 
Cornwallis' cenotaph. Except at the very summit there is not a square 
fOGt of level surface on this cupola: the pig-eons do 110t mind this; they 
seem to prefer roosting on a surface at an angle with the horizontall 

Lucknow is another town where the blue rock-pigeons prefer to 
roost in small companies. The fort at Dig and the Gaisoppa Falls in 
South India are places where the pigeons Toast in huge armies. HUl11e 
states that a gL1n fired in the moat at Dig towards evening raises a dense 
cloud of birds, " obscuring utterly the waning day while the countless 
rapidly-plied wings give rise to a mighty rushing sound." It may be 
mentioned that at Dig pigeons are accounted sacred birds. 

T'he nesting season of the Indian blue rock-l)igeon begins on January 
the 1st and ends on December the 31st. It is probably at its height in 
April, May and June. The nest is a pad of twigs, placed on anything 
but a tree. I could fill a small volume with descriptions of pigeons' 
nests I have found in curious situations. A favourite site is on a cornice 
inside an inhabited building. One day, when inspecting the court of the 
bench of Honorary Magistrates at Pilihhit, I noticed two pigeons' nests 
on the cornice that ran round the court r00111. In the Cihazipur district 
the clerks of a tahsil complained that the pigcons which nested in the 
r00111 where they sat used to soil their records! In January 1918 I spcnt 
two or three days in a bungalow in the Ghazipl1f district belonging to the 
Rani of Ausanganj. A cornicc ran round the dining r00111. On this 
was a pigeon's nest containing a young bird. I obtained a ladder to 
examine this nest and found that it contained two eggs in 
addition to the young- bird. The Jast flew off the nest when I attempted 
to handle it, and alighted on a sdeen in the r00111. As it fluttered off the 
nest it broke one of the eggs, which was quite fresh. From this it 
would seem that the hen pigeon had laid a seco11d clutch before the first 
brood had left the nest. She was evidently letting the young bird assist 
in incubation! 

While inspecting a police station in the Ghazipur district I noticed 
a pigeon sitting on a nest 011 top of one of the pillars supporting the roof 

. of the stables. As the roof sloped there was room, between this and the 
top of the pillar, for the nest. 

The bungalows of the Aitcheson College at Lahore are made with 
bay windows that open into verandahs, so that there is a space between 
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the roof of the bay and the ceiling of the verandah. The sloping roof 
of the bay affords a nesting site eagerly songht after by pigeons. They 
have plenty of elbow room, and are protected from sun and rain. 

That imposing architectural freak-the Judge's Court at Benares
is a building after the heart of the local blue rock-pigeons. In the outer 
walls, which open into verandahs, are numerous circular apertures 
about two feet in diameter. I do not knovv the technical name for these 
openings, but I do know that they render it impossible to prevent cold 
air in winter and hot air in summer entering the building! In con
sequence the human beings who frequent the courts are wont to say 
hard things about the architect and to wonder why these openings were 
made. Not so the pigeons; they know that these holes were put there 
to serve as nesting sites, and, what is more, they make full use of their 
knowledge; thus its comes to pass that the judges and lTIttnsiffs, while 
weighing evidence in their minds, can, if they desire, feast their eyes on 
falling twigs, feathers and excreta. Whether they like it or not they 
have to listen to the soft, self-satisfied coos of the columbidae. 

The eastern wood-pigeon (P alumbus casiotis) is the Asia tic 
counterpart of the wood-pigeon of Europe (P. torq'blat'Vts). These two 
species (perhaps it would be more correct to designate them races) 
differ in appearance only as regards the neck patch. This is b1lff in the 
Asiatic form and white in the European one. It is this white patch on 
each side of the neck that has given the bird one of its English names
the ring-dove. The name does not fit" this great heavy pigeon. 

The upper parts of the plumage of Palll1nbtts casiot'is are grey, the 
sides and back of the neck being glossed with metallic green and purple. 
The end of the tail is black, and there is a white wing-bar at the angle of 
the wing. This bird has the usual habits of its kind. Its call may be 
written "Roo, coo, 00, 00-00." It occurs in Afghanistan and the 
Himalayas, west of Kumaull. In the winter some individuals visit the 
plaills of the Punjab and Sind. 

The Nicobar pigeon (Caloenas nicobarica) is a pigeon which seems 
to be trying to convert itself into a game cock; it has got as far as 
developing long neck hackles. The bill is long for a pigeon and has a 
fleshy excrescence near the base. The upper plumage of this pigeon is 
slate-coloured, but the longer hackles display the green and red sheen 
that is so characteristic of grain-eating pigeons. The lower plumage is 
dark glistening green. The tail is white, but, being short, it is almost 
hidden by the blue-grey wings. The Nicobar pigeon is a larger bird 
than the blue rock-pigeon. Its habits are like those of the other pigeons, 
b11t it lays only one egg instead of the usual brace. As the name implies 
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it is resident of theNicobar' Islands. It also occurs on other islands in 
the }\1alay Archipelago. 

liVe have ,now to deal with the fruit-eating pigeons. These come 
under three categories-green pigeolls, imperial pigeons and wood
plgeons. 

The Fauna of British India describes thirteen species of green 
pigeon as found in India. Only three of these are COUlmon birds. The 
other ten may therefore· bt; dealt with sllmmarily. Seven of them 
belong to the genus OSll1otreron, in which the sexes differ markedly in 
appearance. These seven species are: 

The ashy-headed green pigeon (0. plta'}'7'ci) , found fro111 Bengal to 
Cochin China . 

.MIDDLE CIRCI,E, BENGAL GRI~l\N PIGEON (CROCOPUS PHOENICOl"YttRG::') 
OU1'SIDE; Ol" CIRCLE, BRoNZ~-WrNGIW DOVE (CHALCOI'HAl'!:i INDICA) l\'II\Lr~ 1.,[£1"1', 

Fr~MAl;rt RIGHT. 

The grey-fronted green pigeon (0. affinis). found in the forests of 
the west coast of India, south of Bombay. 

The pom padom green pigeon (0. pompadnra)) found in Ceylon. 
The Andal11an green pigeon (0. chloroptcra) , found in the 

Anclamans and Nicobars. 
The cinnamon-headed green pigeon (0. fu1'lIicoll£s) , found in South 

Tenasserim. 

The pink-necked green pigeon (0. T1enlallS) , found in South 
Tenasserim. ' 

The orange-breasted green pigeon (0. bicima), found in the forests 
of South India and Ceylon. 

The thick-billed green pigeon (Trero1't nepalensis), has also the 
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sexes of different appearance. It is a small pigeon, being ten-ancl-:a-haH 
inches in length as opposed to the thirteen inches of the blue rock-pigeon. 
It occurs in the Eastern Himalayas and extends from Eastern Bengal to 
Co chin China and the Philippines. 

Having disposed of these rarae aves, let us now consider the com-
111011 green pigeon, which everyone of us has shot and eaten. This bird 
belongs to the genus Crocopus. Few birds sport so many colours as the 
common green pigeoil. '1 hese are all laid on' very delicately and are 
beantifully blended, so as to give the bird the general colouring of a 
greenleaf. For this reason green pigeons are very difficult to see in the 
foliage where they spend their time. There is some grey on the head, 
some lilac, yellow and black 011 the wing, a patch of dull red under the tail 
and some black on the tail. The remainder of the plumage is of varying 
shades of green and yellow. There is a pink ring round the blue iris. 
The tip of the bill is pale blue and the legs are orange yellow. The bird 
is the same size as the blue rock-pigeon. The older ornithologists 
divided the green pigeons of this genus into three species, tile Bengal, 
the Burmese and the Southern green pigeon. More rnodern ones lump 
the Bnrmese and Bengal species into one. I would go further and call 
them all one species-the Indian green pigeon (Crocopus phoeni
copterHs). 

This is the name now assigned to the Bengal species, the distin
guishing feature of which is that the 10v~Ter breast and abdomen are 
grey instead of yellow green as they are in the southern form 
(C. chlorogaster). The Burmese form has the forehead yellowish green 
instead of grey, hence it is sometimes knovvll as Crocopus viridifrmzs. 

My reasons f9r cal1ing all three varieties one species are, first, it is 
not possible to chaw any boundary line defining the distribution of the 
three species; secondly, most of the green pigeons shot in Northern India 
do not fit in with the description of any species; they are intermediate 
forms, race-hybrids. 

It comes to this then: the green pigeons ·of South India tisually have 
the abdomen yellowish green and those of Burma generally have grey 
bellies, while the birds shot in Northern India ordinarily show both grey 
and yellow in their lower parts. 

The note of the green pigeons is scarcely a coo: it is rather a cui'i01.1S 

whistle that I find it impossible to describe but which, once heard, cannot 
be mistaken. Green pigeons feed mainly, if not exclusively, 011 fruit 
which they pick off trees. They rarely, if ever, descend to the groL1nd. 
Their nesting habits are like those of other pigeons. The nest is usually 
placed high up in a shesham, pip aI, mango, or other lal·ge tree: it is the 
usual slender platform of fine twigs, all which two vety glossy white 
eggs are laid. 
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The Crocopus green pigeon does not ascend the Himalayas to any 
height; the common green pigeon of Himalayan hill stations is the 
kokla green pigeon (5 phenocercHs sphenuyus) _ This is the same size 
as the C0111m011 green pigeon. The head, neck and lower plumage are 
yellowish green, the upper back is grey: the rump, wings and tail are 
mainly olive green. The cock alone has a patch of maroon 011 the back. 
The eye is coloured like that of Crocopus. The kokla has a very curious 
('(ill, ;vhich some people describe as a melodious whistle. Personally 
I find it rather disagreeable. In any case, it is distinctive and eludes 
description. Kukla green pigeons breed throughout the Himalayas 
£1'0111 April to July, building the usual pigcon-nest and laying the usual 
couple of white eggs. The bird is merely a summer visitor to the 
Vv'estern Himalayas, returning- to the eastern ranges in the autumn. 

There is another Sphenocerclfs green pigeon found in the Himalayas, 
east of KUl11aul1. This is known as the pin-tailed green pigeon 
(S. apicicaltda). It may be recognised at sight by its middle tail feathers, 
which are two or three inches longe:- than the at-hers and are pointed at 
the tip. This bird has the usual habits of pigeons and nests in Cachar 
during April, May and June. The large thick-billed green pigeon 
(Bzt.trer011 capcllii) is three inches larger than the blue rock-pigeon. Its 
title to a place among Indian birds is, or was, based on the fact that a 
single specimen was shot on Elphinstone Island near Mergui. 

In my opinion, not one of the imperial pigeons is sufficiently abund
ant to merit a place among the C01111110n birds of India. I shall therefore 
deal with this branch of the family very briefly_ They are termed 
imperial pigeolls on acount of their large size, The smallest of them is 
three inc.hes longer than the blue rock-pigeon and the largest of them 
seven inches longer. 

The green imperial pigeon (Carpophuga aenea) occurs in the 
forests of the Himalayan terai, Assam, Burma, Central and South India 
and Ceylon. It is a grey hird, v.rith green wings and tail. The 
Nicobar race is called the Nicobar imperial pigeon (C. 1·nsnlar£s). 

Hodgson's imperial pigeon (Ducula insignis) occurs in Nepal, Sik
kim, Bhutan and Assam. It is a large grey bird, virashed with lilac on t,he 
head and brown on the back and '''ings. The throat is white. The 
Burmese race is known as the g-rey-headecl imperial pigeon (D. grisci
ca.pilla) , while that found on the Malabar coast is called J crdon's imperial 
pigeon CD. C1tprca). A black-and-white pigeo11, found in the Andamans 
and Nicobars, is the pied imperial pig-eon (lIJyristicil/ora bicolor), 

Finally, we have to glance at the fruit-eating wood-pigeons. These 
are large pig-eons varying in length from 14?! to 16 inches. - The author 
of the FaUNa of British India describes five species, all belonging to the 
genus A lSOC011ZIlS. They are, to quote from the Fauna, "distinguished 
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by dark colouration and by the prevalence of changeable metallic gioss. 
usually green or amethystine on a great part or whole of the plumage." 
Like some of the doves they carry miniature chess-boards on the sides 
of the neck. The prevailing- hue, apart from the sheen described above. 
is slaty grey or slaty blue. 

The Nilgiri wood-pigeon (,.::1. elphinstvnii) is the only pigeon found 
in the Niligiris at elevations above 5,000 feet. It occurs on all the hill 
ranges of South India. 

The Ceylon wood-pigeon CA. toyringtonii) is confined to the hill 
forests of Ceylon. 

The ashy wood-pigeon (.A. pldchricollis) is a denizen of the Eastern 
Himalayas. 

The purple wood-pigeon (./1. plt1l£Ceus) , which wears a white cap. 
oc~urs in Burma, South-East Bengal and Orissa. 

Lastly, there is the wood-pigeon of the Andamans and Nicobars, 
which is known as the Andaman wood-pigeon (A. palumboides). 
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